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ON ITS WAY - The 30-foot high cross which stands above the new 10-story wing of
St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Elizabeth, is raised into position July 9. The illuminated cross
weighs two tons and is visible from as for away as Manhattan.
Forecast in Cincinnati
Educator Warns of Cuts
In Parochial Education
CINCINNATI (NO
Schools of the Cincinnati
Archdiocese face a financial
crisis that may make it nec-
essary to drop the first four
grades. Auxiliary Bishop Paul
F Lei bold has declared.
Bishop Leibotd, chairman of
the Archdiocesan School
Board, said the crisis also
may mean no construction of
new schools or additions "un-
til the teachers are actually
named and adequately com-
pensated.”
HE R9TVMATED that If the
archdiocese called a halt to
school construction It would
require the state-operated
school system to undertake a
525 million building program
in the area of the archdiocese
and would add $l5 million in
operating expense to the
area's taxpayers.
*'lf anyone has a better an-
swer la view of the actual
facta aa they exist today, we
would Uke to bear it," he
sold. -: -
Blahop Lotbold west on to
point out that "state eld
would help and would save
the taxpayers a great deal of
money." He added that "it is
our conviction that a legal
solution can be found for any
constitutional problems that
may exist."
Dropping the first four
grades, he added, would make
from 400 to 39* more Slaters
available far teaching In the
upper grades He explained
that the lower grade* were in-
dicated far the possible cot
bach because "it is easier to
T f u r l and
an effective program can br
Presented lor them there."
FACTORS LEADING to the
financial crisis of the school*,
he said. Include
• The growing proportion
of lay teachers.
• The move to suburbia,
requiring the building of new
schools and for greater bus
transportation problems.
• General rise In the cost
of education and school main
tenance.
• Suffer requirements for
teachers, making it necessary
for religious communities to
spend more in preparation of
Sisters for the classroom.
• The growing number of
children to be educated.
The Bishop expressed the
opinion that "shared time
may be a little help in specific
cam. but U la no solution "
Other Stories, Page 1*
Archbishop O'Hara
Dies in Britain
LONDON - U.S.-born Artb-
blshop Gerald P. O’Hara.
Apostolic Delegate in Great
Britain, died July It following
a heart attack.
Prior to assuming his post
in London in August. 1954, he
had screed at the last papal
representative in Communist
Rumania from 1947 to 1999,
and aa Papal Nuncio to Ire-
land from 1951 to 1954.
Before joining the papal
diplomatic service he waa a
leader of the Church in the
South, aereing as Bishop of
Savannah-Atlanta. Ga , a post
be received in 1915.
He waa born in Green
Ridge. Pa., May 4, 1995, stud-
ied at seminaries and in Phil-
adelphia and Rome, where be
was ordained in 1930. He
earned a doctorate in canoo
and civil law at the major
Roman seminary in 1924.
Returning to Philadelphia;
be waa named secretary to
Dennis Cardinal Dougherty,
and in 1929 was made Auxi-
liary Bishop of Philadelphia
at the age of 34.
HolyFather Confers With U Thant;
Acclaims UN's Efforts for Peace
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope Paul VI said in receiv-
ing UN Secretary-genera! U
Hunt that the Holy See re-
gards the United Natiooa as the
fruit of a civilization for which
the Church provided the basic
principles.
The Pope received U Thant
In private audience for a half
hour and praised the UN for
its efforts for world peace. He
spoke in English.
HE SAID THAT the Holy
See "holds a very high con-
ception" of the United
Nations. "It considers it to be
the fruit of a civilisation to
which the Catholic religion
. . gave the vital principles.
"It considers it an instru-
ment of brotherhood between
nations
... It considers the
United Nations as the steadily
developing and improving
form of the balanced aod uni-
fied life of all humanity in IU
historical and earthly order."
He said the presence of so
many races and sUtes In a
single organization "is a fact
which the Holy See considers
as corresponding to its con-
cept of humanity, and includ-
ed within the area of its spir-
itual mission in the world."
POPE PAUL recalled that
formation of such an organisa-
tion as the UN was desired by
Pope Benedict XV, its funda-
mental criteria were traced by
Pope Plus XII, aod its im-
portance was underlined and
its perfect Hinctioning encour-
aged by the late Pope John
XXIII in the encyclical Pacem
in Terris.
Therefore, he said “we avail
ourselves of this occasion to
renew the expression of our
esteem and of our topes for the
fundamental program of the
United Nations, especially in
regard to elimination of war,
the assistance of developing
peoples ... ,and the safeguard-
ing of the rights and dignity
of the human person."
AFTER THE audience. U
Thant visited Amleto Cardin-
al Cigognani, papal Secretary
of Stale.
That evening he addressed
the Italian Society of Interna-
tional Organizations and paid
tribute to Pacem in Terris. He
said that in the encyclical
Pope John bad summed up
"admirably" the significance
of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
AT A PRESS conference, U
Thant answered questions cem-
enting Josef Cardinal Minds-
zenly. Primate Pope of Hun-
gary, and the claims of Viet-
namese Buddhists that they
are being discriminated
against by a government con-
trolled by Catholics.
He said that In his talks in
early July with communist
Hungary's Premier Janos
Kadar the question of Car-
dinal Mindszenty had -come
up. He declined to comment
on the details of the talks but
said he has hopes that the
question of the Cardinal
who has been living in asylum
at the U. S. legation in Buda-
pest since 1956 “will be
solved with the passage of
time."
'■ •’* He was asked if the question
of Vietnamese Buddhists had
come up in bla talk with the
Pontiff.
The UN official replied:
"It Is obvious that 1 cannot
reveal what I talked about
with Pope Paul. But I can say
that the developments taking
place in the Republic of South.
Vietnam are very disturbing."
More on Pope, Pope 2
POPE MEETS U THANT - Pope Paul VI presents a medal
to UN Secretary U Thant during the latter's audience at
the Vatican. The Pontiff was warm In his praise of the
UN as an agency for peace.
Vatican Letter
Christianity Is Termed
Answer to Technocracy
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Christians are the persons
best qualified to humanize a
society threatened by technoc-
racy or the tyranny of the
machine, a Vatican letter has
stated.
Christians' "tense of hu-
man values" gives them this
ability, Amleto Cardinal
Cicognani. Papal Secretary of
State, said in a letter to this
year's French Social Week
(July 9-14) in Caen.
COMMENTING ON the So
clal Week’s theme "Demo-
cratic Society" the letter
said that the Gospels give
"not only encouragement but
support" to a democracy in
which both citizens and au-
thorities act justly and re-
sponsibly.
Because French democracy
is historically linked to the
slogan of the French Revolu-
tion "Liberty. Equality,
Fraternity” the letter touch-
ed oo Catholic teaching re-
garding the three pouts. It
slatad:
"The liberty that Christian"
ity defends is not a free flight
of caprice, impulse, scandal
and vice to the detriment of
others and to the scorn of the
law. It Is the awakening of a
responsibility, as a personal
moral duty, before God.
"The equality that is as-
serted does not consist of de-
manding a vain and unattain-
able equalization of temporal
possessions. measured by
quantity, but proclaims a
common origin and a common
dignity - that of sons of God
called to the same beatific
vision
"If democracy says frstemi
ty. Revelation teaches us aU
to love all men whatever their
condition, for they have all
beta ransomed by the same
aavier. And Revelation obliges
** b Mtar to those who have
the least, the mean (andarrtv
* « mn to-
man Bf*. . „, r ,
TRUE DEMOCRACY, the
letter cowttesed, net only ft-
mends that citizens be proper-
ly informed, "but also that
they strive to judge and dis-
criminate among the Informa-
tion they receive." Cardinal
Cicognani went on:
• "There is therefore need for
a press that is free and loyal
and solicitous for objectivity,
for mass media which are not
at the exclusive service of
special interests."
The letter also spoke of a
"double crisis” in democracy,
which was the subject of a
previous Social Week in 1954.
This twofold crisis was des-
cribed as the withdrawal of
citizens from civic responsi-
bility and the withdrawal of
the state from the use of its
authority. The letter said:
"DOES NOT THIS double
criala find Us profound cause
In the conflict between
economics and politics?"
"Oo the one hand," it
stated, "the citizen is disin-
terested in the progress of in-
stitutions because the liberty
more forms! than real
conferred by his ballot does
not assure him the rights he
justly claims in the economic
and social field: a secure job,
an effective share in some
property, and a system of in-
surance and of social securi-
ty that permits him to rear
a family.
"On the other hand, the
state withdraws because it
finds between the citizen and
itself a crowd of organized in-
terests —of ideological, eco-
nomic. corporative and social
crouns that hang heavy on
its decisions, overrunning it
and monopolizing it, thus
shackling its liberty."
Regarding the threat of the
tyranny of machines, the let-
ter said that "if technocracy
it the danger threatening to-
day’s and tomorrow's society,
Christians are in fact, by
their sense of human values,
(be most highly qualified to
lead technology back to the
measure of man. By their
presence and testimony, they
can teach the world true hu-
manism "
Moscow Fete
Pope Sends
Delegates
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI, responding to
an invitation of the Russian
Orthodox Church, sent two
representatives to the cele-
brations in Moscow marking
the 50th anniversary of the
episcopal consecration of Pa-
triarch Aleais of Moscow
The invitation was sent by
the Ho(y Synod of the Bus
sian Orthodox Church The
two representatives of the
Catholic Church were chosen
and authorized by Augustin
Cardinal Bea. SJ . President
•f the Secretariat for Promot
ing Christian Unity
The representatives are
Rtehop Francois Charrtere of
LMMMe. Geneva and FH-
tourg. Switzerland, and Rev
CrMnpto Dement, OP
,
di-
roeter nf the Doeainh-aa F»
(tors' trtina Center in Paris.
Tto Jnhten zteirun is are
hevng held front Jafy u to n
Name Englewood Pastor;
Reveal Other Changes
NEWARK Rev. Bernard
Lichtoig. O. Cann . haa been
appointed pastor of St Ce-
cilia's Church. Englewood, if
has been announced by Urn
Chancery Office, which alio
disclosed several other
changes involving order
priests end one appointment
for a diocesan priest.
Father Uckteig goes to the
Englewood parish from Mt.
Csrmei High School. Houston.
Tex., where he served ae
treasurer. He was elected a
deftnitor of the Canadian
American province nf the Car-
melite order in die recent
elections held at Niagara
Falla. Ont.
The former pastor of St
Cecilia's, Rev. Hubert McCar
ran. O. Carm. hat been trans-
ferred to St. Jane Frances de
Chantal Church. North Holly
wood. Cal.
Rev. William P. Devine has
been appointed administrator
pro tempore of Our Lady Help
of Christians. East Orange.
His transfer to that pariah bad
been announced last month.
Father Devine formerly
served at Madonoa, Fori Lee.
and was also Bergen County
moderator of the CYO.
OTHER CHANGES la Car
melite parishes of the arch-
diocese Included: Rev. Baptist
Nessinger. 0. Carm., from
Houston. TU
. to St. Cecilia's,
replacing Rev. Gordon Brady,
O. Carm.. who goes to St An-
astasia's. Tesneck; Rev. Cet-
eatine Creamer, 0. Carm.,
from St. Anastasia's to be
prior at Mt Carmel. Warwick,
Va.
Also, Rev. Fabian Donlan,
O. Carm.. from St. Mary's
High School. Joliet. lU., to Mt.
Carmel. Tcnafly, replacing
Rev. Alan Crowley. O. Carm.,
who goat to Mt. Carmel.
Newport New*. Va.; Rev.
Martin Lee, 0. Carm., from
St. Mary’* High School to St.
Theresa's, CresakiU, replacing
Rev. Noel Ahrens. O. Carm.,
who goes to Mt. Carmel High
School, Chicago; -Rev. Daniel
Egan from Warwick, Va., to
Si Joaeph's, Bogota, replacing
Rev. Germain Henry, 0.
. who goes to St. Mary's
High School.
THE CHANCERY also an-
nounced Uut Rev. Xavier De-
lAicia, O.F.M. Cap., would to
•t St. Francis, Hackensack
replacing Rav. George Mor*
reals. O.F.M. Cap., who goes
to ML Camel, Pawalc. Fa-
ther DeLucia waa previously
at Immaculate Heart of Mary
Seminary. Geneva, N. Y.
Father Morraale replaces
Rev. Chartei Mott, O.F.M.
Cap., at Mt. Carmel, with the
latter being assigned aa iu-
porior at St. Patrick's Noviti-
ate, WUmingtoq, Del.
In change* announced by
Capuchm authorities. Rev.
Gabriel Italia. O.F.M Cap.,
leaves Sf Anthony's. Passaic,
to become matter of novices
a: Si. Patrick's Novitiate,
while Rev. Donald Luciano.
O.F.M. Cap . a newly ordained
priest from Lodi, goes to St.
Anthony's.
In a change involving Dom-
inican parishes Rev. Paul
Farrell. O P., of Jersey City,
was transferred from St. Ray-
mond's. Washington. D. C.. to
Sacred Heart parish, Jersey
City.
Bishops Back
Negro Battle
For Equality
Am Advocate Newt Summary
Bishop# from coast to coast
spoke out vigorously for Ne-
gro righto this week as the
Church’s direct participation
in the Negro’s struggle for
equality continued to grow
stronger.
Other Stories, Page 2
From New York
- where
Francis Cardinal Spellman
told a Harlem audience that
discrimination is an "out-
rage" - to Seattle. Bishops
reminded their flocks of Cath-
olic teachings on nice and
added comments relating to
current conditions throughout
the nation.
IN SEATTLE, Archbishop
Thomas A. Connolly charged
that religious groups have
been "timid and all too often
ineffective” in efforts to com-
bat racial injustice.
"If Negroes today are ar-
ticulate and even aggressive
about their grievances, who
can honestly blame them?"
the Archbishop asked in an
open letter addressed to all
citizens of Seattle.
"Prejudice, discrimination
*nd segregation are in abso
lute conflict with the Word of
God and are inherently im-
moral and smful.” Archbishop
Connolly skid. "Direct stops
taken by religious groups to
combat racial injustice have
been timid and all too often
ineffective. In particular, ra-
cial problems have been vir-
tually ignored in the sermon*
heard in American churches
and synagogues with only a
handful of religious leaders
venturing to take up auch
questions frankly from th*
pulpit. Clergymen must deal
with racial issues directly
and forcefully. Good intentions
alone are not enough; the na-
tion's religious forces must
now plan sod carry out practi-
cal an deflective courses of ac-
tion to fight racial injustice.”
CARDINAL SPELLMAN,
speaking at the dedication of a
public bousing project, said
that while civil righto legisla-
tion is needed it is far from
the complete answer to rac*
injustice.
FollowingProtests
Celebration of Mass
Forbidden in Milage
AUGSBURG. Germany (NC)
—The Augsburg Diocese has
forbidden the celebration of
Mas* in the parish of Aislmgen
M the wake of parishioners'
stalest protests against tho re-
wovol nf the parish print
from his poet.
■‘•9V. Aloys RBooth had gone
to the I.399.member AiaUagm
MOsh last F*h. g after the
death of (to previous pastor.
The Augsburg chancery re-
calkd him May 15 without
giving reasons.
When, as a result, some
paruhioners protested. a
statement was read from the
Polptt saying:
“THE TALENTED priest
carri*« cat the duties of his
office with eagerness but un-
fortunately without equal
Protoct Tensions arose
Which earned trouble among
the toßh(hi of the parish."
This explanation led to more
violent prateot. and some
members of the parish de-
manding the priests re-
turn atoned the windows of the
rectory. '
When a priest from a
nearby village came to offer
Sunday Mass, only about 30
people entered the church.
Hundreds of others knelt out-
side in protest, praying and
singing.
A representative of the dio-
cesan chancery who went to
the village to calm the situa-
tion bad to leave Aislingen
under the protection of local
police.
Anew priest was appointed
for the parish on July I. Par-
ishiooers declared they would
drive him out of the village
if he tried to Uke charge, and
the Augsburg chancery there-
upon imposed its ton.
Race Bar
Dropped
By Club
CHICAGO (NC)—The Illinois
Club for Catholic Women,
which was picketed by Catho-
lics because of its racial
policy, haa opened its doors to
qualified members regardless
of race.
Mrs. Frank J. Lewis, club
president, said in a statement:
"We open our doors to wel-
come without restriction any
woman who ran and has the
desire to serve in this good
cause (of chanty) with us.”
Members of the Chicago
Catholic Interracial Council,
students and nuns had picket-
ed the 40-year-old club because
of its refusal to admit Negroes
as members. The chib baa
headquarters at Loyola Uni-
versity in a 17-story building
donated by the late Mr. Lewis.
MRS. LEWIS said in a state-
meat issued after the picketing
began: "We, as a privatechib,
have every right to deride who
(hall be our members and
frtg Brough this matted cam
we continue to raise the funds
to carry an our program af
welfare"
la tor la last statement, Mr*.
Lewis said: “Oar charity has
been far all. Our club is far all
who are willing and able to
work with us. We are more
than witling—we are eager—to
take into our company all wom-
en of good will who share
our concern for human misery
and who ha.’e the substance
»r.d the free time to help us
alleviate suffering and hard-
ship as best we may."
Mrs Lr-ris added that
though the pickets had a point
in their protest "we may ques-
tion the methods they took to
call it to our attention Too
busily occupied with trying to
better the human condition, we
have failed to Uke thought of
a situation in our club which
does need to be brought into
line with the club spirit It is
not our desire to exclude from
our company any worthy, re-
sponsible, well intended per-
son."
SPACE-AGE SHRINE - Our Lady of the Astronauts is the title given the new shrine cre-
ated by Brother Dominic Gerace of Immaculate Conception Church, San Francisco. The
figure of the Blessed Mother, suggesting the slender form of a rocket, rises from the
earth amid o cluster of planets and stars. The shrine, named by the Franciscan Bro-
ther .or the First lady of the Universe," is dedicated to all the astronauts of the U.S.
(Continued on Page 2)
“We need chril rights n*N-
«rw ■acted into taw; but we
•tat Mad tba attitudes of Jus-
tkw and charity to ba applied
*>y every parwoo Ja our society
to tba concrete problems of
boating, employment and adu-
eattoo.
"Thta to the challenge which
1963 has set squtrely before
ue and it must at all costs ba
faced and eolved,” ba said.
BBHOP JOHN J. Wright of
Wttaburgh urged a three-way
Program of prayer, examina-
tion of conscience and study
of the Church's social teach-
ings to meat the rectal crista.
The Bishop spoke during a
Haaa marking the centennial
of the Battle of Gettysburg.
“In the social teaching of
the Hoty Catholic Church, the
emphasis to squarely on the
individual,” he said, "not oo
nationality, race, ctase or or-
ganisation. In the specific
problem of so-called 'inter-
racial' relations the individual
to the key to the solution
. . .
“Tba tensions wii not be
solved until the individual
rtoee above the prejudices of
hto group and icqtiree per-
sonally an attitude like to
mind of that God Who to no
respecter of persons; this
means, on tbs other end. that
each person must bn seen an
ao individual, accepted an hie
own individual merits and
Judged without rebalance to
bis pigmentation or anoeecry.”
OTHER BBWOPS made
these points:
n Bishop John J Russell of
Richmond, Va.: “A Catholic
cannot (ail to recognise the
righto of the Negro people ...
It to true that in the Dtonei
of Richmond for years our
churches, schools and re-
ligious societies have been In-
tegrated, but now the time
haa oorae when our Negro
brethren ere seeking their
tun rights as etttoens.”
n Bishop John King Musrio
of Steubenville, Ohio: “Until
the Negro reeetvee equal
rights as a man and assn
American cititeu. we win
have no civil peace nor have
we any right to expect tt“
n Bishop Charles H.
Helm linn of Kansas GKy-St.
Joeeph: “It is imperative that
we become Involved hi Intel-
Hgctit and effective action of
tova to tonne the true suc-
cess of the noo-vtotont efforts
of our fellow dtiseos to right
tbs wrongs of three cen-
turies."
Bishop Hstoiting accom-
panied Us words with an-
nouncement of a romps shn-
sivs program to marshal the
fell strength of the dtoooee In
the causa of racial Justice.
The program Includes a spe-
cial clergy conference; a re-
riew of Cathode institutions'
employment policies; sermons
m racial Justice; non-discrim-
ination clauses to building
contrsets, and prayers.
News From the Vatican
7,000 AttendPope’s First General Audience
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope
Paul VI gave the first ganoral
audience of his reign to more
then 7,000 people in St. Peter's
Basilica and apoke to them in
five languages, Including Eng-
lish.
“You are the first to offer to
us this meeting of a beiutiful
and numerous multitude which
reflects in Its number and
even more in ita variety that
which makes up the catholi-
city, that is, the universality of
the Church," the Pope said to
his visitors.
POPE PAUL wu carried In
from the side stile on his port-
able throne. He circled the
main altar at the church. As
he moved slowly he lifted his
arms high in blessing to those
on both sides of the stiles.
They returned his gesture with
warm cheers and applause.
After he left the portable
throne he mounted the steps of
the altar and took hti place on
another throne facing toe Altar
of the Chair at the back of tha
apae. The tone of the audience
wu Immediately set when it
wu announced that It would
begin with the Sign of the
Cross.
Pope Paul recited the words
of the Sign of the Cross end the
assembled thousands traced it
with the same slow motions
that the Pope used. He then
delivered an Identical speswh
in Italian, French, German,
EwSHsh and Spanish, saying;
“We hope that this meeting
wiU leave in your spirits two
spiritual impressions ... The
first is the fatherhood of the
Vicar of Christ Truly our
heart is open to you aU to re-
ceive you, to comfort and to
bleu you. We say to you with
St Paul: ‘Our Ups are open to
you. .. Our heart is wide open
to you.' (II Corinthians, VX.il)
“And tha second impression
is that of brotherhood, which
Joins all of you here with the
single bond of faith and of
charity. In regard to this St
Paul also teaches us: 'AU are
one in Christ Jesus.' (Gala-
tians, in. ar
AFTER FINISHING hti for-
ma) speech the Pope read out
the Utt of the Italian and Span-
ish pilgrimages present After
mentioning the name of each
group Pope Paul wu cheered.
Magr. William Carew. of tha
English desk of the Secretar-
iate of State, read the names
of tbo Am eric an and English-
■peaking groups present. The
first of these were the priests
from toe North American Col-
lage who were to be ordained
on the feflowtag day.
Pope Paul motioned to Magr.
Carew, and gave him the tot-
lowing message to he translat-
ed into English: “The Tope
wishes to give to all of you hti
special M — M
Similar lists wore read by
Spanish and German prelates
of tot Secretariate of Slate
and toe Pope roe* to ghro hti
blessing AU knelt u be pro-
nounced the vmede, turning
steady from hti extreme left to
hti extreme right, using broad,
graceful gestures slightly rem-
iaiacentof the manner of Pope
PtuaXlL
Sees Tact Needed ;
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul VI urged priests
senring Italian workers to use
the utmost tact because the
"working world” ti “deetilve-
ly important for the fate of
our country,and of Christian
life in our nation."
Speaking to chaplains for
toe Christian Associations of
Italian Workers, a branch of
Italy's Catholic Action, the
Pop* said:
“The art of educating toe
worker, the laboring man. has
become very difficult, very
arduous. If formerly toe lan-
guage one used with working-
men could be simply goodna-
tured, brotherly, ordinary,
based on toe advice that every
priest can draw from hti
background and experience,
the language that must be
used now hss become a very
sensitive matter."
•
Urges Social Action
VATICAN CITY Pope
Paul VI baa urged priests
serving in Latin America to
accelerate their efforts to the
•octal action field a* they
work toward the “religious
awakening" of the continent.
in • special audience
granted to members of toe
Pontifical Commission tor La-
tin America and the Latin
American Bishops' Council,
the Pontiff expressed appre-
ciation for work dooa by Cath-
olic bodies of many nations
to counteract the shortage of
priests.
The Pope made a special
point of saying that the "mis-
sion at the Church is not di-
rectly political, social or eco-
nomic."
But the Pope said that
"having 'compassion on the
crowd' In toe manner of toe
Divine Savior is part of the
working program of a priest,
who will not remain indiffer-
ent, insensitive or inactive be-
fore his brothers who suf-
fer.
. .
"Thus, social action, proper-
ly understood, finds Its place
among the duties of the priest.
It win be as an extension of
the priestly ministry under-
stood in the true sense."
In urging priests "who car-
ry our ministry into Latin
America” to step up social
action, the Pope also urged
that toe program be directed
toward seminaries "from
which people and priests ex-
pect a gnat deal," Pope Paul
said.
Pope Paul also praised the
episcopal commissions of Eu-
rope and the Americas for
helping Latin America with
manpower and financial help.
Of the U. S.. he said tost
"with proverbial generosity
(It) offered personnel end eco-
nomic help for the develop-
ment of Cstholk organisa-
tions."
COAT-OF-ARMS - Above is the coat-of-arms of Pope Paul
IV. At the base are six stylized small mountains (in ltal-
ian they are "montini") in silver with three flours de lis
in silver on a crimson field. The coot-of-arms is the same
as the Pope had at a Cardinal with the exception of his
motto, "in nomine domini." Popes do not carry mottoes
on their shields.
To Renovate
Pope’s Church
BOSTON (RNS) - Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Bos-
ton disclosed that ba is con-
ducting a campaign to reno-
vate the parish church
attended by the late Papa John
xxm in Us boyhood in Ber-
gamo.
Cardinal Cushing told about
• pact ha made with the lata
Pontiff last fsQ.
On that occasion Pope John
said the aged church was in
great need of repair and that
restoration of tha building
would ba “tha bast personal
lift I could receive."
Since than.Cardinal
has cofleeted enough money to
begin the necessary recoo-
■troctioo. Ha appealed for con-
tributions to eomptote the
project
Roundup of Racial News
Issues Directive on Protests
BALTIMORE (NC) - Arch-
bishop Lawrence J. Sbebaa
has instructed priests of the
Baltimore Archdiocese not to
take part hi civil rixbts demon-
strations unless they have ob-
tained permission from him or
Auxiliary Bishop T. Austin
Murphy.
In a letter to the clergy, the
Archbishop lauded the accom-
plishments of the July 4 inter-
faith demonstration against the
racial policy of Gwynn Oak
Amusement Park in suburban
Woodlawn. Nine priests—two of
whom were arrested were
among the nearly MO Negro
and white demonstrators
Ha said, however, that “with
Increasing tensions there is
dancer that what sets out to
be a peaceful demonstration
may become the probable oc-
casion of incitement to open
conflict and open violence.”
Archbishop Shahsn said vio-
lence In the nest for racial
justice “would be not only
harmful to the public good, but
also Injurious to the cause of
racial Justice, and fetal to that
spirit of charity which is nec-
essary for the solution of the
racial problem."
“Therefore," be added. "I
am instructing an oar priests
to abstain from organising or
participating to all public
demonstrations unless they
■ball have previously obtained
permission
. . .
H
Emergency Meeting
CHICAGO (RNS) _ The N«.
tiooal Catholic Conference for
ffttarracial Justice has celled
•n emergency meeting here
Jvtj rt at 57 Catholic Inter
racial Councils to deal with
the U. S. radal crisis.
Raymond M. Hilliard, chair-
B«R oftba NCCU, announced
Plans for the afrday session
•t « *?•« conference. He de-
•eribed the meeting as a
Catholic sequel to toe inter.
nUfioua National Conference
m ■•Nil"* «Rd Race to Chi-
cape last January.
“The racial criais haa to-
Wtased to the point where »e
*••• *e must greatly * eerier-
ate our efforts to seek racial
Justice." he said. "We must
explore bow we can best In-
cr***e Catholic involve-
ment.
. .
We have an oppor-
tunity to help secure unprece-
dented break-throughs to in-
terracial Justice."^
The NCCU's annual conven-
tion, originally planned to ba
bald in Pittsburgh in August.
6** been cancelled, he said.
•
Knights HU Bias
COLLEGEVILLE, Minn.
(RNS) Full civil rights for
America's Negroes were
urged in a resolution unaai-
aousty adopted by the Miane-
•ota State Council, Knights of
Columbus hers.
"No
,
American ettisen
should be crippled because of
Ms color," the resolution de-
clared. “No citizen should bo
hurt in his efforts to obtain
»«k. to go to school and to
raise a family becausa of his
color."
Letter Campaign
'WASHINGTON (NC) The
National Federation of Catho-
Me College Students represent- -
tog some 110 CathoUa colleges,
has asked Its members to
write letters to congressmen
urgla* support for the admin-
titration's civil rights legisla-
tion. v ~-;-v
Greeks to Send
Council Envoy?
ATHENS (RNS) The hi-
arwfwhy of the Greek Orthodox
Church will meet Oct. 1 to
determine whether to tend
delegate-obeerverv to the aee-
emd eeeaten of the Second
Vatican Council.
The Creak Orthodox did not
scad obewvws to the first see
ston at the eemMfl. Only one
major Orthodox body was rep-
reeataod there the Ruerian
Orthodox Church which,
through the Moeww Patriarch
ato. announced tit decision to
sand dolagate-oboorvirt on tha
very eve of tha eouneiL
The Cornell's second sec-
tion to scheduled to begin
Rapt M. two day* before the
hierarchy of foe Greek Church
to scheduled to meet.
European News
Hungary to Allow New Bishops
VIENNA (NC) - Deputy
Hungarian Premier Gyula
KaUal told newsmen here that
bis pmrnmaot will approve
aaslaumeats by Pope Paul VI
of new Bishops to head Hun-
gary's vacant dioceses.
He said that toe govern-
Bent's only requirement is
that "tha lUtonpe respect the
laws of the Hungarian state."
IT WAS ALSO reported here
that improved Church-State
re4e tows wu one of the topics
discussed by U Thant, Secre-
tary General of too United Ns-
tieoe. in hti talks with Hun-
garian tenders during his visit
there to early July.
Of Hungary's u Sou, seven
are either vacant or hava Or-
dinaries who are Impeded In
their work.
Two of too country's thru
archdiocese* Egor sod Ks-
loess are vacant, and too
third ti headed by Jasset Car-
dinal Mindssenty at Easter-
gotn. now living in asylum at
Uw U. 8. legation building in
Budapest
The communist government
soot two of the top
of its Office of Religions Af-
fairs to great Hungarian
churchmen returning from the
coronatioo ceremonies at Pope
Paul VI.
It was also revealed that
138 churches in Hungary aro
being rooovatod with govern-
ment assistance, including the
historic Kabcsa cathedral.
Repair work there is expected
to taka two years.
w
No Sudan Break
BONN, Germany (NC)
The Foreign Ministry has de-
nted Italian press reports tost
Germany is planning to sever
diplomatic relations with tha
Sudan if that African nation
does not (top persecution of
Christians.
German Catholic sources,
however, have asked toe gov-
•nuneot here if toe Sudan
should continue getting Ger-
man development aid. as at
present, if the Sudanese gov-
ernment goes on viola ling hu-
man rights.
Informed circle* her* hive
stated that the German gov-
eruwewt regards the matter a*
an internal problem of the Su-
dan.
They also said that tha
government, to accordance
with the Holy See. does not
want to take a chance on
worsening the position of Su-
danese Catholics.
Bid for French Aid
PARIS (RNS) The
French National Union of Par-
ents of Free School Pupda, a
parochial school group, ap-
pealed here for ti million in
government fends far con-
struction of new school facili-
ties.
At a national convention,
speakers observed that educa-
tion should not bn a state
monopoly, but should also be
entrusted to representative or-
ganisations and groups. AD
types of schools, they said,
should receive state aid while
still retaining and developing
thair personal identity.
•
Church Expanding
LONDON (NC) - Sine* tha
eod of World War II tha num-
ber of Catholic churches and
chapela to England and Wales
haa increased by 1,750 to a
total of 4,400, and the number
of priests has risen from MOO
to T.tao.
Ilto figures were disclosed
by tha weekly Catholic Herald
in an article about the Catho-
lic Directory at Great Britain,
which will appear at tha eod
of the year.
Adult converateos. which
touted 9.7* in 1*45. are ex-
pected to number 14.100 Uus
year
. •
Population Report
BERNE, Switzerland (NC)
About 40% of the 5-3 mil-
lion people at Switzerland are
Catholics, according to new
figures released by the Swiss
government's statistical office
here.
The actual percentage la
higher, aince large number*
of Catholic laborers from Italy
and Spain have come Into
Switzerland since the popula-
tion survey was made m Dec-
ember, 1980.
•
Locations Lag
LISBON. Portugal (NC) -
The number of priests in Por-
tugal is (ailing behind the
population growth in this coun-
try.
New statistics show a
Increase In priests in the
past to years, white to* popu-
lation was growing by 35%.
Mors than too «f the
country's iJW diocesan
priests are more than 80 yean
old.
People in the News
Peter F. Clarke, former man-
aging editor of St Joseph M«g-
•slne, has been named manag-
ing editor of the Catholic Mes-
senger, Davenport diocesan
newspaper.
Fedrw Lira Urqutota, new
Chilean ambassador to the
Vatican, has presented his ere-
dentitle to Pope Paul VI at an
audience in the Vatican.
Rev. Bean* Mbckke, 0.8. C.,
hss been elected to a second
six-year term as heed of the
American Province of the Cro-
sier Fathers.
Bishop James E. Walsh,
a prisoner in Red
Chins, wu named recipient
of the Americanism Award of
the Westchester County Com-
mittee of the American
Legion.
Abbe Fterrt, French Capu-
chin priest famed for his care
of tha poor and the homeless,
wu among thoee rescued
when an Argentina riverboat
caught fire and sank in the
River Plate estuary, 50 mile*
from Bueno* Aire*.
Bishop Cteliu Sipovlc,
M I C., visitor delegate of the
Sacred Congregation for the
Oriental Church for exiled Be-
lorussians, has been elected
Superior General of the Marian
Fathers.
R#V, Carey J. Leonard, C.M.,
director of scholastics at Mary
Immaculate Seminary, North-
hampton, Pa„ will be the first
rector of the new St. Vincent
doPaul Major Seminary in
Boynton Beach, Fla.
Rev. Loots J. Blame, SJI.,
president of St. Mary's Uni-
versity, San Antonio, Tex.,
from 1947 to 1953 and an offi-
cial at other schools since that
time, will return to St Mary’s
as president Aug. 5.
Rev. H. Santapan, 8. J., a
scientist in New Delhi, haa
been named director of India’s
Botanical Survey.
Rani Cardinal Silva Henri-
qnes of Santiago, Chile, re-
ceived the Axscan Memorial
Award of Georgetown Univer-
sity for his outstanding contri-
butions to inter-American un-
derstanding.
law. Gerald F. McCarthy,
0.8.8., prior of SL Anstem'f
Abbey, Manchester, N.H., has
been elected Coadjutor Abbot
of toe abbey.
Rev. Ille Crihalmean, a Can-
ton, Ohio, pastor, has been re-
elected president of the Assoc-
iation of Romanian Catholics
of America.
Pope John’s Work Hailed
WCC Meeting Hears Challenge
To Seek New Paths of Unity
MONTREAL - A challenge
to seek new ways of coopera-
tion between Protestant and
Catholic theologians waa
sounded by an Anglican Bish-
op at a major World Council
of Church** meeting her*.
Fiv* Catholic observer* at-
tended the meeting.
Bishop Oliver Tomkins at
Bristol. England, mid repro-
•entatirae of the WCC's Fatih
and inter Commiaaton that
without the paitiopetMß of
the Cathode Church, then is
“a certain unreality in the dia-
euMtan of Christian unity.” He
•aid tha masting "should seek
creatively to find new ways
of coopers boo with Roman
Cathode theologians ”
“The full unity of all God's
people according to Hi* will
must he otv final goal,” he
said.
He added that this belief
is now "firmly and widely
held in aU division* and de-
partmeots of the World Coun-
cil of Church**."
BISHOP TOMKINS, a for-
mer associate general secre-
tary of the WCC and former
secretary at the Frith and Or-
der Commission, referred to
Improving relations between
Cethotte* and 000-Cathohc
Christiana and said that "in
the veto* at Pop* John XXm
we beard the voice of the Ro-
man Catholic Church speaking
with anew accent."
"W# realise very well that
inherent In the present Ro-
man Catholic poeitioc aro cer-
tain dogmatic affirmations on
«hMh there will be no com-
promise,” he uid "But ti is
now true that the Roman
Catholic Church engages in a
living dialogue with the rest
ot u* la a way that is quit*
unprecedented "
He said the Work! Council
must explore "bow this rela-
tionship ran ba most fruitfully
used for a deepened under-
■tandiag of our awareoese."
DR. ROGER Mefci. profes-
sor of theology at the Uni-
versity of Strasbourg, France,
said the Catholic Church
"could not go on living and
practicing its ministry without
considering the ecumenical
community of churches out-
ride its boundaries."
“It Is not our task hare to
analyze the reasons for this
♦volution." be said. "Our first
duty must be to state, without
reservations, that w# are very
glad this evolution has oc-
curred, that ti te an encour-
agement to our search for
unity ... and that w* wel-
come it as one of the most
pee clou* signs given to this
generation "
He screened that the Catho-
lic Church Is concerned about
unity and ia now ready to
make the effort to understand,
to inform itself and to carry
on parallel studies. "This te
one of tha dearest withes of
the World Council. From now
on we must be absolutely
ready for the dialogue which
may open. We must also reel-
lze dearly that whatever may
be the positive results of the
Vatican Council none of the
great problems underlying the
divisions of Christendom wiQ
be completely overcome."
THE WORLD Council of
Churches, founded in 1948 at
Amsterdam, is composed of
201 Protestant. Anglican. Or-
thodox and Old Catholic de-
nominations. Among its new-
est members ar* the Russian
Orthodox Church. which
Joined in 1961, and two Pen-
tecostal bodies.
The Catholic Church U not
a member of the World Coun-
cil. although it was invited to
Join at the time of the coun-
cil’* formation in 19*8. In 1981,
however, the Vatican named
five official observers to the
council'* third assembly, held
in New Delhi, India
There are five official Ro-
man Catholic observers and
I*‘Catholic guests at the cur-
rent meeting; observers from
eight other non WCC churches
were also present
2
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Indulgence Granted
To Seamen’s Clubs
MONTREAL, Que. (NC)
Pope Paul VI has granted a
plenary indulgence, under the
usual conditions, twice during
the year to members and
aides of Catholic seaman's
clubs throughout the world.
Hie announcement of the in-
dulgencewas read at the joint
convention here of the Nation-
al Apostleship of the Sea in
Canada and the National Cath-
olic apostleship of the Sea
Conference—U.S.A.
THE CONVENTION heard a
Rome official of the world-
wide sea apostolate stress that
the seafaring world is an im-
portant community in the
Church and cannot be served
by gestures of sporadic sym-
pathy, superficial attention
and uncoordinated pastoral
work.
Msgr. Frans Lambrechts,
executive secretary of the In-
ternational General Secre-
tariat of the Apostleship of the
Sea in Rome, told the joint
convention that "For the sailor
collaboration between the
Apostleship of the Sea and
the diocese Is necessary.”
The U. S. Apostleship of the
Sea elected as president for
the coming year Msgr. George
M. Scott, senior port chaplain
of the Los Angeles district. He
succeeds Rev. John McGlone,
port chaplain at Baltimore.
Catholics Attend
Mt. Athos Rite
ATHENS, Greece (NC)
Representatives of Catholic
religious orders attended the
I,oooth anniversary of the
founding of the Grand Lavra
on Mount Athos, a monastery
which has been a major spir-
itual tout for Greek Orthodoxy.
King Paul I of Greece at-
tended the ceremonies which
included a solemn Mass sung
by Greek Orthodox Patriarch
Athenagoras of Constantinople.
Among the Catholics present
were: Abbot Benno Gut,
0.5.8., of St. Anselm's Abbey
in Rome, who is Abbot Pri-
mate of the Benedictine Or-
der; Rev. Albert Rock, 0.F.M.,
of the Custody of the Holy
Land, who is stationed in Je-
rusalem, representing the su-
perior general of the Francis-
cans; and Rev. Giacinto Bos-
co, 0.P., Dominican assistant
general for Italy, who repre-
sented the Dominican superior
general.
Plan Outing
JERSEY CITY—The annual
Holy Name family outing of
St. Paul’s, Greenville, will be
held Aug. 17 at the Sons of
Poland Camp. Randolph Town-
ship.
COUPLE HONORED - Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Tomasulo of Cranford receive a decree
of affiliation" in the Augustinlan Order from Very Rev. James A. Doanellon, 0.S.A.,
provincial of the province of St. Thomas of Villanova. Present for the ceremony, which
took place at Villanova University July 9, was the couple's son. Rev. Anthony J. Toma-
sulo, a teacher at Msgr. Bonner High School, Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. Tomasulo are
now honorary members of the order, eligible for all Its spiritual benefits and blessings.
Korea Offering
Sterilization
SEOUL, Korea (NC) The
Korean Ministry of Heslth sod
Social Affairs is offering to do
22,000 free vasectomies—kin-
lmtion operations for men
on volunteers duringthe month
of July.
The ministry urged two cate-
gories to accept the offer.
Those with three or more chil-
dren who want to Improve
their living standards, and
those who for health reason*
do not want any more chil-
dren, were the categories
which the ministry named.
‘Operation Understanding ’
Short of Financial Goal
NEWARK "Operation Un-
ilcrs tending," the plan by
which copies of The Advocate
are provided to non-CathoUc
clergymen in the North Jersey
area, Is short of its financial
goal for the coming year ac-
cording to Rev. Aktyaius J.
Welsh, director of the Pope
Pius XU Institute.
Father Welsh instituted the
plan last year, with the coop-
eration of The Advocate to pro-
vide religious leaders with ac-
curate Information on the Sec-
ond Vatican Council.
At that time, be ap-
pealed to Advocate readers to
supply the fund* necessary to
provide sufficient copies at the
reduced subscription price of
t) a year.
Ibdi vidua la or groups wish-
ing to contribute to “Operation
Understanding" may send
their donations to Pope Pius
Xtl institute, 300 Broadway,
Ncwsrt. N.J.
U.S
.
News Roundup
Sees Obscenity Law Problem
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
spokesman for the Post Office
Department told a House sub-
committee that proposed leg-
Mattai to craek down on
mailed obscenity and com
munist propaganda would
create an impossible admin-
istrative burden for his de-
partment.
Post Office general couiwcf
Louts J. Doyle told the House
postal operations swbcesnmit-
too that the WgUlatton might
involve the Poet Office in
tbouxands of public bearing*
yearly —and the department
has only three hearing ex-
aminers.
DOYLE TESTIFIED on bills
which would permit re-
cipients of unsolicited obscene
or communist propaganda
mail to aak- the Post Office to
return it to the sender With
instruction* to remove the re-
dpient's name from his mail
tag tut If the sender did not
do an, he would face loos of
Ms mailing permits.
Doyle said the courts would
probably not permit the de-
partment to deny a sender Ms
mailing permits without a
public hearing. "Long ago the
courts held that the use of the
U. S. mails Is an absolute
right, not just a mere
Privilege." be said.
He envisioned the possibili-
ty thst the legislation might
involve the Post Office in
many more hearings than it
could handle.
He also said that a sender
could change over to sealed
first class mail or various
type* of secood class mall, to
which the legislation under
consideration would not apply.
REP. DOMINICK V. Daniels
of New Jersey, a member of
the subcommittee, testified in
favor of the bills, saying he
gave their purpose hu
“wholehearted endorwment"
Daniels said it would be
possible for the subcommittee
to "refine certain provisions''
of the legislation to meet ob-
jections that had been raised
to it
He denied that the bills
would involve censorship and
said there is a "ml. present
and serious problem with re-
gard to obscenity and porno-
graphy."
•
Obscenity Law
COLUMBUS, Ohio (NC) -
Gov. James A. Rhodes has
signed Into law a bU to In-
crease the penalties for giving,
selling or showing obscene
material to persona under U
years of age.
The new law provides tor
flnei of not leas than S2OO nor
more than $2,000 and Imprison-
ment tor not less than ooe nor
more than seven years.
•
To Aid Migrants
CHICAGO (RNS) - Protea-
tant, Catholic and Jewish lead-
ers from a six-state, area In
the Midwest gsthered here tor
the first inter-religious Mid-
west Migrant Workers' Con-
ference.
Seventy-five ministers, rab-
bles, priests and laymen
from Illinois, Michigan, In-
diana. Ohio, lowa and Minne-
sota discussed projects they
can carry out Jointly for the
5,000 migrant workers who will
be "following thfe crop*" this
year in the Midwest.
Hoet to the convention was
Rev. Ralph J. Duggan, execu-
tive secretary of the Blehope’
Committee tor Migrant Work-
era, a Catholic organisation
with headquarters in Chicago.
Meets Senators
WASHING TON. DC. (RNS)
Raul Cardinal Silva Heariquet
of Santiago, Chile, met infor-
mally here with members of
the Senate Foreign Relations
Commune to disease prob-
kw of social reform and
Communist inroads in Latin
Africa.
Sen. Robert H. Humphrey,
tonauncmg to u» senalo the
Visit of the preUic. **id a
number af Alliance far Prog-
ms officials also mat with
him.
"It has been a great plea-
sure to meet with Cardinal
Silva." Sen. Humphrey arid,
"who is providing leadership
in achieving the aims of the
Alliance for Progreso la Latin
America.”
Sunday Law Killed
OKLAHOMA CITY (RNS)—
Oklahoma's House of Repre-
sentatives killed n Sunday
closing MU by a two-vote mar-
RhL
Opponents contended the
measure was unconstitutional
and would mult in consider-
able Ltljation.
It would have banned Sun-
day sale of a long list of
goods.
Scope of Population Explosion
Inflated, Bishops Tell Serrans
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) _
Four Bishops agreed that cur-
rent fears of a "population
explosion” have been inflated
needlessly —and that birth
control is no answer to the
problem.
They expressed their views
at a press conference held in
conjunction with the 21st Serra
International convention here.
“ITS SELFISHNESS that’s
causing the problem," said
Auxiliary Bishop Reginal J.
Delargey of Auckland, New
Zealand.
He emphasized that feeding,
bousing and educating the
population of the world today
would be possible with more
equitable distribution of the
world's goods.
Bishop Francis P. Leipzig
of Baker, Ore., said there are
"miles and miles where we
don't have anything" in Ore-
gon. He suggested that the
moving of population into
cities made the problem of
overcrowding seem more ex-
treme than it actually is.
Bishop Dermot O'Flanagan
of Juneau, Alaska, whose dio-
cese stretches twice the
length of Italy, said be was
strongly opposed to sending
information about birth con-
trol to other countries. He
commented that "our own
government is paying people
not to grow food."
Auxiliary Bishop Ramon J.
Lizard! of Caracas, Venezuela,
•aid his country had some
problems with the increasing
population, but "we need peo-
ple."
TWENTY-ONE NEW Berra
clubs were chartered last year
and 60 more are in the pro-
cess of formation, Fred J.
Wagner, outgoing president of
Serra International, reported
to the delegates at the con-
vention.
Serra International now has
10,300 member* In 11 different
countries, and four of the 21
new chapters were chartered
outside of the U. S., he reveal-
ed.
Ban ‘Tropic’
As Obscene
ALBANY, N. Y. (RNS) -
New York State’s highest
court, in a 4-3 decision, has
banned Henry MlUer's con-
troversial novel, "Tropic of
Cancer,” from sale In the
state on grounds of obscenity.
The Court of Appeals ruled
that the book la “flagrantly
obscene" within the meaning
of New York law and not
deserving of constitutional
protection.
Grove Press, publishers of
the paperback edition of the
Miller novel, immediately an-
nounced plans to take the
case to the U. S. Supreme
Court.
»
JUDGE JOHN F. Sclleppi
wrote the majority opinion
which caUed the novel "a
compilation of a series of sor-
did narration dealing with sex
In a manner designed to ap-
peal to prurient Interest.”
He characterised the book
as "dirt for dirt’s sake” and
"dirt for money’s sake" and
rejected claims of Us literary
merit.
"Tropic of Cancer" has
been Involved in more then SO
obscenity prosecutions in var-
ious cities and states since it
was first publiihed in the UR.
in IMI. For 25 yean after its
publication in Paria it was
banned aa obscene by the UR.
Customs Service.
A CHARGE of obscenity was
also brought against the book
"Memoirs of a Woman of Plea-
sure," better known as "Fanny
Hill." published by G.P. Put-
nam's Sons.
Corporation Counsel Leo A.
Larkin said be and the district
attorneys of New York's five
counties had examined the
book, and found It obscene.
The book has disappeared
from bookshops p—«<>«g the
outcome of bearings.
Edith Stein Guild
Plans Breakfast
NEW YORK (NC) - The
ninth annual rammnnhin
Breakfast of (he FJuh Stein
Guild will be held hern Aug.
IS at the Sutler Hilton Hotel
altar Mass at SL John the
Baptist Church. Speaker will
be Msgr. Joseph N. Moody.
Highland Falla. N.Y.
The guild aids Jewish con-
verts to Catholicism and seeks
to promote better Catholic -
Jewish understanding.
Outing for Blind
NEWARK - The Mt Car-
mel Guild Center for the
Blind will conduct a boa trip
to Camp Happioeu, Leonardo,
July 20. with U blind persons
and their guide* expected to
attend The bus will leave N
Central Ave. at l p.ra.
Vincent de Paul
Council to Meet
JERSEY CITY - The quar-
terly meeting of the Particu-
lar Council, Society of SL Vin-
cent de Paul, will be held July
21 at St. John's Church with
spiritual devotions at 3 p.m.,
followed by a business meet-
ing in the school hall.
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The ‘Hostile’ Polish Bishops
Poland is about 90% Catholic. And it
is suffering under the iron heel of brutal,
ruthless Red dictators, the chief of which
is Wladyslaw Gomulka. This man is no
different thanany of the other communist
tyrants. He is 100% Red. He is against
freedom of speech, freedom of thepress,
and especially against freedom of re-
ligion. We must keep this in mind wheh
we try to Interpret his words and deeds.
RECENTLY HE HAD the arrogance
and the effrontery to denounce the Cath-
olic Polish Bishops on two counts; (1) for
hostility toward communism and (2) for
opposing the ideas of Pope John XXIII.
The first charge is absurd. Why
should the Bishops show anything but
hostility toward a system that would de-
stroy them? After what the Polish Church
and thePolish people have suffered at the
hands of the communists, what would the
Catholic world thinkof them if they did
not oppose every form of Marxist phil-
osophy? Cardinal Wysxynskl has wrung a
few concessions from the government but
this is but a minor victory.
Gomulka is still a disciple of Khrush-
chev who said; "We will bury you." He
still preaches the gospel of Marx and Len-
in who said: "Religion is the opiate of the
people." He gtill is the head of a govern-
ment that throttle* religious liberty at
every opportunity, and who never at any
time has shown by word or deed that he
is friendly towards the Catholic Church.
The concession* that he made to the
Cardinal were not prompted by love or
any consideration for the Church, hut
rather by fear that there might he a na-
tional uprising. The Church is still suffer-
ing much in Poland.
WHEN HE ACCUSED the Bishops of
opposing the views of Pope John he waa
deliberately confusing the kindliness and
charity of John with compromise and iur-
render. Pope John never compromised on
matters of faith and morals and never
made concessions that could be inter-
preted as surrender or retreat
Here in America it is difficult for us
to understandhow a country that is al-
most entirely Catholic can be ruled and
dominated by a godless government This
is damning, irrefutable evidence that the
Reds hesitate at'nothing to accomplish
their end infiltration, hypocrisy, trea-
son, physical violence, concentration
camps and firing squads. Gomulka Is
familiar with and has employed all of
them.
Atheism’s New General
In the 15th centurythe war between
Prance and England brought forth Joan
of Arc. Joan has fascinated poets and
playwrights ever since. The debatesof the
20th century have procreated a crusader
of altogether different mien, one Mada-
lyn Murray.
SINCE THE SUPREME COURT ral-
lied to her defense, she is now determined
to raise the siege of America, embattled
these long years by the armies of God
and religion. She is about to mount her
pale green horse and ride to Kansas,
which has the dubious honor of being the
site for the marshalling of her forces. Ac-
cording to their new found leader. Athe-
ism’s forces are sadly disorganized since
"everyone wants to be a general” Ap-
parently Mrs. Murray intends to put an
end to that by adding one more general,
herself.
The militant atheist’s plans for the
plains of Kansas include a university, a
large library (one donor has pledged
50,000 volumes, she reports), a printing
plant, a radio station, an auditorium for
seminars, and a home for aged atheists.
Atheism needs these things, according to
Mrs. Murray, because our American col-
leges and universities brainwash their
students so that they conform to "our
sick culture."
All of these plans may sound quite
preposterous, but the militant general
states that she has a mailing list of 5,000
names, pledges totalling $lOO,OOO, and a
donation of 80 acres of farm land.
The serious minded might be In-
clined to dismiss Mrs. Murray and her
vision* with a shrug of shoulders. We
feel however, that it merits more than
momentary reflection. Whether or not
No-God University ever raises its spires
on the plains of Kansas, this godless
dreamer is a phenomenons with definite
implications for our American societyand
for citizens of religious convictions. Mrs.
Murray speaks of our "sick culture." She
has observed the sickness, but she has not
diagnosed it. She is one of the ugly ex-
crescences that are symptoms of our cul-
tural decline.
"RELIGIOUS" CITIZENS should not
too quickly exonerate themselves from
all responsibility in the creation of this
"sick culture." Take another symptom of
our sickness, the raging racial conflict.
This conflict is not only aggravated by
"religious" citizens, hut they strive to jus-
tify segregation on biblical premises as
the will of God. This kind of "religion"
will procreate more Mrs. Murrays The
question we must confront la this: do ere
have an excess of "religion" and a de-
ficiency of true spirituality and real love?
Before we dismiss Mrs. Murray as a
"took," let us examine our consciences
before Christ
Patrons for the Married
In the course of the next four weeks,
we will celebrate three important feasts:
two of a husband and wife and the third
of their daughter. On July 28, and Aug.
18, we celebrate the Feasts of St. Ann
and St Joachim and on Aug. 15, the
Assumption into heavenof their daughter,
Mary.
EACH OF US has or had four grand-
parents. Jesus Christ had only two on
His mother’s side, Joachim and Ann.
Some of us never saw our grandparents.
There is no record Our Lord ever saw
His earthly grandparents —but even if
He didn't, He knew all about them, for
He was not only their grandson, He was
also their God.
He not only knew of their physical
appearance, He knew their inner selves
their souls. He knew their goodness,
kindness, their holiness the holiness
that hag placed them in the higher
echelons of the saints. He knew of the
sanctity of that borne that became, in a
sense, the first Holy Family, with the
birth of their daughter, Mary. It waa that
aura of sanctity and familial love and
charity that nursed and expended the
growth in virginal holiness of the girl-
child who was to become the mother of
the God-Man.
Truly St Ann and St. Joachim are
ideal patrons of marital and family life.
Husbands and wives, entire families can
and should pray to them with the confi-
dence and trust that this saintly couple
are listening, not only with the usual
sympathy of all the saints, but with the
complete understanding of two married
people. A novena in honor of St Ann,
soon to be held In many churches, is one
of the best investments a family can
make.
Forgiveness of Sins
Startles Pharisees
By FRANK J. SHEED
Oar Lord had healed
diseases without calling upon
God and east out devils with-
out callingupon God. Now He
was to do something else in
His own name, something that
would not only startle but
gcandalise as wen. For the
first time we are to hear the
word blasphemy murmured
against Him.
His fame was fay now enor-
mous. Asa result, Christ
"could not openly go into the
city, but stayed outside in
desert places.’’ There too, the
crowds flocked to Him.
And when he returned to
Capbamaum, people thrust In
to All the house. Among them
this we are told tor thefirst
time Pharisees and doctors
of the law were sitting to bear
what He should say. They
were the doctrinal and moral
leaders of Judaism, and It was
their duty to examine the Mir-
acle Worker who seemed to
be winning such attention as
no one bad woo since Moses
(llwufjf
A 8 HI WAS speaking, e
paralysed man waa lowered
through the roof, mattress and
KERMIS
him to the healer through the
crowd. The faith in Himself
that ' their inventiveness
showed moved Our Lord. He
said; “Be of good heart, son,
thy tins are forgiven thee."
"Be of good heart" that
Is precious to us as one of the
rare instances of Our Lord's
using actual ufords of kindness
to an Individual. But it waa
the phrase which followed
"Thy aina are forgiven thee"
<a- that atunoed those present
in the room. Not, perhaps, the
paralysed man himself: he
wanted healing for his poor
body, and may easily have
felt a surge of disappointment
at gatting only healing tor bis
•ouL But for the Pharisees
and the men learned In Ihe
lew it was utterly shattering.
"Why does this man speak
thus? He blasphemes. Who
can forgive sins, but God
only.”
OUR LORD READ their
minds and answered their
challenge —but In His own
way. St. Matthew tells us that
Ha said: "Why do you think
evil in your hearts?" Pause for
• moment oo this. Our Lord
could hardly have meant that
there was any sin In their
thinking It blasphemy for a
mere man to claim to forgive
•Ins. "Think evil" probably
means "think 111 of me" (or
making the claim.
The obvious answer was "I
am God." But Ho did not give
it. He did not mention God at
all. He worked a miracle
there and then In ordar, «s He
said, to show that "the foo of
Man has power to forgive sins
here on earth."
He told the paralysed man
to pick up his mattress and
walk home. The crowd would
have (alien back to make a
path for him. They were as-
tonished and awed.
They glorified God "who
gave such power to men"
adds St. Matthew. Why the
plural "men"? They had seen
auch power la one mas only,
St. Matthew may have been
thinking of the reaction not of
those who saw the Incident,
but of those later crowds, who
knew the comatudeatka of
power to the Apoctlae.
But the learned men would
not all have joined In the
chorus of praise. For their or-
hadI notbeen mSfuntolrtffi
waa more hi the phrase "Sou
'HOLD ON TO YOUR BOOKS - HERE COMES THE WIND'
Real Estate Board
Policy Biased
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Dwtrtor. StxiM Artiom D*pt.. NCWC
The National Association of
Real Estate Boards, represent-
ing TMOO individual real es-
tate agents and 1.03 local
boards, recently adopted a
■ujor policy statement on
government moves to bar
metal discrimination In the
sain and rental of bousing. En-
titled the "Property Owner's
BQI ef Rights," the statement
wee adopted last month by the
HARRI S board of directors.
It to KARRS's “solemn ba-
tter that the individual prop-
erty owner must be atteared.
■tear tow. to retain 10 specific
righto, which, lor present pur-
poena, can be redecod to two:
• "The right to own and
«toy property according to
his own dictates:
• “The right to occupy sad
dispose of property without
government Interference to ac-
cordance with the dictates of
hie own conscience."
THIS MEANS that, la
NARRB'a opinion, property
owners should have Urn legal
right to discriminate against
Negroes. The toss of this right,
the NARRB matwtatni, “di-
minishes personal freedom and ‘
create* a springboard for fur-
ther erosion of liberty."
la a related policy statement
the NARRB board restated its
traditional position that If a
property owner objects to aeU-
log to a Negro. It ten t up to
the realtor to try to change
his mind “Realtors." tin
group said, “may properly op-
poaa any attempt by force of
law to withdraw from property
ownare the right freely to de-
termine with whom too --<■til
deal with respect to their
property. Irrespective ef the
reason therefor. . . ."
Earlier this year NAREB do-
ctored that It is permissible
far e realtor to make a sale
to a Negro or a member of
•«y other minority la a white
neighborhood. lUg view was
repeated in the Utter of the
two policy statements referred
to above. The statement went
oa to declare, however, that
realtors, as agents of the prop-
erty owners, “have no right
or reapoMMity to determine
the racial, medal, or ethnic
composition of any ana or
neighborhood."
A PROPERTY owner, the
statement Insisted, should
have the right to specify any
terms (or the isle which he
sees fit, and the realtor, as hte
agent, has the duty to adhere
faithfully to these terms.
The philosophy which under-
lies these two statements of
policy by NAREB is almost a
caricature of the ISth-century
laiases fatre todhriduatlim. The
fact that such an important
organisation still officially sub-
scribes to this philosophy and
ts still appealing to It as a
justification lor racial dis-
crimination to the field of
bousing to most disheartening
It meant, among other
things, that the social teaching
of the churches has had prac
tiraUy ae toftoucs to the reel
estate profession.
CATROUC REAL estate
agate eate there must be
thousands ef them who belong
to NAREB ought to take
Ume out. between sales, to
compare NAREB's recent
policy statements on property
rights with what the social en-
cyclicals of the Popes have to
say on this subject. They will
find that the encyclicals flatly
reject the notion that anyone
has the right to “occupy sod
dispose of property without
governmental Interference in
accordance with the dictates
of hte conscience.”
If a property owner's badly
formed conscience tolls him
that he can discriminate
agstost Negroes to the sate or
rente! of hte property, then
Catholic social teaching would
say that toe government has
toe right and may evau have
toe duty to intervene, to de-
fense ef toe Negro’s right to
decent by u
"open occvpancy" law.
Real estate agaots axe not
expected to and«Urmia* the
composition of neighborhoods.
On toe other hand, they are
expected to use their influence
to promote the cause of to-
terraetel justice to their own
profession. To shirk tote re-
sponslbUlty to the name ef
professional ethics comes cloee
to being hypocritical.
For Vocations
Members of the Apoe-
toteto for Vocations can
gain ft ptomry Indulgence
under the onluury condi-
tions oa:
July ZS, Feast of 8L
James the Greeter
Ones a week, for reciting
dally, with piety, any
prayer for vocation* ap-
proved by the eccisetoeti-
cal authority.
A partial Indulgence of
900 days can be gained for
ee*a sot or enemy or piety
pjrtormjtefor toetotjotion
The Press Box
Juvenile
Approach
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Editor
Uncanny! That’s the only
way to describe toe American
Civil Liberties Union. The
ACLU can spot an absurd
caoao at the drop ef a judicial
w£q, (or instance. Its
support ef that suit to Califor-
nia, home of the freeway and
weird am-rettgtons. seeking
the removal of the words
"under God" from the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag.
Even that other great defender
of constitutional law, the
POAU, fatted to tee the threat
to life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness posed by those
words when recited by sensi-
tive children.
RIGHT HERE la New Jar-
soy, the ACLU, Camden chap-
ter, has uken up the same
cause-that of the downtrod-
den, Imposed-upon Juvenile—-
•lbeit in a different context.
Cbarks Crabbe Thomas, one
of the Camden branch’s chief
watchdogs of things legal, baa
threatened to go Into Federal
Court over toe manner in
which shore resort magistrates
aro muzzling youthful out-of-
town offenders.
In essence, toe judges,part-
Icularly to Wildwood—and sel-
dom has a town been more
aptly named-have been rid-
tog offenders out of town on a
mtowilsa sentence. Juvenfiae
coming before them, if eon-
vfctod, are being fined jioo but
sentence to suspended with the
proviso that they stay out of
town until they’re 21.
"They can’t do that, It’a un-
constitutional,” says Thomas.
Hs also complains because to
tome areas ownership of a
false Identification card la
taken a* evidence that toe juv-
anile is goto* to drink, al-
though what else it concalv-
•ble could be evidence of, he
doesn’t say. Certetaly too Juve-
nile tont carrying somebody
•toe's vetor registration around
with him In the hopes he can
vote oo the bond issue to
November.
THOMAS NAT or may not
be right about toe illegality ef
such procedure. But the fact to
tiuf young people with too
much money, few moral ecru-
pla and no arose of responsi-
bility have taken over some re-
sort communities turned
times Into a brawling bedlam.
Fort Lauderdale has its Jersey
counterparts on a smaller
scale.
Uhl fact, too, that take-
overs of this nature aren’t pos-
sible without at toast the ac-
quiescence ef some rooming
house proprietors, night club
operators and civic officiate
who take a too-lenient attitude
to toe belief that property
holders and ’'businessmen’’ fa-
vor an "open" town during toe
free-spending summer season.
Once the situation gets out of
hand toe reaction is apt to be
drastic, resulting to unfavor-
•hie publicity discouraging the
more desirable family vaca-
tioners. Kentteburg, Lavaliettc
and Belmar have all bad the
experience.
DRASTIC REMEDIES are
token primarily because the
community can’t reach out to
those ultimately responsible—-
the parents. For toe most part,
the juveniles creating a nuis-
ance are those who are lost-
weekending on their own.
If thee# disorderly, rude,
vulgar, Irresponsible hellions
who acorn law and order are
having their constitutional
rights trampled on, then mom-
ma and poppa should be toe
ones to protest. When the
ACLU taka up toe cause in
their absence it pute itself in
the position of defending U-
centiouenem to the guise of
liberty.
The Question Sox
How Are Benefits
Of Mass Applied?
Rav. Iso Parlay, S.T.D., and Rev. Robert Hunt, S.TJ>., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, Ram try, NJ.t
are editort of The Question Box. Quettiont may be addressed
to them there for answers in ibis column, or to Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St* Newark 2, NJ.
Q. If a Mass Is offered for
one person only, does that per-
son derive mate benefit than
If the same Mass had been of-
fered for several other persons
•tong with Mm? In other
words, do the fruits of the
Mass diminish for individual
to proportion to the increased
number of persons for whom
It Is offend?
A. This question la not as
temple at it might seem!
First, we note that every Mass
offered benefits the whole
Church Militant on earth and
Suffering to purgatory —and
thte apart from any intention
which the prteet should mike.
For, to the Man Christ offers
Himself as the Head of the
Church, not otherwise than on
Calvary, for all men; and the
Church offers the sacrifice
"for our salvation and that of
the whole world" (Canon of the
Mass).
Thte universal benefit U
known as the "general” fruit
of the Maas. But our question-
er is referring solely to whit
is technically called the "spe-
cter* fruit of the Mass: that
particular and specific prayer-
benefit which too priest ap-
plies. by hi* Intention, to de-
terminate persons and/or
end*. And tie find that theolo-
gians an not In fun agreement
aa to the measure of benefit
derived by an Increased num-
ber of beneficiaries.
Some, emphasltlng toe Intrin-
sic value of the Mesa as the
Sacrifice of Christ, contend
that the greater extension of
the priest’s Intention does not
dimtotsh the benefit to each in
the group. They feel that each
person under the amplified in-
tention derives as much bene-
fit as be would were the Mas*
offered for him alone.
RUT THE MAJORITY of
theologian* bold for the oppo-
site stow a* much more likely.
While admitting, of course,
that the Mass is Infinite in its
objective value, they contend
that the application of the
Mass must follow the norm of
finite human conditions. Since
the priest's intention (upon
which the distribution of the
special trust depends) is a hu-
man act. it ie limited by the
very nature of a human act:
the more persons embraced by
the one Intention, toe lea* de-
terminate sriß be the place of
each Individual to this inten-
tion.
But tenet the Mass can have
only one primary intention, no
matter how wide Its embrace,
the fruit* of the Mass are not
multiplied, but are divided
among the several persons or
ends included to the one inten-
tion. If thte view te correct,
and we feel that it is, a Man
offered tor two persona would
bebeflt each one only half the
measure that would be derived
If the intention wore not shar-
ed with another.
The daily and constant prac-
tice of toe Church seems
dearly to confirm this second
line of reasoning. For, if the
first view were true, the ap-
plication of a Mass to only one
person or end would seem to
result in a "waste" of the pos-
sible equal benefits for an un-
limited number of others.
Why, then, wouldn’t the
Church order that all Masses
be offered for all the living
and the dead?
AT ANT RATE, we doubt
that this Interesting little point
con ever be definitively settled
in the speculative order. After
all, it involves one of the mote
sublimely mysterious areas of
all theology) the workings and
distribution of God's grace.
But the practical side of the
matter is much easier to work
with. The whole problem te
solved by using a "secondary
and eonditionato" Intention. In
other words, work on the pre-
sumption that the second opin-
ion te true (the fewer the ben-
eficiaries, the more the benefit
to each), but make a secon-
dary intention embracing any
or all other persons or ends
you may wish to include under
the condition that the benefit
to those primarily Intended te
not diminished. In thte way no
ons will be deprived of possi-
ble benefits from the Mass
which te being offered.
Q. May I have a Man of-
fered for someone who Is not a
Catholic? How about far a
Catholic who was denied
Church burial because of a
bid marriage?
A. The answer is yes to both
questions. Simply ask the
priest to say s Mass “for a
special Intention” However,
an “announced Mase” (one in
which the name te actually
mentioned publicly from the
altar or to the perish bulletin)
is usually not permitted for
three persons.
Q. May a Catholic pledge the
corneas of hte eyes to aa eye
biak for collection after his
death* May he will his body
tea medical school to be used
for research purposes after kls
death?
A Yes. There is no real
moral problem involved to
either of these esses. The one
tea great act of charity, too
other furthers legitimate sci-
entific advance.
Q. May a Catholic take Ov-
er powder to csptmle form as
a food supplement on Fridays,
even though not under a doc-
tor’s prescription te do so?
A. Yes, Such capsules are
not commonly judged to be
meat in the sense prohibited
by Church law.
Intentions for July
The Holy Father's gen-
eral Intention for July 1s:
''That writers and preach-
ers may be mindful of tra-
dition and modem needs.
The mission Intention rec-
ommended to the Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
is:
The teaching of Catholic
doctrine to rural areas of
Latin America.
Our Parish
"She's the most popular den mother Troop $4 ever had."
4 THE ADVOCATE July 18, 1963
Official Publication of the
Archdiocese of Newark and of
the Diocese of ratersoa.
Most Rev. Tbomas A.
Boland. STD., Archbishop of
Newark.
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GodLove You
Acts of Denial
—for Christ
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
It Is not often that we think
of the “shameful" sufferings
of Our Lord, but Scripture
speaks of Him that way: “Let
us fix pur eyes on Jesus, the
origin and crown of all Faith.
Who to win His prise of
blessedness endured the Cross
and made light of its shame,
Jesus Who now sits on the
right of God’s throne.”
Part of this shame was
twice being stripped of His
garments. He Who clothed the
lilies of the Held had not
wherewith to clothe Himself.
How difficult we find it to
strip ourselves of the least of
our luxuries, to wound our-
selves for the sake of Christ
and the spread of His Church.
Only through such acts of
self-denial will the spiritual
life grow within us.
WONT YOU strip yourself
of Just a cigarette or a soft
drink or a candy bar a day
to bring the Gospel to the
world’s unbelievers?
By offering up the sacrifice
of not enjoying them and
sending the equivalent of that
daily act of denial to the Holy
Father's own Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, you
will be buying sulphone for a
leper in Africa, a borne for an
Asian orphan, something to
•at for a child in Oceania. We
look forward to hearing from
you —and so do they!
GOD LOVE YOU to Miss
M.S. for $25: 'This represents
the price of a Persian cat
We obtained a nice free alley
cat instead and are much hap-
pier for having helped the
missions." To Mrs. R.L. for
S3SS: “This mooey is given
*in the spirit of charity’ that
you may aid the poor souls in
the missions. I also beg God
that He will bring my family
back to the Faith." To Mrs.
H.T. for 120: “I saved this of-
faring by buying cheaper
clothes and not eating rich
desserts and other sweets. It
was originally a Lenten prac-
tice, but I decided to do so on
a permanent basis for God's
poor.” To V.R, for 121: ”Mtid
service once a week would
have cost me $2l. Now I
tackle these jobs with more
love and offer them —and
my savings for the love of
God.” To G.D. and CJ>. for
$3.20: “We put on a ‘reck
hunt’ to collect for the mis-
sions. We wish it were more
but not many children came.”
Solve your gift problems
with Our Lady of Television
statues, now available in two
sizes. The 11-lnch figure of
Madonna and Child, construct-'
ed of unbreakable white plas-
tic with gold-colored cross and
halos, reminds us that as
Mary gave the Divine Word to
the work), so television pro-
jects the human word. A 4-inch
model with black suction-cup
base Is ideal for use in auto-
mobiles. Send your request
and an offering of $3 (11-lnch)
or $1 (4-inch) to the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith, 3M Fifth Ave., New
York L N.Y.
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 3M Fifth Are.. New
York, or Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St. New-
•rk. or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 DeGrasse St. Pater-
son.
Forty Hours
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His Cross
Is Pomp
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I wept in my heart for Pope
Paul VI while I watched his
coronation ceremonies on tele-
vision. Never before had I
realised so keenly how heavy
and painful is the croas of
pomp that the centuries have
laid open those who are made
heads of the Church.
They have borne it uncom-
plainingly. hut now there Is
reason to behave that for the
successors of Paul. It will ha
lightened, both because it is
growing, intolerable, and be-
cause U la an anachronism.
Jeweled vestments and
miters, ostrich plume fans,
and the papal tiara doubtless
were means by which the
people expressed their love
and reverence for the papacy,
and their deep feeling that
they would honor Christ by
boooring Christ’s vicar.
ALL THE SAME, the cere-
monialism seems to me to
have expended beyond aU rea-
son. 1 marvelled that the fra-
gile new Pope was able to get
through the three hours with-
out fainting.
In the television doaeupa,
it seemed to me, his fsce be-
trayed not only that he was
suffering physically from the
heat, the heavy vestments and
the uproar, but also that he
was in spiritual pain of hu-
mility because of the adula-
tion.
After all, the Popes of our
time did not grow up in the
Roman Empire, or under feud-
alism or medievalism. They
were reared in the 19th and
20th centuries, amid fast-
spreading concepts of democ-
racy, equality and simplicity.
In their seminary years, and
in their priestly assignments
afterward, they livad humbly,
even austerely.
POPE JOHN the Good. !
think, prepared the way for a
simplifying of much of the
ceremonial in the papacy and
in the Church. HU matter-of
fact, old-shoe comfortobUneu
and chumminess mad* the of-
fice of Pop* more loved then
ever before without ceasing to
be reveled.
In all these mature, there U
• central governing principle.
the food of souls And I de not
think it can be demonstrated
that mankind today to drawn
to Christ by Bytantia* dis-
play; whereas Pope John
proved that mankind to drawn
by simplicity.
John ooce voiced publicly
hi* distaste tor being carried
in the sedia festotorie—the
ceremonial chair—sod said
that he submitted to it only
tor the practical reason that it
enabled the people, crowded
into St. Peter's Square or
Basilic*, to see the Pope. After
aU. they often stood there
patiently for hours, waiting for
that.
I suppose the sedia will have
to stay if no other means can
be devised for bringing the
Popes and the people Into coo
tact But I hope somebody will
invent something to make it
unnecessary.
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Father Kueng:
The Other Side
Frank C. Carlson.
Mousey, N.Y.
Editor:
I was happy to see the arti-
cle “Replying to Hans Kueng-
I” in your current issue. The
lecture delivered by Father
Kueng has received too much
publicity about a fow of its
more sensational statements
and too Uttle real considera-
tion. There are certainly many
opinions about some of the Is-
sues raised by Father Keung,
and it ia well for aU sides to
receive a fair hearing.
However, in fairness to
Father Kueng end readers like
me, wouldn’t it be a good idea
for you to print the text of his
(Father Kueng’a) lecture so
that we could all understood
what Msgr. Shea is replying
to? I realize that Magr. Shea
referred his readers (though
with a notoble lack of enihu-
atosm) to Commonweal of
June 21 tor the complete teat.
But not everyone subscribe* to
Commonweal.
How etoc can we judge the
merits of an opinion than by
knowing R? How else can wa
arrive at conclusions than by
bearing both aide*? I am sure
that Msgr. Shea wishes us to
Judge his criticism by its
merits, and not just accept it
in virtue of Ida eminence.
Since the Monsignor has in-
dicated that the pinnacle of the
University of Tuebingen is of
insufficient height to offer a
comprehensive view of the
church. I am certain that he
would not expect us to think
that the pinnacle of the Im-
maculate Conception Seminary
offers a bettor and more com-
plete view.
This to a wonderful oppor-
tunity. Both men are recog-
nized theologians heads of
theological faculties. Both have
an official connection with the
work of Vatican n. They are”
eminently qualified to discuss
the issues. Please don't de-
prive your readers of e rare
chance; let us see both sides.
Free Choice
In Education
Joseph B. McCaffrey.
Morris Plains.
Editor:
Edward Dunphy ... has
token issue with the Murray-
Schempp comment of colum-
nist Joseph Brelg. Use of the
expression. “Things are real-
ly getting rough,” to a true
indication of the‘difficulty that
can be encountered in identi-
fy tn« the issue.
The “public school’’ estab-
lished by the Pilgrims who
landed at Plymouth Rock was
ia tact a private school if
there were none but Pilgrims
in the Immediate area served
by the school. This was true
of all schools established by
the churches of the various
reiigtons
The difficulty arose when
the growth of the nation wit-
nessed a dispersal and in-
termingling of the population.
In this circumstance, it was
thought possible to establish a
public school system in which
instruction ia secular subjects
could be eompartmentiaed to
a manner that would be ac-
ceptable to all . . .
We. the people of the
venous states, have willed
that there be a pacified
amount of compulsory educa-
tion. W* have erred to effect-
ing this decision . . . The var-
ious states, as reflecting the
will of the people, can footer
education, can specify the
subjects to be studied. They
should oot be the instrument
whereby education to im-
parted
This has been the' argument
of Mr. Breig. It to the argu-
ment of Citizens tor Edu-
cational Freedom. The total
public fund at every level
of government designated
for instruction to the compul-
sorv educational curriculum
should be directly available to
the parent or guardian far
un to securing instruction of
their children to the aches! of
their choice.
Car* to Join up? CETe
address to tM South Graad
Bird SC Unto It. Mo. We
number Catholics, Prates-
tents, and Jews to our mem-
bership Our battle is for free-
dom of choice to education
for all
Public School
Teacher's View
Muriel Sims,
Springfield.
Editor:
I get the idea that you think
Protestants hbould make the
first move to get God beck Into
the public schools, because our
nation is traditionally Protes-
tant.
That to exactly what the Su-
preme Court ia against, to its
weird interpretation of “an es-
tablishment of religion.” Asa
public high school teacher. I
think the Catholics ought to
make some moves to get Him
back.
First insist upon defining
an establishment of religion
. .
Show that Catholic* are
not interested to the establish-
ment of a‘religion. . . Insist
that the Judeao-Chrlstiaa ma-
jority should have their chil-
dren reed the Old Testament
the Bible of Jews, Catholics
sod Protestants Their bond
of brotherhood under God.
It also seems to me that
since legally the teachers are
the school-time parents of the
child, the majority should in-
sist that the state not take
away their religious tradition
obligation to the child.
'Least Brethren'
Term Explained
J. H. Ross.
Newark.
Editin':
Another reader (June 29) ex-
pressed resentment had she
been a Negro, at the editorial
column's application of the
Gospel phrase "least brethren"
to the comtemporary Ameri-
can Negro. Seemingly she took
It to infer a patronising and
condescending attitude. Isn't
she making an all too literal
interpretation of a first century
phrase in e 20th century con-
text?
The foil impact of many at
Christ’s sayings com* from
the context to which he said
them. He spoke to coocreto
circumstances, oo specific oc-
casions, about real people.
There were definite political,
racial, aoetatogicai tensions to
the world of lUs day. He spoke
to terms of these realities in
expressing HU teaching. The
poor, the naked, the hungry,
the despised, the deprived, the
persecuted were real people of
Our Lord’s ecquainteoce.
They were, as a matter of
Watorical fact, considered the
least important people of the
world.
. . according to the
standards of the world of His
time. ThU was HU bombshell!
To Christ they were just as
important as anyooe else. They
were equally as much those for
whom He had come Into the
wcrld and for whom He would
die. Isn’t thU the very point we
must drive home oo our way
to clear thinking md consist-
ent action today?
Far from a term of derisioo.
"leaat brethren” U a title of
singuUr selection in the Chris-
tian coocept of social order!
Replying to Hans Kueng-II
By MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA, S.T.D.
In the lecture on “The
Church and Freedom" which
the delivered from coast to
coast during his recent Ameri-
can tour, the Rev. Hans
Kueng aimed to refute the
charge that the Catholic
Church to, Uk* communism, a
foe of human freedom.
A praiseworthy goal, cer-
tainly; but one so deviously
pursued by Dr. Kueng that,
1 fear. Instead of disarming
the critics who hurl that
charge, the well-intentioned
professor from Tuebingen only
added to their arsenal.
’ THE LECTURE quickly
gets round to detailing "the
undeniable similarities be-
tween the Catholic and com-
munist systems” (In the
course of which Kueng seems
to suppose, mistakenly, that
the Holy Office claims Infal-
libility), and then asks: "Are
not these resemblances be-
tween the communist and
Catholic systems striking? Are
not both absolutist, centralist,
totalitarian, in short, enemies
of human freedom?”
The professor presents this
as a charge made by the
Church's opponent*. But, as
will be seen later, he does not
altogether disagree with them,
or with this further accusation
of theirs: the Church has
robbed men of the freedom
Christ brought, has through
a strict ecclesiastical system
forged for the purpose
stealthily taken away men's
freedom of conscience for
their own good.
This tremendous accusation,
Kueng continues, “to made,
directly, against the Catholic
Church But to be honest it
does not really only stand
against her . . . Does not
Retter, ImmotuUtt Conception Semittery
everything of which the Cath-
olic Church to accused in the
way of lack of freedom, arbi-
trariness. authoritarianism
and totalitarianism, exist in
other shapes and farms, more
or lees disguised, amongst
the Christians of other confes-
sions.
. .?’•
REREAD THAT carefully
and you win see it pleads the
Catholic Church guilty as
charged, concedes the
existence in her of "lack of
freedom, etc." Indeed, Kueng
goes on to exhort us to con-
cede it too, to find “the cour-
age to say. soberly and with-
out covering up, that, alas,
there have on innumerable oc-
casions been sins against the
freedom of the children of God
committed In our Church, and
that they are committed to
this day."
Read on in his lecture and
you will meet dark warnings
against “toteliter!anism,” “ab-
solutism." “externalized, legal-
istic authoritarianism" in the
Church, about them constantly
threatening freedom in the
Church, which freedom must
therefore “be won over and
over again.”
Read further and you will
meet pleas for greater free-
dom in the Church, for exam-
ple. freedom from censorship
(Kueng's enthusiasm for free-
dom does not extend to free-
dom from error), greater free-
dom for theologians, and so
on.
THE CUMULATIVE ef-
fect oi all thto to the impres-
sion that oppression to rife, to
tht rule rather than the excep-
tion, throughout the world-
wide Catholic Church, in her
every nook and corner and at
her every* level.
How, then, does Kueng at-
tempt to refute the Church's
critics? Along the following
lines.
The manifestations of
unfreedom in the Church are
a revelation, not of her “good,
luminous nature," but of her
"dark, evil unnature.” The
Church’s whole purpose U
“the glorious freedom of the
children of God. According to
her external unnature, the
Church may in many ways re-
semble communism in iU en-
slavement of men ... In her
inner nature she is, despite all
external signs to the con-
trary, the dwelling place of
freedom." The unfreedom in
the Church “is not the deci-
sive thing. The decisive thing
is the freedom of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ, for which the
Church really is the dwelling
place . .
I DOUBT THAT this naive
apologetic will persuade the
Church's critics to withdraw
their charges; I doubt they
will agree that the vast un-
freedom which Kueng alleges
of the Church is not a “de-
cisive thing”; 1 fear they will
gleefully add his concessions
to their arsenal. Fortunately,
Kueng's allegations and con-
cessions sre worthless, since,
as was pointed out here a
week ago. they presuppose
knowledge which it is human-
ly Impossible for Kueng to
hive.
Kueng should have been de-
terred from those allegations
not only by the Eighth Com-
mandment. but also by the
First Vatican Council’s teach-
ing that “the Church herself
...
is a great and perpetual
motive of credibility . . .And
thus, like a standard set up
unto the nations, she both in-
vites to herself those who do
not yet believe, and assures
ber children that the faith
they profess rests on a most
firm foundation."
What is left of this dogma
If, at Kueng says, every mani-
festation of unfreedom in the
Church makes her lets be-
lievable in the eyea of men.
and if. as Kueng says, these
manifestations are to be found
in her every nook and corner,
and at her every level?
Complete Commitment
Of Marriage Outlined
By REV. WALTER W. IMBIORSKI
I have been dating a lovely girl for almost seven months and am justabout rendv
to propose marriage. I know all about financial responsibilities, but psreholorieai-
ly what am I getting into? What do I gain? What do I lose? What kind of commit-
ment am I binding myself to?
Marriage toeefvea a com-
plete cematitmsnt. Marriage
to net fast sharing love, and
rearing children. Marriage
meeae caring totally far an-
other throushout toe
You are committing year-
self to support your wtfo, be
concerned shout her. bring out
the best in her, perfect her
according to God’s plan, and
lead bar to heaven.
The word “spouse” comes
from the Latin "spondee”
which means “I commit my-
self.’’ When you marry, yon
make a solemn, formal agree-
ment by which you gain cer-
tain things and give others up.
YOU GIVE UP freedom of
choice. As e stogie person you
ere free to marry or not to
marry. When you marry this
choice U expended. You no
longer look over the field.
You give up freedom of ac-
tion. Asa tingle person yon
are free to spend your mooey.
use your time, change your
job. join the Peace Corps or
move to New Zealand. Asa
married person these free-
doms are limited and con-
stricted . . . some even taken
away.
In marriage you ere com-
mitted to and responsible for
the good of another. You take
on a life which means com-
munication. consultation, mu-
tual decisions, end an obliga-
tion to consider how your ac-
tions effect the partner and
the family.
You gain someone who not
only loves you, but freely
promises to go on loving you
and being toßhfol, caring for
you and putting you first, re-
gardless of what happens.
COMMITMENT IN mar-
riage Involves effort and
work. It means you agree to
do certain things and avoid
ethers. By their very nature
your wedding vows bind you
to make practical adjustments
to everyday living Adjust-
ments to marriage are not op-
tional
Your committment to to a
person, not to an image, not
to superficial qualities The
partner will change and grow
and age.
Your future bride, who looks
pretty exciting doing the twist,
will one day be 30 years older,
40 pounds heavier, and look a
good deal like her grand-
mother. The prospect
shouldn't be too shocking- By
that time you wiD be bald,
watching jw ulcw dirt aad
complaining about your den
taraa.
Remember that God'i prov
•dental lore, HU (dan for the
aalvatha of the girt or boy
you marry U focused in and
through you. You stand at the
personification of Christ's
creative and redemptive love
for this person.
You have vowed your love
In solemn covenant, you are
responsible for this person for-
ever.
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Book Reviews
Hearts Went Out to Him
A NAN NAMED JOHN: The
Life of Pope John XXIII, by
Aiden Hatch. Hawthorn. M 7
page*. $4.95.
An author would have to be
almost devoid of talent, one
imagines, to tell the story ol
Pope John and fall to produce
a warm and moving docu-
ment A gifted Journeyman in
the field would have only to
piece together some bio-
graphical information, list the
highlights of an astonish ini?
pontificate, and mount a
handful of the innumer-
able anecdotea illustrat-
ing this Pope’s humanity
in order to bring forth a bio-
graphy which would be
wholly satisfying to a great
many people.
Alden Hatch is anything but
devoid ol talent, end bis cred-
its as a Biographer place him
far above the Journeyman
level. Asa result, this story
of the late Holy Father la a
constant delight —a tasteful,
reverent and loving account
by a Protestant of the head
of the Holy Roman Church.
THE SAINTLY Angelo Roo-
calli will unquestionably in-
spire a multitude of biograph-
ers, and than will be better
biographies written about him.
Than will be more scholarly
works than this ooa, and the
passage of time will enable
ftttnw authors to assay the
Pontiffs historical role non
effectively. But tbie la not a
work for scholars or his-
torian; it Is a story for the
million of Englkb-opeaking
Catholics who knew Pope
John as their Father.
"A Man Named John” is
nearly identical in format to
Hatch’s biography of Pope
Pina XU, ’’Crown of Glory"
—complete to the cover photo-
graph by Kanh. Then an a
down full-page drawings (by
the author's wife) and a gen-
erous supply of photographs,
bat the heart of the book, of
course, is the man. Papa John,
himself.
Then is a surprising amount
of Information which, while
perhaps not unpublished be-
fore, is certainly little known;
end then in the wonderful
stories which go so far in tell-
ing the world what kind of
man this Pope wes and what
kind of background produced
him.
MATCH TELLE the touching
story, for example, of "the
only time in Angelo’s mem-
ory" that his mother broke
down the day she made the
rounds ef friends and rela-
tive* t» ask for cantribottoas
so that Angelo. 11, would have
soma spendlag money whan
he left for the seminary the
next day.
"In a storm of weeping, she
flung the coppers and tiny
stiver pieces on the kitchen
table. The sum total was two
Mre about 40 cento.’’
The whole Wwing psn-
ora ms of the life of Pope
John is here the yean in
Bergamo, in Bulgaria, in Tur-
key end Greece, in Paris and
In Venice, and finally, in the
Vatican as Supreme Pontiff.
It is remarkable that wher-
ever be went there was hos-
tility or at beat, reserve
when he arrived, and lean
of love when he left.
SO IT WAS with the papery.
The non-Catholic world
greeted him with polite re-
spect upon hit election Eve
yean ago —and gave him a
requiem of loving grief when
be died last month The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, Dr. Ar-
thur M. Ramsey, put it nobly
and eloquently the Sunday be-
fore Pope John died:
•The hearts of Christian
people everywhere go out to
one man, a great Christian of
our time. Pope John ...
. "He is caw, in the words of
the Bible, who 'is a good man
and full of the Holy Ghost and
of Faith.’ He is one to whom
the Holy Spirit like tongues
of fire, has given vision, the
vision of the unity of all
Christians and a warmth of
love for humanity far and
aaar.
"He la one whs lives and
dies vary near to God, and
self le burnt away as the Ore
of divine charity fills him. May
God keep him in death as in
life, and God grant him a
heavenly reward and the ful-
fillment of all his prayars for
peace and unity on earth."—
Jerry Ceetoßa.
BELOVED PONTIFF - This illustration from the new Alden
Hatch biography, “A Man Named John," thaws the late
Pope John surrounded by hit people as he travels through
Rome in an open car.
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In a Little Spanish Town ...
A WAKE IN YBOM CITY,
by Jaae Ygleaias. Holt, Rine-
hart and Wiaston. tot pages.
$4.95.
This might have been a
significant novel of Cabana in
America during the fleas when
the rebels in the Sierra
Maeetra were preparing the
overthrow of Batista But
Ygiesias bogs down in gener-
alize tioos about the inha-
bitants of Tampa's Cuban
quarter as he tells a story of
the fierce familial hoods by
which they live.
Among this particular Ybor
City family - Dolores. Mina
and demeecia. the ma-
triarchs. surrounded by as-
sorted sons, daughters and
their spouses there Is no
one really who believes in God
and reveres the Church, no
ooe who has become inte-
grated in the milieu of the
hated Americana, and hardly
aayeme who is not involved in
a puerile preoccupation with
tea.
In the real Ybor City, there
are the religious, the success-
ful, even some integrated peo-
ple. Ygiesias shows us nooe
of these.
THE OFFSPRING of the
three old ladies, who babble
throughout Bke a ebons* of
Fates or Furiee, include
Elena, the materialistic, do-
mineering, second generation
matriarch who is married to
Batista's apeechwriter; Ar-
mando, the young hood who
alts tight while his boss it
murdered, then scoota to
Cuba; Roberto, probably the
roost sympathetic —a com-
muaist; the promiscuous
Clara haunted by a supersti-
tion that pastes for belief in
God; her lascivious divorced
husband. Esteban, who runs
guns to Castro and also gen-
eris* sympathy, as Ygiesias
has arranged thing*
The wake of the title Is for
Clara’s and Esteban's child.
Jimmie, whose death causes a
great deaUqf lamentation and
"tik>" drinking, but after aU
is said and dooe changes nor
solves nothing. Except that
Elena is overruled in her ob-
jections to bolding a good old
fashioned Ybor City wake
(without benefit of Catholic
clergy) complete with boat*
of pastries usd Spanish bran-
dy-
Ygiesias baa handily written
hie first novel so thel k is all
but ready for translation to
the screen (tfler some clean-
ing-up which rtmuld be easy
since most of the paesagea
which would offend the cen-
son are expendible to the
plot ) It ia right now more a
script than a novel with a sur-
pnsingly. small aasouat of
stage business and a deafen-
ing amount of talk. So skill-
fully does the author duplicate
the dialogue of a family push
and-ahoat scene at the done,
that this reader wasted to
plug her ears to shut out the
din.
- Aaae Mae Backley
Movie Reviews
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
•** (Adults, with reserva-
tion*) Leaning heavily os
Freud, this successor to “La
Dolce Vita" offensively raw
ia spots describes in inter-
mittent flashes of fantasy and
reality the empty life of a con-
fused film director who la ap-
parently haunted by a guilty
cooicitocf
. Mease w Mew (Fair; fam-
ily) This recent sequel to the
satirical "MooseThat Roared"
finds the Grand Duchess of
Fenwick and her subjects beat-
ing the UR. and Russia to the
moon. Lika many carbon
copies, it doesn't quite come
oil
NEW YORE his U diocesan
seminaries, more than any
other state.
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Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Black Oold
iS&ftam.
Du Man lavsdsd
A,rtc *
gfcru
OrtM Caruso
832. v- *<*■«*
Hercules A Captlv*
{{£««.»*.
SEisr-
tfJa-
YS&SZ?
Mako «w lor
Ml*
MM From Dtatr'o
• 'iBMl :
Mlrorlo Sf WMta
Moll km*
Vocation
Murder ot Um
CeUop
lejw
aßHHpfey.'
Papa's DaOcato
UMlttM
_
Stt/ILVi SS"
Tammy It Doctor
»w wr'
of Bras. Grimm
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
%sdF“ m
DmvM a Um
Esftwr
DseY Knock Twist
Ml k TUm
tau*"22
**
BiHto lor Horooo
Horn of Demand
It Huroud oft
Wortrorolf
tesa? -Ar-to
**Sb»rtr* VaUiecn
Mattov on Bounty
ItvNam* tolvnn
Paranoiac
SaaSirs
i Cwdawa*
i lava
Tatoa of Terror
• man. Mssnliiceot
Yellow Casery
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
Kb. rwo. -
p ku Avon
fcrw •>
Monookotf
Um t laraw
Utvo to Bon
tWsars io Homo
One-Eyed Jocko
Man to Peyua
Root
Sparrows Cast
aua
Soeiiosr's Mountain
bns <f Trial
Tower sf London
Wanton S
Wren* Arm sf Law
,
For Adults (With Reservations)
Hmi Ilaiiaa SH
•ria rmi
LfiUMd Room lliado
Morally Objectionable inPart for Everyone
Ms Mtow
Cirrt «a Kra
Dr. No
osyssf tooSl
la Coal of Dor
trms La Dooco
Wood of Lon
Mato AtificUoa
Psaplat Tim
Boom si Top«r£w
Condemned
■ittodiy I—IN A Mm Hnki
Films on TV
jJPWfcAV-CW.”
s=-f .r SUrJJ-'a K
■« ha im>ul ■
FAMILY
BUM* ‘/"T"*
*
d?*8- ’tse*-'
ADULTS
OBJECTION ABLE
WbBbBM MjMn
fc§F%i"l **
Em* *qm r^^ttLsr
Print Interfaith
Theology Talks
NOTRE DAME. Ind. (NC>-
Two Protestant and three
Catholic theologians have coo-
tirbuted to "The Church aa the
Body o t Christ,” published by
the University of Notre Dame
Press as a follow-up to dls-
cusaiooa on the Notre Dame
compos by the authors in 1961
and ,1962.
The contributors are Krister
E. Skydsgaard ot the Univer-
sity of Copenhagen, Franklin
H. LitteU of the Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary and Fathers
Barnabas Ahern, C. P.. of
Passiooist Seminary. Louis-
villf: and Walter J. Burghardt.
SJ., of Marquette University,
Milwaukee.
Pacftn in Terris,
Symphony Theme
PARIS (NC> - The French
Broadcasting System has com-
missioned Darius Milhaud to
compose a symphony lUustrat-
ing Pope John's encyclical
Paeem in Terris. Milhaud, who
is 70. was born of a Jewish
family.
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
N.J. Summer Stock
Aafksay SW Ovnrttms OnoUms
Jfafan Wtui Um grant
Safaf it Padua.
*9Uft i minx. !Waa<in| imm in# govrin*
about a waif sto finds friendship aad
love ip ■ nrndawa travnOnd arcus.
Madia a brief mfsasUea Bomber as
lew. (Adults)
Critic's Ckstoa - Stick comedy about
a drama rsviawsr who may hove to
cavar kto wife's pear first play. Caaaal
aft ttotoa afisat some wwrMit—dards.
but dssd aat sftrsas Uda.
Plfta Sttiaa Bantu sasfsat
akout Um auxMOwa of Ufa la the ter-
meet ddriOw tost pruoent UMUfb
aaft aa taaNr sftamaaL aad soma toei-
‘“llJ'A&lESfe ptroot Brtt-
toh drama about a German yuan vainly
aeeklni peace as tutor to a contentious
ICfifHtn household. Grimy xi times,
bat powerfat.
•ays sod Potto Mill sn sxcellent
sears, baft lUNwaassuss assfe sssmm
dated tad aadarwasid characters toa
sentimentally cute.
Little Mary. Isosklns DeUshUutty
tuneful parody of all thorn alee, stiff
old operettas. (Family)
Ones If sow a MaWrsas Merry
musical froHc built arouad Um I airy
tale of the princess sad UM psa.
Mars slapstick th — uphlstlrsllna
ftudsni Prince _ Owe et thorn alee,
stiff old operettas.
Drama Ratings
roUowiac are moral rsiiaca of lraad-
PAMILV
Aathaay nw Oliver
OvosUato Bit Loess Me
UjUefiary I'mftskaMe Matty
_
aoutn*”
Bemad UM Prison Glam Menaserie
Bnaadoow How to Serened
Csrulval' la Batoaaaa
SEW., ssfiT-
raaaastkfca Tovsrich x
rim flaser Train aad Tiser
Eaarctoe
6 the ad voc ate July 18, 1983
RESTAURANT
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20 Hamilton St. - MU 441M
A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
tmnnat lawn, Jtrmy (tty. N. J.
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Oldfield 3-0100
400 IMADWAV
POINT PLEASANT BEACH
UCHEE
RESTAURANT
Otihr
226 WEST FRONT ST.
PLAINFIELD, N.J. . PL. 7-2007
torktaf
Stsr
"Preferred by those who desire
the finest" EMitttM
• THI MODERN AIR CONDITIONID
robert treat a KNOTT HOTII
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION MRAKfASTS
• ORDINATION DINNIRS
• WEDDING RECEPTIONS
• •CONVENTIONS, SEMINARS and
SAUS MEETING
12 function Rooms Top Capacity In On# Room 1220
STANLEY J. AKUS. M0n0,., AIIERT W. STINDIR. P.ocldcnt
SO PARK PIACI, NIWARK - MARKET 2-1000
MAKE A PILGRIMAGE TO *
ST. ANTHONY'S SHRINE
AT BEAUTIFUL GRAYMOOR
GARRISON, N. Y.
Sundays from Juno 2 through Octobor 27
MASSES 10:45, 11,45, 12,45
DEVOTIONS TO
ST. ANTHONY 4 SOLEMN UNSMCTION 3 P.M.
GRAYMOOR IS 5 milt* north of PMluklll, N, Y. on Rt. 9
POR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:
Ft. GUARDIAN, SA., GRAYMOOR FRIARS,
OARRISON 3, N.Y.
T.l.phon. GArriMn 4-3471
WRITE FOR FREE VISITORS' DIRECTORY
, <■
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; . . ■...
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
m
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
MS MT. PROSPECT AVE., NEWARK
Mi / **'£ a.,- 'HbM
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED HUlllboldt 2-5019
U DEAUVILLE INN
~
HAMILTON MAO niKOOU M. t
WJifacfpl iKMd b«»M
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for 2000
wnti a i reel lo* t rates
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n»ii rJt
W* Fo* TOT FAMILY ...
New Jersey's patu family amusement center
soMtniM ran rmrvosr...
... »ee the circus 4& 9-JO p. m.
...swim in two acres of water
our rides for all ages
games for fine prizes
Join our Teen Swim Oub
OLYMPIC PARK
WE CHALLENGE YOU TO FIND BETTER FOOD ANYWHERE!
Wt»a HMk| VWI tk* 1» AWn." NJ
c§i/$
nM
I^Saef
FAMOUS FOR lIS FOOO
WZc
FULL COURSE
DINNERS
COCKTAIL LOUNGC
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ESSO Morris Are.,
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COCKTAIL PARTIES
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(Closed Tue*.)
FREE PARKING
AW CONOtTtONID
IpsdeSshU In NO Ml MAM
Ravioli Cavatelli
lilnnlrwHl
rrianicoTii
9 PRIVATE BANQUET
Rooms
925*31 Wost Sid* Avo.
11
HVINTO
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*
Vi
' KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
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Hfar
THE BRASS HOW
Banquet Rooms Available for
Veuir Plenties* ** Octoslons • Opon Dally
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Drum Corpsmen Now Priests
Cadets Back With Leader
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
JERSEY CITY-It has been
two years since the last strain
of martial music made its
spritcly ascent from the drums
and bugles of St Vincent’s
(Bayonne) Cadets. But the
memory of the prixe-winning
corps has been revived here
where four ex-cadets are back
with the priest who founded it
and served as its moderator
for 21 years.
The ex-cadets are now
priests and they are assisting
Rev. Edward F. Wojtycha in
the beginnings of his new par-
ish, Our Lady of Mercy, here.
Celebrating Sunday Masses in
the Moose Hall and the Boule-
vard Skating Rink for the par-
ishioners of Our Lady of Mercy
are Rev. William R. Smalley
of Christ the King, Hillside,
Bev. Edward J. McHugh, of
Catholic Charities, Rev. John
J. McGuire of St. Brigid’s,
North Bergen, and Rev. Fer-
gus Heffeman, 0.F.M., sta-
tioned in Washington, D. C.
They are among 14 cadets
who became priests, including
the first drum major, now
Rev. John C. Bouton of St.
Aloysius, Caldwell.
And when Our Lady of
Mercy no longer has to borrow
a skating rink and a hall, but
has Instead its own parish
buildings, the memory of the
corps will have been partially
responsible. The National
Dream Contest which has been
bringing together the top drum
corps’ in the nation since 1946
when it was founded principal-
ly to honor the Vinnies. this
year will benefit the proposed
Our Lady of Mercy School. It
will be Aug. 18 at Roosevelt
Stadium here at 3 p.m.
*-,« . ■'.Q\[-?; : .j
THE WHOLE THING is no
coincidence. Asked if his as-
sociation with Father Wojtycha
through the corps had any in-
fluence on his priestly vocation
Father McHugh replied.
"Absolutely!’’ And Father
Wojtycha admitted that "a
closeness to the Church" felt
by members of the corps could
surely be called a factor in the
lives of the cadets who have
since been ordained.
Once Father Wojtycha said
"Discipline Is the backbone of
any good marching unit. And
when a boy has spent a couple
of years in the corps he has
received training that will stay
with him the rest of his life.”
He sticks by that statement
today—and no one will dispute
the value of a disciplined spirit
in making it through, a semi-
nary.
A thing called "cameraderie”
also plays a part in the unique
situation at Our. Lady of
Mercy parish. Father Wojty-
cha explained. The camerad-
erie began in the corps head-
quarters where he’d hold kaf-
fee Matches with the boys, snd
in the “AU for ooe and one for
all” spirit which was fostered
by the late Msgr. Joeeph F.
Dolan and Inspired one of the
corps* big numbers. It flower-
ed when the former corpsmcn
who became priests remained
close friends and frequent as-
sociates of Father Wojtycha’s
"It’s why they are all so ready,
willing and able to help me
now," ha said happily.
FATHERS SMALLEY and
McHugh were members of tha
very flrat St. Vincent’! Cadets
when the corps was founded by
Father Wojtycha in 1940 as the
-successor to a Boy Scout drum
and bugle unit. And they were
still in the ranks when the Vin-
nies, in their spanking green
and white uniforms, took the
national Veterans of Foreign
Wars championship in Boston
in 1946.
Of that momentous—and also
portentous occasion. Father
Wojtycha reminisces: "I al-
most fell out of the stands. I
had been looking over all that
glamour and figuring we didn’t
stand a chance. And then all at
once I realized—we WERE the
glamour.”
That was the year that the
United Societies of Bayonne
launched the National Dream
Contest to benefit St. Vincent’s
Cadets and other youth groups'.
Now, IT years later, the de-
cision to turn the 1963 Dneam
Contest's proceeds over to
Father Wojtycha for his new
school, proves the depth of the
civic pride which the corps
inspired.
THE CADETS won a total of
10 national championships, in
VFW and American Legion
contests, and once In a contest
sponsored by the Polish veter-
ans.
Recalling great moments
o( the corps, Father Wojtycha
named 1950 when the Vinnies
carried home three national
crowns, and 1997 when they
won the national championship
in Dallas although they were
not favored to win.
AU this raises a rather ob-
vious quesUon: WiU the new
parish of Our Lady of Mercy
have a drum corps in time.
"Whoa," laughs Father Wojty-
cha. "There’s a $2 5 million
building project to think about
first.. Still, with aU those
former cadets around him. and
aU that rflarching mfcalc to be
heard on Aug. 11. the father of
the St, Vincent’s Cadets U
bound to have the thought.
ENCORE - Three former St. Vincent’s Codets do a little
reminiscing with the founder of that championship drum
and buglecorps, Rev. Edward F. Wojytcha. (left) in whose
infant parish they are giving weekend assistance. The
ex-cadets trying out their erstwhile instruments aria, from
left, Rev. William R. Smalley, Rev, John J. McGuire
and Rev. Fergus Heffernan, O.F.M. Also an ex-cadet as-
sisting at Our Lady of Grace, Jersey City, but not shown
is Rev. Edward J. McHugh. In its 21-year history the corps.
won a total of 10 national championships.
Her Negro Pupils Won Her Heart
By JUNE DWYER
BAYONNE Suzanne El-
lis is an attractive college
graduate with talent and per-
sonality, but she had three
strikes against her in Montgo-
mery. Ala. She was a Yankee,
a Catholic and a teacher in an
all-Negro school.
A 1962 graduate of Chestnut
Hill College, Sue answered the
plea of the Mobile-Binning-
ham Diocese for lay teachers.
A small salary and living ac-
commodations were to be pro-
vided for one year. .
"I hadn't thought much
about teaching before Father
Mullaney (Rev. Paul J.)
came to Chestnut Hill and
asked for volunteers," said
Sue. "I had planned to be a
writer. But when Father told
us of the need and of bow
much more effective our prin-
ciples could be Ita that area,
I deckled to give it a try.”
FATHER MUIXANKY is
the pastor of St. Jude’s School
where Sue taught the sixth
grad«4Jß» lived In a house
with three other young
teachers. The.group Included
a classmate from Chestnut
Hill, a girl from Tufts College
who had attended Chestnut
Hill and Mary Jo Kopechne of
Caldwell College.
"We split the chores up
each week and got along mar-
.velously,” said Sue. "It was
good we had each other be-
cause most of the people
wouldn't bother with us. but
there was so much to do at
school and with the children
that we didn't have much
time for socializing."
Sue’s conversation is
punctuated with, anecdotes
about her "wonderful" class
of 46 Negro youngsters. Over
a stack of individual and
group photos, she purred.
"Do they look friendly to you?
They are the most loving pco-i
pie I have ever met.
"They would look for us at
all their games. If we didn’t
go. they would ask if wv were
sick. ‘You didn't see me get
my homrrun.' ooe would say.
or That was my best game
too ’"
Sl’E RAN a Saturday dance
class for 75 pupils Just be-
cause she wanted to. "I
taught them ballet and they
taught as the la teat teenage
aha explained.
Aa n student at Holy
Family Academy here. Sue
ooce thought she wanted to
go into the theater. She has
carried this interest into the
classroom.
“My children do a lot of
writing snd projects during
the year.” she said. "For the
last part of the year I told
them they had to write their
own musical comedy. It was
a riot They called It ‘When
the West Was a Mess.’ You
can imagine them with cow-
boy hats and two guns trying
to sound Western with their
Southern drawls. They were
wonderful and wo made US!"
She taught U subjects in-
cluding music, bat here she
admits a weakness. "I hut
dreaded it when I had to sing,
because I can’t” she said. ”1
told them before 1 started
that 1 couldn’t ting so plfese
not to laugh. They were so
cute; they never smiled."
SUE, IS TUE youngest of
four children of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles ElUs. The family is or-
ighully from Mississippi Her
grandfather was a Methodist
minister; her father is s
lawyer.
this is not her first work
in the apattolate. For two
summers while in college she
went to North Cardins for a
few weeks to help with a par-
ish census.
"You wouldn't believe the
way thingi are down there."
she said "Why they even had
a separate Negro edition of
the only paper in Montgom-
ery- We had to wait for our
copy of the New York paper
to come to find out what was
really happening (in the racial
struggle). When they were
forced to combine the Negro
end white editions for econo-
mic reasons, they apologized
to the readers for having to
one page ef Negro social
SUB WANTED to *ov ooe
of her outstanding students
the cultural opportunities of
the New York area She
brought tiro of her girts home
far e week this summer end
flew them beck to Montgom-
ery at her own expense.
"Belinda Howard is so out-
standing." Sue said. "She has
sush tremendous talent. She
tings. Is an excellent writer
and illustrator. She Is so sen-
sitive to the beeuty around
her —and there is so little
cultural beauty there.”
Sue wiß return to Montgom-
ery tn the falL The lay apos-
tles will not be teaching in St.
Jude's this year, but Sue will
take an apartment, teach in
another school and spend
spare time with the St Jude's
children continuing the
dancing class, starting a
French Club and a small or-
cbestra.
It was a decision to which
she was compelled. "They
say: 'Miss Ellis, what's the
matter with us?’" she re-
called. ” ‘Why do teacher*
come on* year and then leave
us? Why don’t you like us and
•tayT ”
NOSTALGIA - Suzanne Ellis of Bayonne oozes fondly at a photo of one of her students
in an all-Negro school in Alabama. Sue, a 1962 graduate of Chestnut Hill College,
plans to return to Alabama to devote at least another year to her apostolate.
Readers Like
Bible Form
Of Rosary
NEWARK - Weil over 1,000
people in North Jersey are
praying the roeary seconding
to an ancient format recently
wived and publicized in The
Advocate. The Chicago bead-
quarters of the Scriptural
Rosary reported this week
that 1,025 North Jerseyans
wrote for copies of the Scrip-
tural Rosary booklet most of
them as a result of the 15-week
series in The Advocate which
presented each decade of the
rosary in the scriptural for-
mat. Uncounted additional
reader* clipped each week's
installment.
Also, at least ooe perish. 8t
Joseph'*, Jersey City, used the
Scriptural Roeary for its daily
May devotions. Fifth, sixth
end seventh grade pupils from
St Joseph's School led the
roeary each evening, one rhiut
hUtoduring each prayer with
the scriptural text, and five
other* taking tame >4 leading
Uw prayers of each decade.
REVIVED FROM Re medie-
val origins by the Scriptural
Rosary Crater heeded by John
Palmer Gabriel, this method
of praying the rosary furnishes
as an aid to meditation on the
mysteries an appropriate Bible
quote for each bead. The
Advocate presented the medi-
tations weekly from February
through May. with a note that
copies of toe booklet were
available from the center, 6
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
for $l.
Gabriel remarked upon the
"wonderful responsiveness" of
readers of The Advocate and
reflected. “It is wonderful to
think that so many people are
praying toe rotary in thi« way
- people who would never
have heard of it except for
the series that you ran.”
He added an "unspiritual”
but indeed practical observa-
tion:
"Advertisers . . . must do
very well in your paper . . .”
UP TO HER ELBOWS - Sister Matilda, O.S.B.,of Norfolk.
Neb., describes the art of finger painting as pleasant and
creative, although slightly messy and requiring a kind
of "elbow grease.” She demonstrates that the product is
worth it. She is one of 75 Sisters studying art techniques
of Duchesne College, Omaha, during the current summer
sessions.
Fr. Rossini Remembered
Priest’s Music Built a School
OSIMO, Italy (RNS>—"The
Home That Music Built"
_
that’s the description given to
SL Charles Institute here, a
vocational trade school found-
ed by a priest-composer
through proceeds from his
published works.
in September Rev. Carlo
Rossini, P.S.S.C., will return
to the school he started in
1958 to aid the teenage sons
of Italian emigrants.
The Institute will honor Fa-
ther Rossini, who la observing
his golden jubilee year aa a
priest. He recently marked
the actual anniversary date in
New York where he la in
residence at St. Joseph’s
church.
WIDELY KNOWN as a
composer and compiler, Fa-
ther Rossini is a member of
the Pious Society of the Mis-
sionaries of St. Charles,
known unofficially aa the
Scalabrinlan Fathers, Born in
Italy, he was ordained 1nt1913.
Often, Father Itosslni no-
ticed, an Italian father would
emigrate, leaving hla wife and
family behind until he had
enough money to bring them
to the U. S.
Aa 6 result, the young priest
saw the tragedy of uprooted
family life and the removal of
the oldest children, especially
the boys, from school to take
menial Jobs. Usually, they re-
mained uneducated and un-
skilled for the rest of their
lives. Father Rossini noted.
IN 1925 Father Rossini wss
called by the late Bishop Hugh
C. Boyle of Pittsburgh to be
organist and choir director at
his cathedral. During 25 years
there, Father Rossini com-
posed and compiled scores of
Masses, hymns, arrangements
and instruction in liturgical
music. He also taught organ
at Duquesne University and
the Pittsburgh Musical In-
stitute.
His compositions and
theories of church music are
now well known in the U. S.
and Europe.
In 1949 the late Pope Pius
XU called Father Rossini to
Rome to take charge of music
for the Holy Year of 1950. Two
years later he returned to
Pittsburgh. But his life-long
dream of aiding Italian young-
sters still was with him.
When he received permis-
sion to embark on the esta-
blishment of the Institute he
took his life-time savings,
mostly received from royalties
from his liturgical composi-
tions, and went back to Italy.
AT QBIMO, his birthplace,
near the Shrine of Loreto, Fa-
ther Rossini erected the first
building of St. Charles In-
stitute. Today 350 boys, most-
ly the teenage sons of emi-
grants, • receive a high school
education and vocational
training at the institute. The
school specializes in me*
chanlcs, electronics and
agronomy.
Upon graduation the boys
receive diplomat from the
Italian government certifying
their proficiency. This gives
them a chance at highly-paid
employment as skilled work-
ers In any of the six Common
Market countries.
Father Rossini's goal is to
enlarge SL Charles to care for
1.000 boys. Plans call for the
Institute to be finally housed
to 12 buildings.
Mozart Concert
For Pope John
BOSTON (NC) A perform-
ance of Mozart’s "Reunion”
wa* offered by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra as a trib-
ute to Pope John XXIU, July
14 at the Berkshire Festival at
La ogle wood. Lenox, Mass.
Erich Leinsdorf, music di-
rector, said. "When I first
heard of the death of Pope
John. I was reminded of the
great thread common to jHi
life and to the life of Mozart.
Pope John snd Mozart died be-
fore either had completed his
masterpiece.
“In the case of Mozart, the
composition of hla monumental
’Requiem’ had to be »ni«r»~r
by a pupil, and the disciples of
the late Pope must now flniah
his masterpiece, the ecumeni-
cal council.”
TieAdvocate
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NOW!
Bank of Commerce
installment loans have
INSURED
“FAMILY DEBT
PROTECTION I”
The New Jersey State Legislature has just enacted anew lawpennittiag banks to insure installment loans (such as personal
auto loans, vacation loans, etc.) so that in event of£th
the famUy need not be burdened with repaying the balance
of ,^e U U * constructive new banking service, and apublic service we are glad to offer, at slight extra cost Whynot stop in at one of our “Penoo-to-Pmoa" banking offices and
see for yourself how simple it is to arrange a personal loan
or recast your existing loans to include insurance. You'll see
how easy it is to repay the loans in convenient Installments
... especially now that-We of ■tad-insurance has been added!
For laformatioa phone MA 4-7700.
Vtl ai: ■
In
Bank of Commerce
MttfAUK, NBW JfJKMY
Springfield Ave. & High St • HewthomeAw,t Clinton PI. • ‘Lyons Aw. S Bergen StSo. OrangsAw. sntf Bergen St • Merkel St (opposite Penn Station)
‘DRIVE-IN lANK INS SERVICE • FREE PARKINS AT AU OFFICES
Menjber Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
the place
for year 'round vacations
PLAN IT NOW!
Thinking about going to Barvi L .
muda? Then by all means get
a free copy of "A Key to
Bermuda.*'
This colorful and informative
folder contains an excellent
map of the Islands, and over*
flows with helpful hints on
clothing, shopping, customs,
duty, transportation, things to
see and do.
We'll gladly send you one of
these useful folders or, if you
prefer, stop in, pick one up,
and let us help you plan your
8 Day-7 Night
Package Tours
Available
*
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
Travel Service
828 Broad St Market 3*1740 Newark 2, N. J.
18&6
u
Servlng the Public Since
President Asks Support
Women O.K. Civil Rights Program
WASHINGTON - The Ns-
tloosl Council, of Catholic Wo-
men has officially endorsed
President Kennedy's civil
rights program. Mrs. Joseph
McCarthy, national president,
made the announcement after
she and other NCCW officials
took part In a White House
meeting July 9 called for some
300 leaders of women's groups
with President Kennedy.
"As Catholic women" she
said, "wo express our urgent
moral concern for the racial
crisis in our country and
pledge to support the Presi-
dent’s civil rights program and
to continue to cooperate and
work with all women of good
will to secure Justice for ail
Americans."
THE PRESIDENT urged a
five-point program through the
women's organisations:
(1) Work to stop school drop*
outs and get "all educable
children back to school."
.. (8) Take part in "blradal
and human relations confer-
ences" and "establish contacts
with responsible members of
the Negro community."
(3) Establish leadership
training courses for women.
(I) SUPPORT the adminis-
tration's civil rights legislative
program, especially the effort
to obtain a public accommoda-
tions law which would bar seg-
regation in hotels, stores and
other public places.
(3) "Throw open the mem-
bership of all women's organi-
zations to all races."
MRS. McCarthypointed to
the NCCW 1963 leadership in-
stitute program on race rela-
tions—"Challenge to Justice
and Love"—as an example of
the federations concern for
racial Justice.
"We are already implement-
ing that part of tha President's
suggested program, and we
plan to intensify our efforts in
this field," she said.
The NCCW program has al-
ready been conducted this year
in three states and will be held
in three more in September.
Mra. McCarthy also cited a
resolution adopted at the
NCCW's 1962 convention stres-
sing the "dignity of each hu-
man being" and declaring that
"Wa must abolish prejudice
and discrimination from our
own livas and, because wa art
our brother's keeper, we must
htlp abolish them in our com-
m unities."
Jersey Sister Assigned
To African Mission
MARYKNOLL, N.Y. - Sta-
tor Francis Loretta, the for-
mer Barbara Broderick of Our
Lady of Victories, Jersey City,
received her mission cross and
a permanent assignment to
Tanganyika, East Africa, at a
departure ceremony July 14 at
the motherbouae hue. She is
one of 61 Maryknoll Stators
who will leave shortly for tha
missions.
SISTER Frauds Loretta to
the daughter of Mr. and Mra.
Edward Broderick. She grad-
uated from Lincoln High
School and was employed by
the Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance Cos., New York. She re-
ceived an education degree at
Maryknoll Teachers College
and specialized in science at
Fordham University graduate
department.
*!■Tanganyika. Maryknoll
Stators staff clinks and a hos-
pital for the tribes around
Lake Victoria. They also con-
duct middle and high schools
and catechetical centers.
SISTER FRANCES LORETTA
I Was Thinking...
One Sunday Under the Sun-
Meditation, Modesty, Medicine
By RUTH W. REILLY
Sundsy we made a day trip
to the new state park at Sandy
Hook. It is a beautiful finger
of land pointing out to sea. a
fisherman’s haven near the
mainland, with deep sandy
bathing beaches further out.
- We went to early Mass sod
were on the beach before 9
a.m. We settled near the
water's edge and watched the
lifeguards go through their
limbering up maneuvers for
the day, taking long strong
swims, manning the boats, and
effecting simulated rescues.
At 10 they went on duty and
at the sound of their whistle
the children broke free to race
into the water, laughing and
splashing. I leaned back to en-
joy the moment The freshness
of the new day was still In
the air, the sun sparkled down
on the sand, and the little
white ruffed waves steadied to
a serene and meditative blue
as the sea stretched back to
meet the sky. it was a mo-
ment to breathe in deeply amt
to thank God for.
MORE AND MORE parties
arrived, with blankets »»wi
chairs and umbrellas, to settle
down for the day. The children
are always first into the
water. It's fun to watch the
little ones. Some love the
ocean on tight, and others are
wary, stepping back as each
new wave tries to coax them
in.
Sun-worshippers oiled them-
selves and stretched full length
to let the warm rays beat
down on them. I smiled to my-
self thinking of the current
song hit: "Tan me hide when
I’m dead, Fred, tan me hide
when I’m dead."
MY EYE was caught by a
woman parading along tha
beach front wearing a bikini.
It was the first one I’d seen.
Even in a nightclub act it would
be considered daring, yet here
it walked in broad daylight
for all to see. It was really
too much! Too little I mean.
- Christian women have the
obligation of modesty Imposed
by the Sixth Commandment,
but even on a purely natural
basis, womanhood Implies a
certain dignity, restraint mys-
tery! In our society the over-
exposure that goes with wear-
ing a bikini Mires little room
for mystery, end invitee crass
and curious attention and com-
ments. I am sure there wasn't
a father on the beach who
would sanction such a nit for
his daughter; nor a serious
suitor for his girlfriend.
WE LUNCHED under the
beach umbrella and the day
slipped pleasantly by. We were
preparing to round up the
children to leave when ooe of
them ran to ma: "I was awia-
mlng and somebody hit me
with hta elbow
...
ITs bleed-
ing." He had a criss-croea cut
on his fewer dp.
The lifeguard directed us to
the first aid station whore they
pressed a sterile gauze pad
against it to stop the bleeding
and suggested we see a doc-
tor.
Where could we find a doc-
tor lata on a Sunday after-
ooooT A friend suggested Dr.
Saul Shapiro hi Atlantic High-
lands. who, she assured us, la
an excellent doctor and
"doesn't mind batatas the
summer people out" I guess
that tedudea us day trippers!
She toltphoned him for us and
we ware an our way.
"RING BELL and walk in”
the sign on the door read, and
we did- In a moment the doc-
tor appeared "What’s all the
excitement'"' he asked as he
led us into the Ire it merit room
and got John up on the tah’e
to have a look at hta lip He
went quietly to work and
closed the cut with two
sutures John wj» s wonderful
patient, hut when he heard the
doctor inquire about his last
tetanus shot he winced: “I
don’t want a shot . . " How-
ever, when the doctor ad-
ministered if. be didn’t bat
an eyelash. I was proud of
him.
Did you ever try to bandage
a Up? It's quite a trick. You
sort of semi-circle a baud aid
atrip over the lacerated area,
and then use two stripe of ad
he*ire across the chin to bold
the ends in place.
"THERE." said the doctor
aa he finished "When that
heels you’D be good as new
and even more handsome."
We are grateful indeed that
the "fsrraly doctor" ia still
with us, and that he la selfless
raough to tend e transient
Patient on a Sunday after-
noon. Dr. Shapiro doesn't know
it. but we offered our family
roeary tor him as ere drove
home.
The star was a glory of pink
and (old. . .and the traffic
wc« unbeiieveablylight U waa
a lovely day.
Salesian Sisters Run
Italian Shirt Factory
MONCALVO DI MONFER-
RATO. Italy (NCV—More than
1.000 shirts a day. depending
ou the design, leave a shirt
factory here managed by the
Salesian Staters. Most shirts
stay in Italy, but many are
exported for one of the big-
name brands in the U S. '
In the days of fascist Italy
the drab factory was a silk
mill. With the coming of war,
it became a barracks. In the
confusion of defeat a group of
Salesian Sisters and the girls
they cared for sought shelter
here against the bombs.
The ownership of the build-
ing passed to the commune
and then to private industrial-
ists who converted It into a
shirt factory. The Sisters and
the girls stayed on. After two
years, in 1943, the Sisters were
invited to menage the factory.
They accepted.
TODAY the place hums with
activity, with 13 Sisters, 100
girl students and 230 factory
workers. The girls’ school and
the shirt factory are seperata
entities, but under the same
roof.
The factory employs girts
and women ranging in age
from 14 to 99 years. They work
an eight-hour day: • to 18 and
8 to 6 o'clock.
Tha monotony of aaaembly
work to broken by the loud
speaker: nova of the day. a
chapter of some popular novel,
a music program and recita-
tion of the roeary at 8:89.
ONCE A WEEK the fecal
paator gives a catechetical lec-
ture.
Once a year the workers
make a retreat, eoathmtag
their work uninterruptedly,but
attending chapel exercises be-
fore and after work with re-
treat conferences given ou the
loudspeaker.
The shirts that go out front
here bear many labels, but
they can be identified by a
"T.T." that appears some-
where on the bide mark.
The Salesian Staters are, of
course, known here as "The
T.T. Sisters."
Profession Ceremonies
For 21 in Englewood
ENGLEWOOb - Twenty-
one Junior professed Sisters of
6t. Joseph ut Newark pro-
nounced triennial vows and
received black veils at St.
Michael's Novitiate.
Auxiliary Bishop Costello
who presided is shown above
with the Slaters in usual order:
front. Sister M. Tbeodorlne
Dineen, Sister M. Igoatia
Byrne, Sister &1. Redemptfna
Gannou, Stat.’r M. Tarcissla
Moore. Sister M. Florinda
Donohoe, Sister M. Gervasc;
SECOND row. Sister M
Celcsuna Sropby, Sister M.
Cornelia Hughes, Sister M.
Serena Nee, Sister M.
Evangelita D'Auria;
Third row, fiister M. Flavian
Bodet. Sitter M. Norma Mc-
Cann, Sister M. Clemrntia Gaf-
toll, Sister M. Clarenlia Jor-
dan, Stater M. Xavarine Smith,
Stater M. Ptacida O’Shea;
Last row. Sister M. Am-
brosias runari, Sister M.
Dotorette Collins, Sister M.
Alexandrine Vincent; Sister M.
Mad tie vi rtayner and Stater
M. Lauda Wuizdorft.
NEW SISTERS - Above ore the 21 new Sisters of St. Jo-
seph of Newark who professed first vows this month.
Record to Honor
Pope John XXIII
ENGLEWOOD - The Con-
feree ce-a-Month Chib will re-
lease a record, "Life of Pope
John, A Living Conference.”
aa a tribute to Pope John for
tha July recording
"The life of l ope John
spoke fonder clearer h>»«»
an hta words." said Rev Ron-
aid Gray. O.Cara., dub di-
rector. "Hta life waa a mag-
nificent conference, and an uo-
forgetsbie lesson. In this con-
ference we want to pay a sin-
cere tribute to the man who
brought peace and fove to our
century."
On the record, which will
go to over 3.000 convents and
monasteries throughout the
world. Pop# John is imagined
to deliver the conference
uhlrh asmmm hi* ilia
wmen hm mi uxt
Nursing School
Is Accredited
PASSAIC St. Mary's Hos-
pital School of Nundiu here
has been accredited by the Na-
tional League for Nursing for
another six years, it was an-
nounced by Sister Catherine
M• ivooo4 uuTClOf.
Tbs evaluation ia based on
Physical facilities. the educa-
ttonal program and the quali-
fications of the pwhßl—l
ataff. The inspection was con-
ducted tn April.
14 New Students
At St. Vincent's
MONTCLAIR - Fourteen
students win eater St. Vincent
Hospital School of Infant Care
Technicians July 15 and will
reside in the Mother Setan’s
Nurses' Home dedicated In
May.
Eight Jerseyans Accept
Habit of School Sisters
WILTON. Con. Eight
New Jersey women were
among » postulants who re-
ceived the habit of the School
Staters of Notre Dame at the
motherbouae of the northeast
cm province here July 13. The
new novices will spend a
canonical year of enclosure
Those received w«re: Sa-
fer Dominic Marie, formerly
Barbara Anne Coiacchto. Sc
John's, Hillsdale, Stater Mary
Jonaa. formerly Virginia Lee
Dukes, St. Leo's. Irvington
Stater Cehne Marie, formerly
Mary Flynn. St. Peter’s. New-
ark; Stater Mary Franctaatme.
formerly Carolyn Forienta.
St. Clare's, CUftoo;
Sister Mary Carole, former-
ly Mar>’ Carole Nelaoo. St.
John's, Leonia; Sister Grace
Marie, formerly Mary Rice,
Our Lady of Mercy. Park
Ridge;
Also Stater Carolyn Marie,
formerly Marianne Schiedel.
St. Leo's. Irvington, sod Sit-
ter Maria Jaime, formerly
Barbara Tanaota. Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel. Tenafiy.
WASHINGTON WORKER - Sister' Mary Richard, [?]of acred Heart Academy, Hoboken, is spending two
weeks in Washington. D.C., working in Rep. Dcminick
Daniels' office. Sister Mary Richard, for 10 years a social
studies teacher at St. Cecilia High School, Englewood, won
a fellowship for the program from the New Jersey State
Society.
Quote
Of the Week
Woman's “role is always,
through love, to perfect the
order of creation. With a
husband and God to mar-
riage, it is usually to in-
itiate creation through love
and to continue to perfect
It in her children.
"in this role of love, her
dignity lies to the fact that
•he is the image and like-
ness of God. of whom St.
John said simply ‘God
is love.’
"No action,of hers U
without value,'no word U
meaningless, no gesture is
aimless if done with love.
Whatever else be her claim
to fame, it ia only to love
that she glorifies God, In-
sures the happiness of oth-
ers and her own sanctity."
- Msgr. John C. Knott, di-
rector of Family Life
Bureau, NCWC.
IFCA Jubilee
Set for 1964
WASHINGTON. D C. (RNS)—
The International Federation
of Catholic Alumnae will hold
its 50th anniversary Jubilee
convention here Aug. l»-24,
1964.
Ann P. Brennan of Washing-
ton, a U.S. Deportment of
Commerce economist, has
been named chairman. Mise
Brennan, a graduate of SL
Mary-of the-Woods College, In-
diana, attended Georgetown
University.
Paterson Girl
Is Dominican
PATERSON
- Sister M.
Anna William, the former
Anne Croal of Pstersoo, re-
ceived the veil and profeaeed
first vow* as a Dominican Sis-
ter at ML SL Mary’s on the
Hudton. New York.
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SHOW/ROOMS
Before You Buy ... See the Difference . , , Save the Difference
on Outstanding Provincial and Contemporary Designs
NOGUESSWORK
AT ROMA
20% OFF
Entlrs Stock of
Fins Furnishings
During Our
MIDSUMMER
CLEARANCE
Complita ulKtion is lavisk
Frmrt » ItiliM Prwiaelil.,,
Fursisk bAirf |uu|a susliNtIhRiH IKitiiw WiW
twrniturs from Roma all st
__ tHibilifvibl# ttvingll
towph Faixorl, Prat.
ROMA—MI HOLLAND ST. (OFF 41 SFRINOFIIU) AVI.) NIWARK
01 8-2660 Fr«« Parking In R«ar—Optn a vary nit* nil 9! Tu«. & Sot. till 61
Bridal Mae
WltoeySt,
t
&?eautyridal
Yoy'ro Invited to see on* qf Now J*r**y'»
largest collodion of boauHful
now fall bridal fashions
Whatever your budget, there’s « dream ol e gown for
you et Janet Shops. See exquisite bridals from 49.98
to $2OO. enchan Ing bridesmaid and formal gowns from
24.98 to 49.98. All bridal accessories, too. Also mother-
of-the-bride gowns.
CHARGE OR BUDGET
NEWARK BRIDAL SALON OPEN R!?N. 8 WfP. |fl*!lf
If your children need
SCIENTIFIC
SHOE FITTERS
- IN CAL cm ILL _
343 Bloomfield Av«.
CA 6-3604
• Im SmuU Am r»rUM IM
IN •I.OOMtIILO -
574 Bloomfield Ave.
PI 3-2722
■ 1 1
buy a
REFRIGERATOR
FREEZER
and have
a world
of food
at your
fingerti
On days with a little extra time, make double the .
usual quantity of casseroles, meat loaves, spa*
ghettl sauce, cakes any numberof dishes. Then
use one—and store one— to giveyou a “no-cook
day" when you've been out shopping or when
sunny weekends beckon. Buy a Refrigerator*
Freezer at your favorite store. You’ll love the
convenience, the free time —and the savings do
mount upt
Buy a Refrigerator-Freezer
•11 at your favorite store.
PUBLIC SBRVICB ELECTRIC AND QAS COMPANY
Twpiy/n* Servant of a Great State
Acceptable
Comics
uni* luxate
Ssa.
u. , E&US** 1
UM C«nuan( AdnaUm
B%- SSv&F*
fHIK Balter m IBteHlm
Mlt Vimlra Our Army at War-
jii>i»> fatay am H«4y
SS e»Uor WaOnr
Brara aad Ute fr£» U» Cal
Boca how Papa
Ca»ar playful Uttte
Cilßalte Bay Aatfray
Catteklte Caste* Papaya
SFi sk&k.
§STu,
ta
BatgfiVd
iimtte i Bn»ih
SPS—.*.
gSC no»‘VoV.’r*
D.Sl*r»aaaa BirtQdSSly
Dannla Uw M Sack
BK
»fcyg*t|uh »-
ttHlteaiM
War surtu
Hraia
Adaatataa
asruTtt,
tew?.!
BFaHrSa.
Sing in Spain
MADRID (NC) The ninth
congress of the International
Federation of Choirboy. wa.
climaxed bore when 5,000
younfrter. from IS countries,
sang a Mass.
Have You
Read...?
Tb* following question* ort
***** on ortUUt which *PP**t
m this ***** of The AJroctU.
L Four priests ire assisting a
pastor who once
(a) Was their teacher
(b) Was their Boy Scout
Leader
■ (c) Directed their band
2. An ambitious high school
athletic program and anew
budding are planned this
fall for
(a) St. Joseph'*. Mont-
vale
(b) St. Joseph's, Pater-
son
(c) St foosph'a, West
New York
* The major meeting of the
World Council of Churches
attended by Catholic ob-
aercera was held laat week
; ’ -idkyjsL '
(a) Montreal
(b) Quebec
(c) Detroit
4. A Maryknoll Sister from
Jersey City will soon be
going to
(a) Hoboken
<b) East Africa
(c) Iceland .
•g atad *(q)->
*t »*■* <«)•€ *ll afad *(*)•!
: i * l * d *< a H -toa*ssiv
Who Is Strong Enough and Rich Enough to Help a Neighbor?
By JUNE DWYER*»y sune, uhibk
Who ahould help others?
We all have troubles of our
own our own lives to lead.
Two older women have an
answer.
The Msry-Ann Shop of
St. Michael’s Hospital, Newark,
sells gifts and gives away les-
sons in living snd good cheer.
n»e proprietors are two
women: Mra. Mary Seeley
and Ann Thompson. One is M
years old, a widow and living
on a pension. The other is 55
and crippled.
From April, 1961. when they
opened the shop, until Decem-
ber, 1968, the books showed a
profit of $23,000. The proprie-
tors earned nothing. It was all
volunteer work.
THE FRANCIBCAN Sisters
Vrho staff the hospital are so
proud of their volunteers that
they submitted their names
for a national contest spon-
sored by Lane Bryant to find
the outstanding volunteer in
the nation. The women have
been selected at six semi-
flnallsto from New Jersey and
met Gov. Richard J. Hughes
last week as psrt of their hon-
or. Final Judging is In the fall.
Miss Thompson, who Is to-
tally dependant on other* to
got around, lives with Mra.
Seeley on High St., a block
from the hoepltal. Each day
the women come to St. Mi-
chael’s at 1:30 and stay
through the visiting hours un-
til 9 p.m.
‘T Just alt and do tha little
things that I can,” Mlm
Thompson said. ”11 someone
wants a package wrapped, I
pull myself up and do it. But
Mary does aU of the running
around in the shop and all of
the work at home too.”
A SPOKESMAN for the hos-
pital politely interrupted with:
“M’» Important to mention the
tremendous morale value that
Ann has in the hospital. She
to badly crippled but she
spends her time cheering up
the patient* end the visitors
"When people start feeling
sorry for themselves they feel
pretty ashamed when they see
Ann and bow much she is do-
ing."
'l’ve been In dbd out of this
hospital since I've been 7 •
years old." said Miss Thomp-
son. ”1 still have to come
back twice a year for exam-
inations and I've bad other
operations too. so 1 under
stand some of the patients’
worries. Why. you should see
this place when they come
back, It’s Just like a family.”
SHE WORKED for 31 years
before her arthritis forced her
to give up her Job. She and
Mrs. Seeley had separate
apartments In the same build-
ing, until a bout with pneu-
monia left the cripple more
helpless. "Mery docs every-
thing tor me,” Miss Thomp-
son said, "all of the time.”
“Sometimes people say we
are foolish to give so much
time to volunteer work,” she
said. "But I Just say, ’Look,
you enjoy your life and I’ll-
enjoy mine. My work at the
hospital to my enjoyment and
my happiness.'
"I mean that from the bot-
tom of ray heart, too," she
added. "Who wants to sit In
a house and talk and talk aU
of the time. This way I get
to meet interesting, wonderful
people, and 1 couldn’t work
for anyone better than the
Sisters."
are we doing to help
others, Young Advocates?
Whatever it is we can do more.
Mary and Ann did.
THE WINNERSI - Meet the
two young ladies who won
the free trips to Camp Teg-
akwitha which were offer-
ed by the CYO in the re-
cent Young Advocate Club
contest. Above is Georgiana
Bilinkas of West Orange,
who loves music and likes to
play with her two canaries.
Georgette Renaud of Union
Catholic, Clark, couldn't wait
to share her happy news
wits her father at work.
Joining In the excitement
was her brother, Eddie. The
girls will spend two weeks
at camp on Lake Hopatcong
during August.
WERE PROUD OF YOU - Gov. Tichard J. Hughes extended the gratitude of the stateto Mrs. Mary Seeley (left) and Ann Thompson for their hours of volunteer service to
St. Michael's Hospital.
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SHU LEARNING - Addie ,oy» that
summer is a good time to loom too -
•ipMlolly how to toko car* of your*
••If In the water and outdoors where
y** tpond so much time. (Color, past*
on cardboard and fold back tab to
Addle will stand.)
Summer Contest
SENIORS: (Boyi and girls from the fifth through the eighth
grades, Includingrecent graduates) Writ* a letterin ISO words or leas tellingua how you can share
your summer vacation with God.
JUNIORS: (Boys and girls from the kindergarten throughthe fourth gradea) Draw a picture of yqur favorite
vacation spot.
(Cut out and attach)
name Grade
ADDRESS
TOWN :
SCHOOL
. TOWN
TEACHER
□ I am a member □ i want to join
in— ,
RULES: (1) All entries must be mailed to June V. Dwyer,
Youpg Adyocate Club Headquarters, 31 Clinton St.,Newark 2, N.J., by Wednesday, July 31.
(2) Each entry must be accompanied by the above
coupon or by a copy of it.
division”° l * nd ** wUI ** • w * rd#d in ««ch
(4) Your entry makes you a member of the Young
Advocate Club.
THE ADVOCATE RESORT SECTION YOUR GUIDE TO RELAXATION & RECREATION
ATLANTIC CITY ATLANTIC CITY
IN ATLANTIC CITY
the McDonough family hotels
THE EtIN
«...
4 CoC,lT * a LOOM*!
CELTIC THE NEW BRADY
w
SMBM*"" ** • £3SS/
m jmjx.JTSJT^uJrssr
Mm um-nmT’irwM
more for yourvacation money!
Ju*t a »t*p from Bsach and Boardwalk on beautiful Parti
Ptom between Ohio and Indiana Avm, Atlantic CMy.
Ov«r 200 rooms. fno*l with privata bath inciud«n« 1
doubt* and nutta. Atao larf* Family rooms.
• rat* morns...ran mtmm* raaum
; Om» —a w»m«« **» —<>» - - -
MaMJIN . IWttWM I
mm mini • in Mien*
UpMjjmeile *4.
Whatham.
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•TV • SOIAJttUM
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SPRING lAKI
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Rest Your Mind,
Don't Retire It
By REV. JOSEPH T. McGLOIN, S.J.
, Como summer vacation,
school is happily forgotten for
three months, and some aspir-
ing students try to forget all
they’ve learned in the past
months and years.
There are, of course, times
when a human being has to
rest his mind as well as
everything else he has. But
the switch here is that, while
you can turn off voluntary
physical activity, your mind
simply can’t bo turned off, ex-
cept in sleep and maybe not
even then.
NOW ITS TRUE that every-
one, teenagers included, must
rest the mind periodically. But
three months’ inactivity out of
every 12 would be an awful lot
no matter how you look at it.
The teenager who shuts off
his intellect for three months
will come to school in the fall
with 4bout a three-month
barnacle Job to be done.
Sometimes, they never do get
scraped off.
To understand the tragedy
of a three-months’ vacation
from thought, go back to a
few fundamental ideas about
your Intellect Learning. In
case you haven’t discovered it
yet, is not just a chore.
ONE OP TOE signs most
indicative of maturity comes
when Junior turns the corner
and discovers that learning,
even when difficult Is worth-
while in itself and can even be
thrilling on occasion.
It’s especially in the sum-
mer that you show your grow-
ing maturity, because this is
one time you’re really on your
own, as a responsible In-
dividual.
Some teenagers sometimes
do quite a bit of shouting that
nobody trusts them or gives
them any responsibility. The
summer is their answer.
Here’s all the responsibility
they need —and maybe more
than they can handle.
If they can't call up the
minimum discipline required
to jnake some use of their
summer, then they won’t be
able to carry any other re-
sponsibility either.
ITS A LOT more fun and
infinitely more Interesting to
delve into something you’re
either interested in or would
like to get interested in. With
your increasing maturity, you
should be indulging, not Just
in bird-watching of one varie-
ty or other, but in intellectual
hobbies which benefit a human,
intelligent person.
One very fascinating sum-
mer hobby, one you’d get
quite a kick out of if you’d
only try, would be learning
how to speak a modern langu-
age. Get a buddy who Is also
interested in Spanish, for
instance —and learn it to-
gether.
Get records from the li-
brary, get a couple learn-it-
yourself books, study it to-
gether, and above all talk H
together no matter bow tough
it is at first
Maybe some summer you
can even take a trip to Mexico
for a few weeks. With a Uttle
planning, you can tour Mexico
for $5 a day for the works.
You learn to talk Spanish
pretty fast on such a tour. too.
IP YOU CAN tear yourself
away from the boottube far
awhile, there's a lot of excit-
ing reading waiting for you
this summer. Take the time,
though, to look in the library
for it instead of restricting
yourself to the comic books at
the comer drug-store.
Try some good reading oc-
casionally, not necessarily
long haired, but something of
value.
Learn this summer to enjoy
using your mind. Discover the
ttril of intellectual accom-
plishment, the natural pride in
being able to encounter and
understand at least some
great minds, the satisfaction
of being able to spot toteUec-
taal phonies, the fun in intel-
lectual search and discovery.
Leave behind the Infantile
Joys of only sense and get
with the adult pleasures of
your mind. Naturally, this pre-
sumes you have a somewhat
mature will to start with.
St. Benedict's Guild
Sets Third Show
NEWARK Members of the
St Benedict's Prep Drama
Guild summer theater are in
rehearsal for their third pro-
duction. The Boy Friend,
which will be presented July
24 to 28 at the school. There
will be evening performances
daily and a matinee July 27.
This is the first year in which
summer productions have been
undertaken. In addition to St.
Benedict's students, the cast
includes girts from schools in
the area.
Jerseyans
Take Course
At Catholic U.
WASHINGTON - Five
North Jeraey residents .are
among
%
139 teenagers from 13
stater attending the 17th an-
nual Journalism Institute for
high school students at Cath-
olic University here through
July 26.
The Institute, which U di-
rected by Dr. .Jtagis Boyle,
provides classes in theoretical
and practical Journalism train-
ing.
REPRESENTING the tyew-
ark Archdiocese are Vincents
Bucaida of East Oranga and
Marlene Lento of West
Orange, editor and co-editor,
respectively, of the Valley
Voice of Our Lady of the Val-
ley; and I-orraine Ashe of
Kearny and Loretta Paa-
sanante of North Arlington,
co-editor* of Q.p. Nows of
Queen of Peace.
From the,Paterson Diocese
U Mary Dudak of Hibernia,
associate editor of the Morris
Catholic school paper.
k As one of the highlights of
the course, these five gills win
cooperate with the other stu-
dents in publishing The
Pioneer, the campus summer
session newspaper. CAPITOL VISITOR - Diane McFadden, a June graduate of St. John's High School
(Paterson), is shown on the steps of the US. Capitol with Rep. Charles S. Joelson of
Paterson and her mother, Mrs. William McFadden. Diane spent three days in Washing-
ton as Joelson's guest after she won on essay contest on "Why I Would like to Visit
Our Notion’s Capitol." The trip wot sponsored by the Now Jersey Bank and Trust. Co.
College Soph
Will Keynote
CYO Mooting
WASHINGTON (NC>
Francis J. Darigan, Provi-
dence (RJ.) College sopho-
more who la president of the
National Catholic Youth Or-
ganisation Federation, teen-
age division, will bo the key-
note speaker at the opening
seeskm of the seventh na-
tional CYO convention hi Now
York bom Nov. 14 to IT.
Msgr. Frederick J. Steven-
son. director of the Youth De-
partment. National Catholic
Welfare Conference. with
which the CYO federation is
affiliated, said the convention
theme win bo ’’Youth Cries
Service.”
The convention is expected
to draw 7,000 teenage and
young adult delegateebans all
sections of the country.
It was announced recently by
Msgr. Stevenson tint J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the FBI.
wifl bo honored at the conven-
tion.
Change Stand
On School Aid
*
SYDNEY. Australia <NC>-
Anew stand by Australia's
dominant political party, of-
fering broader government as-
sistance to students In non-
public schools, may com* out
of a party coeferento later
this month.
Tho Australian Labor Party
will meet at Perth, in West-
ern Australia, begtaning July
*•- Party's education com-
mittee win recommend aid to
private schools la the matters
of science equipment, text-
books, bus rides tod scholar-
•Upa to secondary school po-
tm
This is a significant change
la Labor Party policy. Op-
Pooeots are already voicing
stratg challenges to tt. saying
far example that science fa-
cilities in the stats schools
must first be brought up to
•ttmttve standards baton
thorn can bn any sharing wtth
Private school students.
St. Brendan's
Sets Fiesta
CLIFTON The Star-
light Fiesta, an annual
drum and bugle corps com-
rtan sponsored by itsBrendan's Cadets, will
bo held Aug. 3 at 8 p m. at
Qifton High School Sta-
dium. The rain date is the
following afternoon.
Jack Devalue, chairman,
announced that tight corps
are entered in the fleets,
including SL Lucy’s Cadets
(Newark). Others are the
Sefdon Cadets, the V'aseUs
Musketeers, the Modern
atm. the Fair Lawn Po-
lice Cadets, the Woodaiders
and the ShoreUaers.
Mt. Virgin
Cops Crown
In Bergen
GARFIELD - Members of
the ML Virgin team which
won the Bergen County CYO
grammar baseball league
Mad July WiU
team also honored ita coaches.
Hxco Doßcnedetio. Martin
Zirgir and Prank Jaeger Sr.
ML Virgin swept to the title
in a I*4 triumph against SL
Catharine's (Glen Rock). Mt.
Virgin ran its mooed to 11-0,
including lb« «n route to the
Dirttoo A crown. Sl Cath-
erine's. which finished with
M. won the Division B laurels.
Jim DeGregorio started and
picked UP th* victory for ML
Virgin with late relief help
from Frank Jaeger. Both
chipped to with power. De-
Gregorio wtth 000 and Jaeger
two home runs.
Woodbridge Girl
Is Spain-Bound
PERTH AMBOY (NC)
Betty Ann Gallo* of
Woodbridge, and her teacher.
Bi*ter Mary Alexia, at St.
Mary's High School her* were
the grand prise winners of an
all-expanse lb-day tour of
Spain in an international ea-
aay contest on the life of
Christopher Columbus.
They will leave for Spain
from New York by jet plane
Aug. 1. The contest was spon-
sor* by the Iberia Airlines of
Spain.
In Legion Event
Rain Curtails Competition
BLOOMFIELD - Rain took
a hand in swelling the entry
list for the New Jeraey state
American Legion drum and
bugle corps championships at
Wildwood Sept 21.
After some of the 18 carps
bod performed July It at
Bloomfield High School, rain
washed out the remainder of
the program in which 12 units
wore to qusr.ry tor the slat*
finals. Officials decided to per-
mit ill If troupe to compete
in the finals.
BLESSED SACRAMENTS
Golden Knights of Newark, the
defending Americas' Legion
champion, will lead the corps
into the state final.
The Golden Knights scored
their 10th victory to 13 outings
July U os they outpointed the
Gerfleid Cadets. 8823 to tVM.
to a Moonlight Serenade spon-
sored by St. Lucy's Cadets
(Newark) St. Brendan's
Cadets (Clifton) were sixth
and St. Rote of Lima's Imper-
ial Lancers (Newark) were
seventh.
Blessed Sacrament will bo
seeking Us 11th triumph July
20 at Bcyoone's City Park
Sudtum to a contest sponsored
by the Bayonne PAL.
Colleges Offer
Summer Courses
For HS Seniors
LOS ANGELES (NC> -Four
Catholic colleges in this area
are conducting a program of
■unmer stuJice for advance-
went of 78 gifted high school
seniors.
The students are at Loyola
University. Immaculate Heart.
Marymount and Mt. St. Mary’s
colleges. The project, celled
the Cooperative Catholic Col-
Program, is headed by Msgr.
Joseph Sharpe, archdioceses
superintendent of high schools
and colleges.
THE STUDENTS, who warn
recommended hr their princi-
pals. ere in the top 1# per cent
ef their desses and have a
grade average of B or better.
F. Roman Young, chairman
of Mt. St. Mary's education de-
partment and executive secre-
ts ry of the program, said there
were three purposes in the ad-
vanced placement ef high
school-seniors:
"To encourage high schools
to identify academically supe-
rior students; to provide an
enriched and accelerated cur-
riculum and to attract these
superior students to one of the
Catholic college* in this area."
The deans of each college
govern the program.
St. Patrick's
Gains Final
ELIZABETH—St. Patrick's
(EUubcth) and St. Cath-
erine's (Hillside) will «sch
risk its S-0 record July 20 at
Braphy Field in a battle for
the championshipof the Paro-
chial Grammar School Base-
ball League.
St. Patrick's gained the ti-
tle round and the downtown
division crown with a 17-0
triumph against SS. Peter and
Paul July U at Brophy Field.
Kerin Kennedy tossed a
three-hitter for St. Patrick's,
fanning 11 and walking just
two.
Ail Irish Sweep
For Irish Priest
NOTTINGHAM. England
(NC) _ Rev. Neil McLaugb
Un. 38-year-old priest at Not-
tingham Cathedral, has won
!140.000 to the Irish Sweep-
stake.
Father McLaughlin, who
comes from Donegal and re-
ceives an annual personal al-
lowance of tTOO. told reporters
that though the ticket was to
his name it actually belonged
to a group of people whom
be refused to name. He said
it was not up to him to decide
what happened to the money.
But that ha would give some
of his share to bis mother and
seme to charity
At Indiana College
YCN Schedules Study Week
RENSSELAER, Ind. (NC)
The Young Christian Workers
will hold their 12th annual
national study week Aug. 4 to
9 at St. Joseph College here.
Some 300 YCW members
from 40 dioceses, includingNe-
wark and Paterson, are ax-
pcctcd to attend the meeting. It
will focus on three major areas
of concern for the Christian
layman: parish life, race rela-
tions and politics.
A YCW statement announc-
ing the study wtek said it is
intended to help prepare mem-
bers to participate in and fol-
low three major currents or
upcoming events: the ecumen-
ical council, the race crisis and 1
the 1964 primary and presiden-
tial elections.
Major speakers will include
Charles McDew, field secre-
tary for the Student Non-Vio-
lent Coordinating Committee;
Msgr. Reynold Hfllenbrand,
national chaplain of the Spe-
cialised Lay Apostoiate move-
ments, and William Cosby,
Chicago community worker.
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At New School
Young Athletes Will Be Busy
MONTV ALE—A radio commercial which
mentions its name is not the only claim to
fame for this borough this year. A much
more lasting claim is St. Joseph's High
School, which is now under construction and
will be in operation here for the first time
this fall. 1
Almost within the shadow of the Garden
State Parkway, heavy construction equip-
ment is rapidly welding together the pieces
which eventually will form the school-time
home for up to 1,400 boys from this north-
ern section of Bergen County.
WHILE THE builders are working on the
plant, Brother Rosarius of the Xaverian
Brothers who staff the school is working on
an athletic program which is geared to keep
busy as many of those 1,400 as possible.
"Our philosophy on athletics is that re-
cruiting of grammar school athletes and pro-
ducing winning teams is overemphasised,"
Brother Rosarius remarked. "Thus, we will
emphasize intra-mural sports so that all the
boys can benefit from an athletic program
rather than just those on school teams."
Thse intra-mural sports will include all
of the vanity sports—basketball, baseball,
football, cross-country, track, tennis, golf,
soccer, rifle and bowling —as well as swim-
ming and volleyball. The intra-munl pro-
gram will be conducted dally following
classes.
THIS STRONG emphasis upon intra-
mural* will have an eventual benefit on var-
sity, sports by producing better athletes.
With that goal in mind, St. Joseph's has
already joined the Tri-County Catholic Con-
ference boosting it to six member* —and
will begin vanity competition in the 1964-49
season. An exception to that will be football,
which will begin on junior vanity level that
year and move to vanity for the 1969 season.
In the 1963-64 school year. St. Joseph's
which will be nicknamed- the Green
Knight* will compete on a freshman and
sophomore level.
Facilities at the school will Include a
gymnasium which will seat 900 specUton, a
football field, an all-weather track, a base-
ball field, a softball field and four tennis
court*. The all-weather track, incidentally,
will be the first of its kind in North Jersey.
COACHES HAVE been hired In the major
sports with BiU Anton handling both basket-
baU and baseball and Lou Contey taking
charge of foolbaU. Bob Murphy, assisted by
Brother Lucius, wUI coach the cross-country
and track squads and Brother Talbot wiU
coach soccer,
Anton played basketball and basebaU at
St. Michael's in Brooklyn and at Fordham. He
waa an All-Catholic selection in high school.
Contey, a former St. Cecilia's (E) and Army
player, has served as assistant coach at
Kearny High School.
Murphy studied physical education at Bt.
Booaventure University and Brother Lucius,
a Catholic University graduate, is a former
Massachusetts indoor hurdles champion.
Brother Talbot, also from CathoUe U., coach-
ed soccer at Mt. St.-Joseph’s High School,
Baltimore.
DURING THE pest school year, athletics
were limited since the freshman class —' the
Brat in the school’s history was using
■pace given by Our Lady of Mercy School
(Park Ridge). When the second class enters
in September, the enrollment will be approxi-
mately 490 students.
IV regional school, which is one of those
being built through the Archdiocesan Develop-
ment Fuad, will V the second la that group
to field athletic teams. Roselle CathoUe, the
first, has already made quite an impression
with its athletic squads.
Sharing that second place in Balding
teams will ba Union CathoUe ia Scotch Plains,
which will also have two grades freshmen
and sophomores this year. A later fdHt
will outline the athletic program at Unlen
Catholic.
In CYO Baseball
First-Place Battles Slated
NEWARK - The top spot
In both the Essex County CYO
junior and intermediate base-
ball leagues will be on the line
July n in games at Branch
Brook Extension fields.
St Benodict’s. which has
swept its first Ova opponents,
wiU be looking to complete
the first round of the junior
league without a setback as it
feces runner-up St. Antoninus,
which is 4-L fa the key elsib
IN THK intermediate
league. Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral (9-1) and St Francis
Xavier (9-1) wffl battle for
the leading position. 9L Rose
of Lima (Newark), which has
a 9-1 record, will meet St
Catherine's that day.
Sacred Heart Cathedral to
also in contention in the junior
league with a 9-1 standard,
which It wiU be out to Improve
•gainst St. Joseph's (Maple
wood) this weak.
sxwszis:
with a 7-9 triumph against St.
Roe* at Lima.
8L Benedict's picked up tu
fifth triumph la i 94 decision
agaiast St. Francis Xavier.
St Antoninus won by forfeit
against St Jamph's and a
game between St Philo*
mens'* (Livingston) and Sa-
cred Heart Cathedral was
rained out
Sacred Heart Cathedral
boosted its intermediate stan-
dard with a UVO whitewashing
of 8t Catherine's (Cedar
Orove). Rain erased a game
between Sacred Heart (Vafia-
burg) and St. Francis Xavier.
TV complete schedule:
INTI SMI OMTO IS AS US
nyas- I ]
jSISEhaJ
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Krumeich,
Ashurst Lead
Relay Quartet
BALTIMORE - Steve
Ashurst of Orange and Jerry.
Krumeich of CaldweU helped
the Central Jersey Track Club
place second in the annuel
Baltimore Relays here July 14.
Both boys ran on a vic-
torious 440-yard relay team
which ran 42.9 in a driving
rain and on an 190-yard relay
team, which placed second. -
Ashurst. the former Our
Lady of the Valley star beaded
for Kansas, also anchored the
mile relay team which placed
second in 3:27. Steve we*
clocked in 49.9 oo the sloppy
track. N
On July 9. at Philadelphia,
Ashurst was clocked in 47.7
es be brought the Central Jer-
sey team home second to the
Philadelphia Pioneer Club in
another mile relay event
Crusaders
Card Same
Grid Foes
ORADELL Bergen Cath-
olic will he facing just about
the tame football schedule in
1963 es it did last year. TV
Crusaders, members of the
Tri-County Catholic Con-
ference, win face the four
other league members end
five independents
St. Cecilia's, which was re-
placed on the Bergen Catholic
schedule by River Dell last
year, will return after its one-
jeer
TV campaign will begin in
a game with St Joseph's
(WNY) and conclude here in
• traditional Thanksgiving Day
gam* with Don Bosco
IV complete schedule is es
follows:
iSJTMLWktM
JT'pWWWS iAtSX
•VJB&r’AfftL
Lucans to Play
2 Newcomers
HOHOKUS - Two schooM
which Win field their first
varsity team* wiU be an the
Ml football schedule of St
Luke's High School
Emerson and Morris Cath-
olic are among the nine op-
ponents the Lucans wiR face
ia tV coming campaign. Just
on* 1902 foe. New Milford,
was dropped, swelling the
schedule to tea* games, in-
cluding six in tv Big Bight
Confer eoc#.
Following an T~vhig night
gam* at Mariat Sept 27, St
Luke's wiU meet Oratory Oct
■ in 1U league debut TV aae-
eoo will conclude with ■
Thanksgiving Day battle with
ft Mary's at Rutherford.
TV complete schedule is as
•-»»
• WOVBe
i
Delbarton
Expands Slate
MORRISTOWN - A pair of
Vw opponents have been
added to Delberion's 1953 foot-
ball schdeule, which he* boon
expended to eight games from
the seven which wen played
test season.
The Green Wav* will meet
Morris Catholic for the first
time and renew an aid rivalry
with Montclair Academy. Del-
barton and HotUrhir met last
in 1999.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
oT" fkZfZU™ Smihlr
utomi u mm frm>«i an
m »!■> Aaatamr.
NO*. I JOUr tetewi U M tear-
tern Seteati Ml tea artaal.
Sat Youth Congress
LORETTO, Ps. <NC) - TV
North American Federation of
Uw Third Order of St. Fran-
cis wUI bold Its annual youth
congress at St Francis Col-
lege here from Aug. 12 to 19.
Some TO# delegates ere ex-
pected to attend the congress.
Its theme Is "Spiritual Re-
birth Through St. Francis."
sports spot
Practical Point
by ed woodward
TV New Jersey State later-
scholastic Athletic' Associa-
tion canted a big stick with
regard to violators of a baa
■gainst pro-season football
practice test year.
Apparently NJSIAA plans
call for more of (V asm# this
year. In • recent bulletin, the
body which govern* high
school athletics restated its
by-law which prohibits all
practice prior to 12:01 am.
Sept L
IT EMPHASISES "there
shall V no Instructor nor nay
coach in charge *f any hoys
••teg a football This efhato-
ates any form of practice un-
der any kind of instruction "
This prompted ana North
Jersey couch to remark: “I'm
afraid to apeak to my players
|M see them oo tV street ta
While nobody experts the
NJSIAA to penalize a coach
for exchanging greetings with
his pUyors eat of season. this
doe* point op (V fact that a
gnat number of coaches are
going to tread softly with re-
gard to anything which might
V construed as practice
IN RECENT TEARS, there
has been debate about the
Sept 1 rule. Some claim that
a tenser period of condition
teg is needed to prepare tV
player*.
Thera are many sides to
that question, which I think
can V argued Vet by medical
authorities, but the issue
should V settled within tV
framework of the NJSIAA
rules. It can't V repeated too
often that the coaches should
follow tV rule* if they like
them or not because they
are teaching a lesson u> the
youths through their conduct.
Through Us "get-tough" ac-
tions lari year to bsmtiwg
down tV first otto-year
suspension In Its history, the
NJSIAA took a forceful step
toward having the rule ob-
served out of respect -tor it
rather than fear, but if the
latter method it the only ef-
fective one, it mutt V em-
ployed.
U eoems here to V vital
that the NJSIAA follow up on
this “get-tough” poUey this
year by cracking down just as
strictly on any violators. Con-
trary to tV old saw, rules
were not mads to V broken
changed maybe —but not,
broken.
IN THE SAME statement oo
pre-season practice, the
NJSIAA notes that each mem-
ber school will V required to
-file a certificate signed by the
Vad coach, athletic director
and principal to declare and
affirm that there Vs been no
football practice before Sept
1.
TV NJSIAA also says In Its
rule book that the principal ia
responsible to the NJSIAA te
all matters pertaining to
athletics at his school. This
applies to public schools, but
it foils to recognis* the fact
that some CathoUe schools do
not Vve principals or that
they Vve directors or pastors
who Vve athletic directors re-
sponsible to them ratVr than
to principals, who handle
academic rather than athletic
relations
It may he just a nutter of
semantics, but that doesn't
mean that fit* NJSIAA
couldn't reword its rule book
to show an awareness at those
uinrrrncC >
• 0 •
THERE WILL RE added
Gards® State flavor and a
touch of tradition at Notre
Dome this yonr. PhD Sheridan
and Jim Kelly of Rutherford
will V trying to lake up
whom their father and uncle,
respectively, left off as foot-
ball All-Americans back te Uw
19901
Sheridan, who will enter his
sophomore year. Is VUlteg for
an end Vtth. Kelly, a quatcr-
* si fujjajos eq mm 'qssq
freshman. Both spent a year
preparing for Notre Dam* at
Bortientown Military Acad-
emy.
TV present Irish prospects
were standouts in all sports at
St. Mary's High School end
both were Advocate all-stars.
Pirates List
Harrier Dates
SOUTH ORANGE—TV Seton
Hall University cross-country
team, which Is the defending
Metropolitan Intercollegiate
champion, will enter eightdual
and triangular meets, accord-
ing to a schedule announced
this week by Rev. John J.
Morgan, athletic director.
Coach Johnny Gibson, who
is the dean, of Seton Hall
coaches, will start his 19th sea-
son with extremely bright pro-
spects. The cnly serious lose
from the 1962 squad is captain
Ed Wyrsch.
HOWEVER, THE addition at
two top sophomores, IC4A har-
rier champion Bruce Andrews
and Herb German), twin
brother of George, the Pirates*
ace miler, should compensate
for Wyrach’s departure through
graduation.
In addition to the dual com-
petition, the Pirate* will de-
fend their Met title and they
will V out to improve on their
fourth-ptece IC4A finish.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
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Pope Called Catholic Church ‘The Architect of Peace’
NCWC Nnt’s Strvicf
, *
th* tMts °1 three eddtesses delivered by Pope
John XXlll on Mey 10 end 11, 1963, in connection with ctr+
monies surrounding bis receipt of the Belzen Pence Prise. The
first wes glee* in the Regel Hell of the Vetken, the second in
«'
P ' te ?l omd the third et the llelien Presidents
Qutrtnel Pelect.
v
Text I
Excellencies, Dear Sirs:
"To the King of the ages,
who is immortal, invisible, the
one only God, may there be
honor and glory forever and
ever*’ (I Timothy, l, n). This
prayer which returns every
day to our
lips lends its
tone to to-
day’s cere-
mony.
It is, in
actual fact,
to God that
our gratitude
goo. first, at
this moment
when the
peace prise of the Internation-
al Bataan Foundation is pre-
sented to us. It is God Who
deigned to spread peace in
the hearts and to promote this
initiative which, through our
person, is Intended to be a
tribute to the Church and to
its mission of peace among
men.
OUR GRATITUDE then goes
out to you, excellencies, who
have accompanied the presen-
tation of this gift with such no-
ble and lofty words. It is ex-
tended to the members of the
different committees of the
foundation and to all the high
ranking personalities who
have kindly given special sol-
emnity to this ceremony
through their presence here.
We wish to welcome you
within the precincts of the
Apostolic Palace, the monu-
mental construction of which
brings to us the echo of past
centuries. Here, in the Regal
Hall, kings and emperors in
the pest visited our predeces-
sors, and many of the frescoes
which decorate the walls per-
petuate the memory of the
homage rendered by the great
of this world to the successor
of the humpie Fisherman of
Galilee.
CIRCUMSTANCES change
through the centuries and
meetings assume different
forms sometimes, yet they are
no less touching. When our
Predecessor, Pope Leo XIII,
made the voice of the Church
ring loudly throughout the
world in the encyclical. Rerum
Novanim the voice of the
Church which is the friend of
the workers and of social prog-
ress the Apostolic Palace
witnessed a very impressive
spectacle: the arrival of
“workers’ pilgrimages. '*
These were no longer the
representatives of a temporal
power, but the humble sons of
the nation who had found
again the road to the Vatican
and who climbed those majes-
tic stairs to meet the Pope of
Christendom.
It is tender for us to recall
these memories on this occa-
sion. The aspiration for Just
peace, of which we are today
the happy witnesses, has pene-
trated the minds and hearts
of all, without exception, but
more markedly so, so It would
seem, among the working
classes.
AND YOU WILL allow us.
fear gentlemen, to see in the
event far which you are pres-
ent the achievement and
crowning, as it were, at a long
process: a highly significant
testimony is tendered us
today, brought about by waves
of farfhmg public opinion, by
you to the person who repre-
sents here on earth the Prince
of Peace. Your gesture re-
flects, in the most eloquent
manner, the unanimous aspir-
ation of men and peoples.
This widespread agreement,
of which you are the excellent-
ly qualified interpreters, has
also sought to manifest itself
directly during the present
circumstances and the cere-
mony begun here (the Regal
Hall) has its natural comple-
ment in St Peter's.
We invite you to accompany
os down there (to St. Peter's)
to hear the echo of the heart-
felt support of the sublime
ideal of peace. You will derive
pleasure, we are sure, to hear
the “voice of the people” give
its enthusiastic support to the
noble gesture which you have
Just carried out.
Text II
Venerable Brothers, Dear
Sirs, Dear Sons:
A few moments ago. we .took
part in the Regal Hall of the
Apostolic Palace in a cere-
mony stamped with impres-
sive seriousness and solemni-
ty. You know its purpose the
same one that brings us now
among you; the great treasure
of life in society, the most lu-
minous point of the history of
humanity and of Christiani-
ty, the object of the confident
expectation of the Church and
of nations: peace.
That the peace prise of the
International Eugene Balsan
Foundation ahould be given to
the humble servant of the
servants of God; that such a
numerous and well-qualified
assembly should want to asso-
ciate itself here with this
event: that is something that
evokes two kinds of reflections,
on the one hand those bear-
ing on the person of the Pope,
on the other hand those sug-
gested by the majestic setting
of this meeting, the Vatican
basilica. And it is fitting that
all should end with the hymn
of thanks: Magnificat.
Magnificat anima mea Doml-
num!
FIRST, the person of the
Pope. Many reasons and cir-
cumstances. especially in the
past 60 years of world history,
have helped make more vivid
the interest brought to bear
universally on his mission.
At a moment when testi-
mony of such high human and
social value is rendered the
Church in our person, you will
not be surprised that we
evoke the memory of the un-
forgettable Pontiffs we have
known personally during our
life, and who have contributed
so much to fostering every-
where esteem for the papacy’s
beneficial action. Leo XIII, St.
Pius X. Benedict XV. Pius XI.
Pius XII: all five (were) good
and courageous artisans of
true peace, who worked cease-
lessly to maintain, develop or
reestablish peace among men.
He who follows them
watches with deep emotion the
manifestation of this great de-
sign of the All-Powerful God.
"from whom all fatherhood in
heaven and on earth receives
its name," (Ephes.. 3,15),
source also of all brotherhood
among men. the true brother-
hood of peace.
THE HUMBLE Pope who
speaks to you is fully con-
scious of being personally
something very small before
God. He can only humble him-
self, thank the Lord Who has
so favored him; with heart-
felt emotion he welcomes the
love of the innumerable sons
who, from every corner of the
globe, turn toward him who to-
day exercises on earth the au-
thority of St. Peter and seeks
to the best of his ability to be
a living witness to the glorious
Apostle.
We tell you in all simplicity
Just what we think: no circum-
stance, no event however hon-
orable for our humble person,
can exalt us or trouble the
tranquility of our soul.
Glory be to God Who. in
His goodness toward His ser-
vant, daily breathes into him
the quiet and the courage to
pursue his task in the service
of humanity, and surrounds
him with the men of our times
in such universal and fuQ en-
couragement for the exercise
of bis ministry.
THE SECOND subject for
reflection is furnished us by
the majestic setting of the
VaUcan basilica. Today it ap-
pears permeated with the light
of one of those examples with
which the history of the
Church is so rich. Today's
event celebration of peace
has a deep meaning that
touches everybody’s heart.
We are the happy witnesses
of the unanimity that rises
spontaneously around a mem-
orable gesture done la booor
of peace. And we invite you to
turn your thoughts toward the
man who is at the origin of
this undertaking:Eugene Bal-
zan. The bumble son of the
working world stood with his
face to the future. His gesture
will remain a blessing for the
practice and the service of
true peace.
Perhaps never so much as
In the present circumstance
would homage to peace have
aroused in hearts such a sim-
ple and spontaneous surge of
warmth and tenderness.
HERE WE BBE peace In the
light of God and reflected in
the heart of men. What a
spectacle, dear sons, and
what a delight for the spirit
and for the heart! But this
edifice of peace must be built
day by day, and on solid
foundations.
Here, under the vaults of
the Vatican basilica, we see
the peerless dome of Michel-
angelo rising in the shy of
Rome. But we do not forget
that it rests on rock: that rock
cited at the end of the Sermon
on the Mount: ”,
. .
the winds
blew and beat against that
house, but It did not faU, be-
cause it was founded on rock.’*
(Matt., 7,25).
So peace is a house, the
house of all. It Is the arc unit-
ing earth and heaven. But to
ripe so high it must rest on
four solid piers: those we
pointed out in our encyclical
Pacem in Terris.
“PEACE,” we said, “Is only
so, empty word if it Is not
founded on the order which we
have outlined with fervent
hope in this encyclical: an or-
der founded on truth, built
according to justice, vivified
and completed by charity, and
realised in liberty.” (Fifth
part.)
These (bur principles, which
•ustain tha entire edifice, be-
long to natural law, written
on the heart of all. Ws ad-
dressed our exhortation to all
humanity.
Wa are convinced, in fact,
that in the course of the com-
ing yean, in the light of past
experience and in an objective
and serene application of the
language of the Church, the
doctrine it offers to the world
will prevail by Its very clar-
ity.
MR. PRESIDENT, vener-
able brothers and sons, gentle-
men. the agreement which is
reflected in your eyes sod
springs from your hearts ex-
presses your state of mind
and that of your nations. It ia
our wish that this agreement
may continue and be constant-
ly strengthened for the dili-
gent and generous Italian na-
tion. and for all nations of the
world equally dear to us; that
It may produce promising and
prolific fruits an that the star
of peace may shine bright
above an men dedicated to tbe
patient conquest of knowl-
edge, to work, and to tbe care
of tbe family.
May this star point out to
them the safe road of quiet,
of understanding and of love.
This is the wish we confided
tonderiy to the Mother of
Jesus and our mother, a short
while ago to the Lady Chapel
of tbe Annunciation.
Wa express this wish to you
with heartfelt emotion and
Ora hop#. W* win not be sur-
prised by the unavoidable dif-
ficulties which arise In the
way of the achievement of
this holy Ideal.
And we trust it may ha
fronted through Urn propitious
btosstog of too Lord, from
Whom we invoice for the lead-
ers of nattoni and for the
whole human family abundant
blessings of wisdom, generosi-
ty. active harmony and the
h»ppy progress of Justice,
•Quality and love. Dominos
P*cis det semper nobis pacem
—May too Lord of peace al-
ways give us peace, (a. U
These. 3, 16.)
Text 111
Mr. Presides^:
We art grateful to you for
the kind words of your noble
•ddma. Grateful and touched,
wn consider it to be directed
not to touch to our person
though w« are responsive to
•wary gesture of courtesy and
kindness —as to tot mission
Which the Catholic Church per-
forms through the centuries in
otwdieoce to tbe mandate of
its Divine Pounder.
Our thanks go also to the
President of ton Swiss Coded
mtian who sent us his per-
sonal greetings and those of
Uto aetooritiea and people of
that country.
WE ARE VERT happy to
respond to this twofold tribute
with good wishes for peaceful
Md fruitful prosperity) The
world also owes ao much to
tha well loved Italian and
Swiss nations for their con-
tributions toward ipresdin;
and consolidating taw, and for
fosttriag constructive peaceful
relations.
Ws greet toe personalities
and delegates of different na-
tions of ancient and recent
history; toe representative* of
culture among whom are the
four students of biology, math-
•autfea. history and music
who have bean awarded toe
Baliaa prise this year.
But it is only natural that
our special attestation of
gratitude and pleasure be ad-
dressed to the members of toe
International Eugene Bataan
Foundation This has the re-
spectful attention of men who
know bow to gamer every
•ign of Providence to favor a
lasting understanding among
peoples.
YESTERDAY’S ceremonies
in the Vatican Apostolic Pal-
ace and then in St. Peter’s
constituted e real foretaste,
comforting and meaningful, of
the mutual brotherhood too
human family aspires to while
awaiting Heaven. Tha tender-
ness and sincerity of this mu-
tual Joy Is renewed here this
evening.
Mr. President, you can well
imagine with what emotion
tha Bishop of Roma and hum-
ble Pop# of toe Universal
Church comes to this
residence of the supreme au-
thority of too Italian State.
Still alive in our memory is
that meeting we had a few
days before we bagan our pas-
toral ministry as Patriarch of
Venice, In compliance with tbe
norms of the Concordat, 10
years ago in this place. It was
with your predecessor. Sen.
Luigi Einaudi, on March, 5,
m
ANOTHER HAPPY event
must also bo recalled today be-
cause you, Mr. President, were
Invested exactly ona year ago
with the high office which hon-
ors you so greatly. Tha hon-
or we recently bestowed of the
Order of Christ was meant to
be a crowning touch to it
Mr, President, wa accepted
willingly tbe courteous invita-
tion to visit this historic resi-
dence and we rejoice In the
gentle respect echoed by pub-
lic opinion. We immerse our-
selves moreover In Jesus
Christ Whom we were called
upon to represent on esrth, un-
worthy as we are.
In fact, our presence here
assumes special significanct
from tha ancient name of ser-
vant of the servants of God.
This recognition of service
shines through the whole
Church and confirms Its exer-
cise irrespective of the vio-
lence with which some in past
ages have attempted to inter-
pret the gestures of our pre-
decessors.
WE RECALL Benedict XV.
Pius XI and Pius Xll, sod all
tha work done by the Roman
pontificate in defense of peace,
particularly at the time of toe
tragic sventa that bava
marked toe 20th century.
Yes, the Catholic Church is
the architect and teacher of
peace. We say It with a peace-
ful conscience. It continues hi
tbe world the mission of its
Founder, Jesus Christ Who is
called in prophetic speech the
Prince of Peace.
"Close to Him,” as our pred-
ecessor of venerable mem-
ory. Pius XII, said, "the
Church breathes real humani-
ty, real in the fullest sense of
the word, because it is toe
humanity of God. its Creator,
Its Savior and its Restorer.”
(Christmas Message, Dec. 24.
.190,)
REFLECTING ON the sig-
nificance of the gesture of the
Eugene Bataan Foundation, we
have established that the funds
placed ia our hands should bo
destined to a perpetual fund
ia favor of peace.
Therefore, on this occasion,
we wish to echo again the in-
vitation we extended in the en-
cyclical letter of Holy Thurs-
day, Pacem in Terris, on toe
sources, the defense and the
strengthening of peace among .
nations. Peace based not on
fear, suspicion or mutual lack
of confidence, peace assured
not by the threat of terrlbte
destruction that would be toe
total nun of the human race
which was created to give
glory to God and for the mu-
tual edification of brotherly
lose; but based on the hoocst
order of human relations: or-
der founded on truth, built ac-
cording to Justice, vivified and
integrated by charity and put
Into practice in freedom.
This is toe basis toward
which human beings aspire as
s most precious divine gift
necessary to constructive proe-
ms to tasting welfare, to
too secure future of toe young
generations, of families and of
nations.
Presented as it is to the men
of today without any partisan
slant. U must foster the
growth in the world of toooe
who will worthily be called
builders end makers of peace.
FINALLY, thanksgiving:
Magnificat)
In tbe presence of toe cen-
tral event of this meeting
homage rendered the pop# et
s peace prize for Urn first time
ia the enure history of the Ro-
man episcopate it Is sweet
to our ears to hear re-
sounding too words of toe can-
ticle of toe Virgin Mary at tbs
beginning of her prodigious
maternity: a hymn whose
first notes she gave, and
which has resounded across
tha centuries, bearing so many
reasona for Joy and comfort
to toe entire human race.
Aa for ns. we would Uka to
take out three verses which
seem to us to give animation
and color to this great gift of
peace, descended from heav-
en to esrth to mount on high
again, accompanied by the
thanksgiving of humanity.
FIRST OF ALL what ap-
plies to too person of tha
Pope: Reapexit bumilitatem
ancillae suae (Luka. 1, 4S):
and ao: humilitatem serve sui.
It la in humility that tha Pope
who speaks to you intends to
pursue his setfon in tbe service
of men and of world peace.
He keeps close to the Gospel
teaching, equally stranger to
harshnass and to indulgent
weakness, both of which am
harmful to souls.
And the lesson is valid for
all, for wa art all beholden to
God for the great gift of
Cce, aa for all HU otherefita, and we are aU bound
to use them in HU service.
Humility U the true title to
glory of ovary man hero be-
low, for it Implies recognition
of the righti of God, sincere
acceptance of the precepts of
Christ, generous enlisting in
the service of the human
brotherhood. \
IN THE SECOND: fecit
mihi magna qul potent est
(Luke, 1. 49). Before the
events we witness: tbe thirst
. of many for ronawal and spir-
itual progress; the earnest do-
■ire of peoples to help rather
than to combat ona another;
the general will to launch in-
stitutions founded on the na-
tural taw: Christian peace rap-
roaeata for each and for all in-
estimable riches, capable of
the broadest development.
We say it with ail the more
will since we see with groat
satisfaction ihe representa-
tives of peoples which have re-
cently entered international or-
ganisms, to which they hsvo
brought their youthful enthu-
siasm and from which they
are drawing new energy in ex-
change.
FINALLY, for aU, tha hour
of raarcy: Et misericordis
ajus a progenia In progenies
timentibus cum (Luke, 1, SO).
No longer the hour of venge-
•am, of revenge, of bloody
rivalries; no fongsr tha hour
of trash recourse to force,
which humanity refuses,
which toe Christian conscience
rejecU with horror; but the
hour of wisdom for all, the
hour of conscience which gives
birth in the heart of men to
the most nobta aspirations;
mercy exercised among broth-
•is, image and reflection of
the divtne mercy toward hu-
manity.
Such are tha great lessons
of the Magnificat, heightened
by tha contrast between toe
delicate characteristics of tha
first verses and tbe serious
tone of those that follow: Dls-
perslt superbos . . . Deposuit
potentes , , . words heavy
with threats and with con-
demnation for thoae who
wrench themselves from the
order willed by God, or who
want to uproot it or seek to
confine it in the narrow circle
of selfish interests.
VENERABLE and beloved
brothers, dear sirs, dear sons:
You have come here today
from every horizon. You are
and you want to be pilgrims
of peace. We were such, wo
also, and we intend to remain
such. Allow us once more, be-
fore finishing, an allusion to
our modest person.
When the service of the Holy
See sent us for the first time,
.a long while ago. toward the
regions of tha Near East, we
took along at a treasure, in
our humble baggage, the
words that ware always so
dear to ua: Oboedientia et
Pax.
That was in 1925, some
years from tbe end of the first
world war. After having
traversed countries devastated
by war. wa arrived in Sofia,
city dear to our heart among
aU since it ia and will always
be the first residence assigned
to us by the service of Prov-
idence. It was April 25. the
day and the Feast of St. Mark,
whose teaching Is summed up
in two words: pax et svange-
Uum.
Almost 30 years later, in
1953, after having been kindly
received during 10 years at
Istanbul and at Athens, during
eight years at Paris, we ar-
rived at Venice, whose Pat-
riarch we beesme; and with
these same words in the heart
and on the lips, we went onto
bended knee before tbe tomb
of the Evangelist. Peace and
the Gospel: arms of St. Mark
and of all true friends of God
and of men. These are and
will always be ours.
DEAR SIRS, beloved sons.
We have opened to you our
heart. Let us conclude by in-
voking a touching ceremony
that Is suggested to us by
your presence in this vener-
•ble sanctuary. In St. Peter's,
as in the three other major
basilicas, as you know, a door
is opened every 25 years: it Is
tbe door that brings pilgrims
from tbe. entire world into the
great indulgence of the Holy
Year, the "door of pardon.”
Pardon: dimitte nobis de-
bits nostra. What moving
words, dear sirs! For us, wo
ilka to see in them tbe seal
of our service as Bishop of
th# Church of God episco-
pus Ecciesiae Dei. We should
like it to be for all a caO to
a renewed ardor for goodness,
truth, justice. May pardon be
on the lips and in tbe hearts
of all, everywhere, alwaya:
pardon, which to think of it
thoroughly, ia strength and
youth of soul, assurance of
divine blessings, a guarantee
of true and lasting success.
OBOEDIENTIA et pax: Pax
et evangeUum. Gospel of mer-
cy sod of pardon: there is tha
program that the humble ser-
vant of the servants of God
proposes today to aU men of
good will.
So, without any doubt, the
luminous torch of pesce will
continue its road, enkindling
Joy and casting its light and
grace in the heart of men
throughout tbe earth, making
them discover across aU fron-
tiers tbe faces of brothers, the
faces of friends.
That is our wish, and it is
yours: God would welcome it
and give us soon to aaa its
realization assured.
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WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS ...
A BARGAIN WHEN
SHE SEES-ONE!
Telephonefor...
OUR SHOP AT
HOME SERVICE
Th. "Wit. Old Owl" fop,
You get quality and money saving value* when you
shop at LINOLEUM & CARPET FACTORY OUTLET. You'll
tee one of the most complete selection* of carpeting and
linoleum and tile* in the Garden State.
Visit ony one of our 5 locations and see for yours* if I
LINOLEUM & CARPET FACTORY OUTLET
★ Mil DEALING EXPERT SERVICE LOW PRICES CONTINUOUSLY SINCE 191* ★
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High Schools, Colleges
Vital Mission Factors
The school for higher learn-
tag hat a great practical
value from the missionary
aspect. The high school and
the college take the mis-
sionary Into tee educated and
leading classes of the pagan
world. Here are trained the
future soclel and political
leaders, and here are formed
tee writers and public
speakers who will be able to
defend the truths of Christian-
ity and to meet opponents on
their own ground.
The high school and col-
lege will diffuse the Christian
spirit Into a word permeated
with pagan conceptions. Ad-
vanced schools are doing mis-
sion work of the highest order.
It is in the mission schools
of higher education that the
battle is being waged for the
intellectual leadership of the
world.
It is summer, but It is also
school time time to provlda
for schools in the missions.
Your prayers and your finan-
cial help have never been
more needed than now. The
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith will gladly receive
your school contributions.
'Child of Mary'
Dies in Africa
"A Faithful Child of
Mary” —that's the descrip-
tion given by Sister Adelaide
of the Sisters of the Holy
Cross, of Ann Phori, a 13-
ycar-old African girl who suf-
fered from tuberculosis. "She
was a lovely, clever girl."
writes Sister Adelaide, "with
a round shiny face and with
beautiful sparkling eyes.”
“She loved her Faith."
Sister Adelaide continues. "It
was remarkable what fine
questions she would ask dur-
ing religious instructions. She
came to school and to church
whenever she could despite
her 111 health. The week be-
fore her death aha waa still at
- school.
On the feast of All Saints
.the said to her sister: ‘1 feel
quite different today. Please
.call for my fattier and the
priest.’ Both came. Tbs priest
heard her confession and gave
her the last Sacrament*.
After midnight she asked her
father and sister to say the
rosary and to beg Our Lady
to help her just now.
• "While they were reciting
the rosary near her bedside
her beautiful soul winged its
w*y heavenwards. She waa a
faithful Child of Mary and Our
Lady came, we are sure, to
take her home.
.
This lovely girl would nev-
er have known anything about
God had It not been for the
missionaries in her little vil-
lage. They were in this
African town because of the
help and support of faithful
Catholics in far-away lands,
whose sacrifices and prayers
were offered for the salvation
of souls in mission lands.
Appeals Listed
In 2 Parishes
Bishop Stantoo will make
an appeal for the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith in Qur Lady of Good
Counsel Church. Washing-
ton Township, on July a.
Rev. Eugene F. X. Sul-
livan, pastor.
On the same day Msgr.
Davis will make an appeal
la Christ the King Church,
Hillside, Rev. Daniel A.
Curtin, pastor.
Bishop Stanton and Msgr.
Davis thank Father Curtin
and Father Sullivan for in-
viting them to speak to
their parishioners about the
work of the missions.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, B.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
» Mulberry Bk. Newark 2. N. J. Phone 4238300.
Hours: Dally, I a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, • a.m. to IS.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rl Rev. Msgr. William F. Leals
U DeGrasse St., Paterson 1. N. J. Phone ARmery 4-040*
Howe: Daily, • a.m. to B p.m.: Saturday, t a.m. to IX.
Donations to tbe Society tor tbt Propegetion of lbe
Taitb are income tor deductible.
How a Mission
Gets Its Start
How does a mission get
started? Capuchin mis-
sionaries give the following
few points on what steps bring
about its growth and who does
the work and planning:
"If you.” they write,
"were to take a trip to the
mission in the Ryukyu Islands
today you would find there
some well-organised mission
stations. Each mission is
ideally located as far as the
local populace is concerned.
Most mission stations have a
well-constructed chapel; some
of them also have kinder-
gartens.
"There are only a few of
the projects undertaken and
accomplished by the Capu-
chins in the Ryukyus. Around
and in these buildings pariah
life functions smoothly. In
fact, the loyalty and dei-otioo
of these people Is a shining
example to ail.
"How did this all come
about? It did not happen by
. accident- It waa ail planned,
carefully, step by step. Long
periods of time sometimes
passed before the best-laid
plans could be carried out.
"Even so. the nuasiocuries
themselves feel still that they
are only in the early stages of
full Catholic life in the
Ryukyus. And. who would
know better? Tbs seeds plant-
ed so carefully and watered
ao patiently have certainly
taken root And they did lake
root so solidly because the
ground waa prepared with an
almost tender foresight."
First Priest Visits
'Isle of Happiness'
"The Island of Happiness,"
one of the small islands in the
Japanese Inner Sea, was or-
iglnally settled 300 years ago
by a few fishermen. Tho
island now has a population of
1.300. There is a Buddhist
shrine and a Buddhist priest
For secondary education,
the children must take a
motor boat to one of the
larger islands. In bad weather
a week may go by between
tnps by tho school boat.
A few years ago a Catho-
lic fisherman and his family
settled on the island. They
make the trip to the closest
Catholic church only twice a
year because it takes 10 hours
to go back and forth. Regu-
lar assistance at Mass would
be heroic. *
The visiting missionary
however, was happy and sur-
prised to see a crucifix hang-
ing on the wall of this fam-
ily's house. The mother wept
with joy when she welcomed
the first priest in history to
the "Island of Happiness.”
Rev. Maurice Cornells of Im-
maculate Heart Missions.
Missionary work in Japan
has not proven that this coun-
try is ready for Christianity.
Every missionary realises
that the Church has
_
only
"scratched the surface” in
reaching the Japanese people.
Every missionary knows, too,
that of every group which
starts instruction in the Faith,
90% fail to show up after four
or five meetings.
From the rural apostolata to
the towns end cities, in
schools and in instruction
classes, all Immaculate Heart
Blissioners in Japan realise
that the "time of salvation”
has not yet come.
Malaysia Adopts
Islam Religion
LONDON Islam has been
established as the national re-
ligion for the projected Fed-
eration of Malaysia, which win
be made up of Malaya, Singa-
pore, North Borneo and
Sarawak.
The agreement setting up
the federation, which will
come into being Aug. 31, was
signed by a British official and
by representatives of the four
commonwealth territories.
The establishment of Islam
at the federation's national re-
ligion was not unexpected, hut
GhrtaUsM and other non-Mus-
lims in the federation's four
territories bad hoped there
wculd be no designation of an
"official" religion
The federation has a popula-
tion of a boat It million, (acted-
tag nearly 350.000 Catholics.
Muslims make up about 00%
of the population.
Sees Land Reform
Possible in Brazil
BONN, Germany (NC)
Both the people end Bishops
of predominantly agricultural
Brasil want land reform, and
they jf ant It now. Jaime Car-
dinal de Barros Camara of
Rio de Janeiro told a corres-
pondent of KNA, German
Catholic news agency.
THE CARDINAL said he is
not in favor of taking proper-
ties from private owners sad
paying for them in long term
government securities, as has
been advocated by eome back-
ers of reform. He said;
“la, view of our inflationary
economy, this would be irre-
sponsible. Such a procedure la
not only unfair, it would elm
postpone the solution of the
agrarian problem, since the
constitution would first have
to be amended to provide for
fkltoML”
Brasil’s leftists are trying
to tie land reform to constitu-
tional changes that would lim-
it the righto of private proper-
ty.
Cardinal Camara pointed
out that lind reform must be
carried out "to accord sues
v'S conditions in Brasil."
He emphasised that there is
enough unused government-
owned land to make agrarian
reform practical right away
without constitutional changes.
He said:
"The government Is the
largest landholder In Brasil
and. although not all of the
land belonging to the govern-
ment can be exploited at ooce,
it Is true that there are many
tracts of land which can be
divided up immediately. It is
simply not true that the land
the government owns is oof
suitable for agriculture.”
IN TME PHILIPPINES - Rev. Patrick Cashman, S.S.C., of Bayonne greets tome of his
altar boys in Catarmon on Camiguin Island in the Philippines. The Columban Father
has been pastor an Camiguin since 1958.
U.S. Seminaries
Training Latins
WASHINGTON <NC) - The
number of students from Lat-
in America studying for the
priesthood to the U. 8. is
nearing the TOO mark.
This was disclosed to a re-
port released by the Latin
American Bureau, NCWC. The
report said 3M seminarians
from Mexico ate studying at
ths Moatesums (N.M.) Semi-
nary and that 302 seminarians
from various other Latin
American countries are stu-
dents at D diocesan semina-
ries and religious communi-
ties to the U. S.
The report, prepared by
Msgr. Joseph Mclntyre of
Camden, said the number
represents an Increase of 36
seminarians to the last year
and that 44 are scheduled to
be ordained to the priesthood
during toe year
Portugal Frees
JailedPriest
LISBON (RNS) - The Por-
tuguese government released
n Italian priest "H an act
of gemrodty honoring the
new Pope."
Rev. Antonio GriUo of Mil-
an had been arrested and
jailed in March for "being in
contact with enemies of the
Portuguese sute" in Porto-
gueee Guinea.
Father GriUo, 37, is a mem-
ber of the Pontifical
of Foreign Missions in Milan;
during Ms service in the West
African Portuguese pnaiasrtuu
at the time of Ms arrest
be was under the Jurisdiction
of the new Pontiff, then Gio-
vanni Battuta Cardinal Mon-
tini.
Workers 'Well Off
Bishop Discusses
Arabs in Israel
JERUSALEM (NC) - Mel-
chits Rite Bishop Georges
Hakim of Acre said here that
working clast Arabs In Israel
nre better off than those in
neighboring Arab countries,
but that Arabs in profes-
sions are not doing quite so
well.
“The press here very rightly
claims that the Arabs of Israel
ere better off than In the
neighboring countries,” the
Bishop, leader of Israel’s
21,500 Melchite Rite Arab
Catholics told a group of re-
porters at the Israeli Press
Chib recently.
“I AM GOING to sey things
here that you may not like to
hear,” he said, "but at least
here I can say them. I coukl
not make such a speech in
the neighboring countries,”
Bishop Hakim said.
"The Arab in Israel has a
high standard of living, with
free education and n good
health service. The working
class Arab is certainly better
off thsn the working dess
Arab in any of the neighbor-
ing countries,” the Bishop ob-
served.
“But this Is not true of the
educated classes,” he said.
"The few Arab doctors, law-
yers, and especially civil ser-
vants here, find themselves in
a very difficult position."
Spanking of Arab refugees.
Bishop Hakim said that ho is
convinced that 90% of them do
not want to return to Israel
buj that they do want com-
pensation for property they
gave up.
“Israel la spending so much
money to win the good win of
the African peoples," he said.
"Why not spend money to pay
compensation and gain the
good will of the Arabs? The
Arab Christians in Israel wish
they were Negroes so that they
would be as well treated
here,” he added.
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CONDITIONING?
So
HOT
and
HUMID
It <r
HURTS?
Instill the most Mhndr
conditioningequipment NOW
to avoid another hot. humid
simmorl CALL CLIMATE
CONTROL TODAY.
■ One of NJ.’s oldest air
conditioning companies
■ Complete line of latest
CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
equipment
■ Engineered to your spe-
cific needs by experts
■ Free survey of your com-
mercial or residential
needs
7/maf* fonfroi
301 Bedgir Avenue, Newark 8,& J,
Bigelow 8-1166'
WEEK-END RETREATS
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DOLLY MOUNT
Sim* 1955
A nursing borne in a beautiful setting.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Devoted Personalized nursing service.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
20 V*UtyRoad
Til. LA 5-7677 CH/10., N. ].
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
/ Masses aad Scuromsntt AvaSaMs
Iso J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.p. AnocUt * Dinctort
Maurice J. O'Conner, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
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PENNIES FROM RIDGEWOOD
"Dear Monslgaar Ryan: I aa lalanatad la helping tha
Missions. 1 ham haaa saving peonies wtth my mother's
aad friend's help lo try la educate a Slater. I aa aadoe-
tog *4.os until I can tan more WUI you pleow tend me
tha aaaa of a Sitter to we raa get acquainted?"
—R- OT. Ridgewood, M. T.
10 yoan aid
Oa (ha atiaalaw af Pan Ma xxm*s
the then CARDINAL MONTINI
M 7.
a Man la the A»
at Milan la toe aanaaar af St A»
hnaa. Palhar aat Pa Mae af tha fhaiah. wha i lighten! ewe af
the several ritee la tha Waalara Chwah . . . Oar AanatoNaa
toate: Inc Inc Onaaa. TlnladOMchhMiauiaK
Ow teM to Is hat» tha grtiMa.
af lhaaa arena wha mlaklar la toe mtottaal
af Ihato peegli. Taw W a year atowharahto
Oftoetogs,
af to
Win man ha on tha aoaa hi ala years? That tarfat data to
•till to doubt But while scientific mind* struggle to adnata
Uito project, other mind* work toward a different goal. Tea, It
tokee jtut ala yoan of study for a young man to mission Unto
to complete his seminary itodies. Tha Moon Shot may be far aft
but Ordination Day to certain—that to, with row half today!
9» a weak wUI pay one aemintrian'a expenses, which we WOO
a yaar .. We have many names af worthy candidates: JOU
STEPHEN MEN A CHERRY and JOSE FRANCIS AKKARAKA-
RAN of Bangalore, India: alao SISTER ASSISI aad BRB
BELLERMIN of tha Carmelites to India. Eduoattow af tha asm
coats 1150 each year for two yoan.
ENJOYING TOUR VACATION NOWT A FOOD PACMAQR
rant to PALSBTINB REFUGEES wm mate that ptoww
area pHawalw. kaawtag yea hare helped a family tor a
■noth. It eetoe tlO. Or yoa may ml a BLANKET eeatiag R to
a needy BEDOUIN under aw aara.
PLEASE REMEMBER US IN YOUR WILL Our UgHI title tot
THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION. Tea
•hire In tha graew af 18.000 priests aa well aa those af -r
SUteri and Brothers.
Dear Moostgnor:
I endow $ of tho MOO it takas to train a Bister,
or $ .... of tha $BOO Beaded for tha six years training
of a aomtoarton. 1 willaaod |.. monthly; orf
oaco n yaw. I win also pray tor him or her.
Name
Btltlt
Meeeaeeine••ee • * . . #•#••••
Ctty Zone SUU
&12earBst(Ri$$ions&
M ******: ***** iast wtu*AM4EO Uxit>«ton Ava. of 46th Sf. NawYaHt
tot
ASSOCIATION
» odt 17,t4.Y.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-67
JIM4I IMy* Holy Crow) No. Ajtsgtoa
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful end understandingservice is inaccord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
! BERGEN COUNTY
TRINKA FUN ERA l SERVICE
MAYWOOD . BOGOTA
LITTLE FIIIY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOU FUNERAL HOMES
teaneck. TE 6 0202
BOGOTA. HU 9-2302
JOHN J. FEENEY « SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PfJNECKI
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOO. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY.
Monoger
TE 7-2332
McOUADf FUNERAL HOME
Vincent W. McQuode
270 BROADWAY
HilUdole, N. J.
NOrth 4-5699
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbcter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
funeral home
232 KIFF AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATlo* 8-1362
ESSEX COUNTY
KIRN AN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McOEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
. MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
N 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
OORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
'
ORange 2-2414
i- V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PITWt J. QUINN
Fu ntro I D trertor
320 BELLEVILLE AVfNUP
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 34400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eost Orange. N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
COOIY*S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huel ten beck
Director
ESmx 2-1600
COOEY*S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
OEORGE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESmx 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESmx 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESmx 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J. .
ORange 3-6348
HUDSON COUNTY
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
(tvcaiun to fppJ« A (ppU)
250 CENTRAL AVI.
JERSEY CITY, NJ.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. A HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
JAMES A. McLAUOHUN
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, MC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CAR TY,
MANAGER
HEndereon 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
JerMy City, N. J.
Chariot A. Steveru,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plain*. N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMIEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReacott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReacott 7-0141
OORNY t OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
UNION COUNTY
MIIIER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY *f.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
CORNY * OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
lilting in this .action call The Advocate, MA.L.t 4-0700
Msgr. Wall Spurns
Government Offer
PATERSON Msgr. Wil-
liam N. Wall, director of the
Mt. Carmel Center for Alcohol-
ics here, and the United
States Department of Labor
were still at an impasse last
week after the latest action in
the department's concern
over fair labor standards at
die center.
The problem arose several
months ago when, according
to Msg.% Wall, a commercial
refuse collector complained to
the Department of Labor that
he was not paying his men
according to federal wage
standards. The Mt. Carmel
Guild, supporting agency of
the center, had earlier signed
a contract to provide clean
white raga to the New York
Transit Authority and thus en-
tered interstate commerce.
THE DEPARTMENTS latest
acdon was to ask Msgr.
Wall if he would classify his
men as “handicapped,” thus
exempting them from pro-
visions of the Fair Labor Stan-
ard Act He refused to do it,
pointing out that such a
declaration would “perform a
major disservice to our alco-
holic friends. Alcoholics are
neither handicapped, nor do
they simply need shelter,” he
said.
Msgr. Wall has several times
said that all be wants ia for
the government to leave the
center alone to do the work it
has done for eight year* with-
out any assistance or inter-
ference from government
agencies.
Collect Stamps
ToProcure Organ
PARAMUS Members of
Our Lady of the Visitation par-
ish hen are conducting a trad-
ing stamp drive to purchase
an organ for the church. Mrs.
Joseph Fernandez is chairman
of die effort
Give Service Pins
MONTCLAIR - St Vincent’s
Hospitalpresented service pins
to 48 employees July 8.
New Parish
Sets Masses
NORTH BERGEN Our
Lady of Fatima pariah held
its first Masses July 14 at
North Bergen Gardens on
Bergenline Ave. and 75th St.
Rev. George A. O'Gorman,
pastor of the newly-formed
parish, said that Masses
would continue each Sunday
at 8 and 11 a.m. there until
more permanent quarters can
be obtained.
A request for use of Horace
Mann School b before the
North Bergen Board of Edu-
cation. but cannot be acted
upon until the Aug. 8 meeting.
Family Group Meets
BLOOMFIELD - The One
Parent Family Group of Es-
sex County will bold a meet-
ing July a at Sacred Heart
School here.
Syrian Church
Honors Patron
PATERSON ~ A solemn
novena in honor of St. Ann will
begin at St. Ann’s Byzantine
Rite Church here July 18 and
continue to the feast day of the
saint, July 26.
St. Ann's Church here la a
small replies of the basilica
of St. Ann's in Jerusalem,
erected on the traditional site
of the home of SS. Joachim
and Ann there. The White
Fathers who care for this
basilica also conduct a sem-
inary in Jerusalem where
Msgr. Cyril Anid, pastor of SL
Ann's, studied for the priest-
hood.
After his arrival here in 1921
to care for the Syrian
Catholics of the Byzantine
MeUtito Rite. Msgr. Anid built
the parish church and began
the novena services the follow-
ing year.
The novena will be con-
ducted by Rev. Leon C.
Ristuccia, O.F.M. There will
be veneration of a relic of SL
Ann during each service.
Sunday Law
Is Repealed
ROCKAWAY - The Borough
Council of this Morris County
community repealed its
Sunday sales law July 11, thus
permitting the reopening of
several highway atone on
Sundays.
Adopted in 1881, the ordin-
ance forbade gainful employ-
ment on Sunday, excepting
only necessary activity such sa
the selling of medicine.
The highway stores must
still observe the New Jersey
Sunday sales law and a Mor-
ris County ordinance which
restricts the type of items they
are allowed to sell.
Tribute to Saints
Placed in Record
WASHINGTON, D C. - Sen.
Harrison A. Williams of New
Jersey has inserted into the
Congressional Record the fun
text of Pope John XXlll'a
apostolic letter on the 11th
centenary of SS. Cyril and
Methodius, as it appeared in
the May 22 edition of The
Advocate.
The Senator noted that the
anniversary had special signi-
ficance in North Jersey
where two churches, one in
Boonton and the other in Clif-
ton. are dedicated to the
salute.
Pray of Them
Sr. M. Servatia, O.P.
CALDWELL — Slater Mary
ScrvaUa Madigan, O.P., 84, a
former secretary-general of
the Slaters of St Dominic of
Caldwell, died July 10 at the
motherhouae here. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered
July is at St. Catherine's Con-
vent.
Born In Doyles town, Ohio.
Sister Servatla entered the
Sisters of St. Dominic In 1008
at Jersey City. She served as
principal of Mt St. Dominic
Academy here 1907-1823, as
principal of Blessed Sacra-
ment School, Bridgeport,
Conn., 1923-1929, and as prin-
cipal and superior at St. Jo-
seph’s School, Union City,
1929-1939.
- In 1939 Sister Servatla re-
turned to the motherhouae to
become secretary-general, a
poet she held until her retire-
ment in 1937. She was also a
charter member of the board
of trustees of Caldwell Col-
lege.
Survivors include a sister,
Mrs. R.E. Colopy of Akron.
Ohio, and a brother, William
Madigan of Barberton, Ohio.
Sr. Mary Virginia
LODI - Sister Mary Vtr-
glna Ssymanska, C.S.S.F., 98.
a former teacher in several
North Jersey schools, died
July 8 at St Joseph's
Hospital. Philadelphia. A
Solemn Requiem Mass was
held July 11- at Immaculate
Conception Convent here.
A native of Poland, Staler
Mary Virginia came to the
U. S. as a child sind entered
the FeUcian Sisters in 1918 at
Baltimore. She taught at
schools in Newark. Bloomfield
and Irvington, and was sta-
tioned in Wilmington. Del., at
the time of her death.
Survivors include a brother,
John Sayasanski. and a sis-
ter. Mrs. Albina Kamaciura,
both of Poland.
Sr. M. Leontia, S.S.J.
CHESTNUT HILL, Pa. -
Slater Mary Lcontla, S.S.J., a
member of the Sistera of St.
Joseph for 57 yesrs, died here
July 3. A .Solemn Requiem
Mass waa offered July 5.
Born in Allentown, Pa., Sla-
ter Lcontla joined the Sisters
of St. Joseph ip 1908. She
taught in several North Jersey
Schools, including HolyFamily
Academy, Bayonne; Our Lady
of the Valley High School, Or-
ange. and Good Counsel High
School, Newark.
Other Death$
...
Mrs. John F. Connelly of
Kearny, mother of Rev. Mr.
Nicholas J. CotmoDy, S.J., of
St Andrew-oo-Hudson, N.Y.,
died July u at home.
Mrs. Charles Cosgrove, 82, of
Fair Haven, founder of Holy
Angels Day Nursery, Newark,
died July 8 at Monmouth Med-
ical Center, Long Branch.
Benedict J. O'Neffl of Tuc-
son. Aria., brother of Sister
Maria Thlaa of St Michael s
Newark, died July 12 .
Msgr. George 1. Casey, 80,
vicar general of the Archdio-
cese of Chicago, died July S at
Mercy Hospital there.
■ev. Edward V. Mooney,
C.8.C., 70, first director of the
youth department of the Na-
tional Cathode Welfare Confer-
ence. died July 8 at South
Bend. Ind.
William M. Held*, 73, of
Franklin, brother of Sister
Cornelia, S.C.C., died July 13
at St. Mary's Hospital, Pas-
sate.
Bishop Piergiorgio CWap-
P«o, 53, patriarchal vicar of
Israel, died July 15 at Haifa.
Mrs. Henry G. Dshl of
Verone, sister of Sister Mary
Augustine of Bethesda, Md.,
died July 14.
l» your prsyrrt slio rtmem-
btr ibtst, yomr dtctsird
prints'.
Newark ...
Rev. John J. Cassidy, 8.J.,
July 21. 1053
Rev. ArthurDombrowsM, July
22, 1842
Rev. Louis Rinaldi, 8.D.8.,
July 32, 1956
Rev. Sebastian J. Urnauer, O.
Carm.. July 22, 1955
Rev. Thomas F. O'Donnell,
July 22. 1848
Rev. Petgr J. Daly, SJ.. July
23, 1860
Rev. William J. Landers, July
24. 1854
Rev. Michael J. Connor, July
25. 1837
Rev. John Mikhu. July 28,1837
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John J. Gorm-
ley, July 28, 1857
Rev. William J. Dunne,
S.M.A., July 28„ 1959
Paterson...
Rev. Godfrey Weitekamp,
0.F.M., July 21, 1962
RL Rev. Msgr. Michael F.
McGuhmesa, July 22, 1845
Rev. Marcethu Kotin er,
0.F.M., July 3M. 1065
Oblate Sisters of Providence
To Staff Queen of Angels
Is NEWARK The Oblate Sis-
ters of Providence will take
charge of Queen of Angels
School in September, their first
foundation in ihe Archdiocese
of Newark.
According to Rev. Thomas
J. Carey, administrator of the
pariah, four Sisters will be
provided for the school which
has about 180 children in six
grades. During the past year,
the school was taught by lay
women with Rev. Joseph A.
Stulb acting as principal.
The Oblate Sitters of Provi-
dence were founded in 1829
and have their general mother-
house in Baltimore. They serve
in seven archdioceses and
seven dioceses, with one school
snd one catechetical center in
the Diocese of Trenton.
Father Carey said that a
pariah reception will be held
for the Sisters in August and
and that there will also be a
reception to which other com-
munities of Sisters in the arch-
diocese will be invited.
Plan Lectures
On Far East
SOUTH ORANGE Rev.
William Grootaers, professor
of linguistics at the Metropoli-
tan University of Tokyo, will
open a series of public lec-
tures on Oriental Culture at
Scton Hall University July 18.
Father Grootaers, who serv-
ed in China before the com-
munist takeover, will speak on
"Popular Religions of Chins.”
The lecture series is being
held in connection with the
summer institutes oit the
Chinese and Japanese lan-
guages being held at the uni-
versity.
On July 25, Rev. Thomas
Berry of Setoo Hall University
will speak on “Japanese
Drama as Religious Expert-
ence.” There will be a demon-
stration of the Japanese dance
on Aug. 1. a lecture by Her-
bert Kraft of the university
museum oo Aug. 8 and a talk
by Dr. John CM. Wu on Aug.
15.
Family Life
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family monuments
JOHN P. A. McGOVERN
MEMORIALS
_ *o*o
io«TH AKLIMOTON, M. J.
MOT • MINOT MM
Over 500
AFT
I F
1 TO7 RMS.
$4O TO $490
Martin Goldstein
Wl 7-7000
OAT* A WMK
IMMEDIATfIY ADJACENT TO
ST. THOMAS' CHURCH A SCHOOL
MIDDLEWOOD
c^gumaaßi'
ONLY *990
!■ OLO BRIDGE
MOM TOWWSMIP
ATTUAcmn coAwgwmr uunt
VTILITia* IMCLUOiM
DOWN
RUTS THIS RRANO NEW
3 Bedroom 81-LEVEL
with IH bertha, goraft (A apHowol 4th iMdraMn)
FULL PRICE *18,490
HURRY SELLING FASTI
The Finest AAA Residential Area in
ROSELLE PARK
Brand new 18-home grouping just one block
from JCRR Station Newark and NYC buses and
shopping. St. Joseph the Carpenter School
within walking distance. Wooded lots. Liberal
financing.
,500
COLONIAL
GARDENS.
GALLOPING HILL RD., ROSELLE PARK, NJ.
DUfCDOm. totwoy ,» Ud 111, on GoUepina KOI *d.
•ftproa. m miU* H Coioniol Cordon, Mod.li (cow of Co4o~of
y~* ,'lf>r-°r 14.
W **' f ‘* W A ”* ** Sd- turn on. btodi
Agent: R. E. SCOn e EL 5-RlOO • Model: CH 1-4*90
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2-STORY COLONIALS from
$25
ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE I
40c por low 4 mtcrtioni
J«< p« w j
'
WrH» to Tito Adrocot*
Jl Clinton St. Ntwod, N. J.
•f phono MAHi.t 4-0700. Ut il
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BARNEY'S WAREHOUSE
LIQUIDATES OUTFITS
BARNEY'S SUPERMARKET
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
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omM!t
Opaa Mon., ‘» TBOfl. A FTL rdf.
AUTO DEALERS . NEW CABS
BUICK • MERCEDES-BENZ
AoUartaad Mw lb Santa*
MAPLEBUICK INC
Owmim amt can
Phone SO 2-7500
»IT W. «■ Oran An , to. Or wo. N. J.
CADILLAC
* S tit VICK
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC
riM Salaclion ot Uaad Can
0 Cantral Ava.
Phone AAA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
Naw Jbrart Unul
Distributor
Author* (ad CADILLAC . OLDS
SALE# A SERVICE
Cli/ton. N. i.
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC
_
Authoriaed
orwtMi
AUTO DCAIERS - NEW CARS
CHEVROLET*
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- msJsi?‘%2rss'^
CHEVROLET
cOmvAtu. coivtnt
KONNER CHEVROLET
Art.
CA 6 6666
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rLTKOVra . VAUAMI
TOWNS MOTORS INC
Otrm factory DmW
PKon* HUntar 6-1400
uII Owe Aw. w. imtrn, M. t
FORD
FALCON ■ TfIUNDOUUXD
FO*D TRUCKS
Oowaataad Umd Cut
FOREST MOTORS INC.
m Crtlnl Arm. Onui am. N. J.
OR 3-2917
S. LICCAROI MOTORS
*«*■*-« Mm ft ftnta
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m N. Bn*
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FLETCHER
twootlf • MERCURY CORF.
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OLOSMOBILE
«• JOYCE (HDSMORITE
• AutbortzuJ Salaa * Santos
• Guanatoad Um 4 Can
PI 4-7500
ITt 01— Rtosa An. M..1M.1,
PLYMOUTH - VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Aathaftesd Daator
™SKSfcW&Sf,nr
MM Hudson BML. Union Clip. N. J.
UNIon 6-6300
• PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER
VALIANT . IMPERIAL
murphy rror motor bales
■ALBS ft SERVICE
MSI* Qaarantosd Uaad Can
ELizabftth 5-5600
MS It Broad M. EUaabath. N. J.
AUTO MAURS - NIW CABS
1943 PONTIAC - TEMPESTS
warn meal n cun
MAXON PONTIAC
Phone. WA 3-4900
PONTIAC
nawl Mr Waft * -tfr
TROPHY PONTIAC
Mi 7-4900
PONTIAC - TEMPEST
RAMBLER
MROZEK AUTO SALES
»* O" - Mf ft* Mai
RAMBLER
ELM AUTO SALES
■ma • partts
WYmon 8-7311
*—"P Am bttv. A 4
CREST RAMBLER
of PASSAIC
RJEV7
Oft MUT
« fthw Drta
ISs**
VOLKSWAGEN
IftftVlCß • PASTS
Aircooled Aulomotivft Corp.
•ton County, old*
IM Viim at
Phone: SO 3-4547
■AOtN A KOTUM. OK.
VOLKSWAGEN
Mua ft names
Cm
Arm., Niwirk. N. J.
TA 4-2000
. VOLKSWAOCM
TAYLOR MOTOR SALKS INC.
■AUDI • SKA VICK . LXASOK . PARTS
Phono 489 - 1300
AUTO SERVICI 8 REPAIRS
Q. M. Traiumlssion Service
sr:;„&
VT*rE-.Trjr"
REBUILT MOTORS
-.N* mjMj
motor (i
ONLY n A
o*t e*g-
MICO MOTOR .
INSTALLATION CORP
AUTO SERVICE * REPAIRS
ARMORY AUTO SERVICE INC
Phono: GR 1-5650
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VIOLA BROS. INC
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h» fn« MkiM
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Am Natter. K. 1.
FUEL OIL - OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
-ltofcmjt ur**n nwdi
Dials Ml 2-2727
KUTZNER OIL CO., INC
«
[|
KAPSO D«PATVH«P
Phonos 353-3378
«B & Brmtf SL I
FLOOR COVERING
MOHAWK FACTORY OUTLET
FLORIST
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
NOrth 7-1022
mj (lrMnhnnM
An. Nutler N. X
HARDWARE . PAINTS
..-THOMPSON':
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• Cook * Dunn
• Rmml A-
-
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Froo Delivery
JUFAW
<ft?
MASONRY
- ROOFING
RALPH PALUMBO
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AU typo* at not repair*.
M Rprlasfleid Av*.. Newark.
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Couple Buys Second Home
From the Same Builders
A Kaylon Rtltait
UNCROFT (FFSV-A couple
who bought a home from Lin-
croft builders Dave Shane and
Martin Stoloff in 1958 and sold
it last year to visit Germany
have sought out the same
builders for their second house
now that they have returned
from Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M.
Lauensteln bought their first
home, a split-level model, at
Sherwood Forest in Middle-
town In IMS from Shane and
Stoloff and sold it last year
so they could travel to Ger-
many for a six-month visit
with Mrs. Lauenatein's family.
They returned to the U.S.
recently and decided to pur-
chase another home. Because
of their past experience, they
looked for Shane and Stoloff
and bought another split-level
house at the 40-house Hidden
Valley community which the
developers are currently build-
ing here.
The Lauenstelns are sched-
uled to take occupancy Scot.
15 and Join thea families who
are already living In the com-
munity on ••rimming River
Rd. off the Garden State Park-
way and Newman Springs Rd.
here, ii- v ; i;'v
Shane and Stoloff, who list
38 sales at the tract, also plan
to continue deliveries through-
out the summer and expect to
have occupancies up to cur-
rent sales before the start of
the school term.
The builders are offering
split-level and bl-level dwell-
ings priced from $22,900 end
they are placing the homes oo
landscaped plots a half-acre
and larger.
Sellout Is Near
At Middlewood
A Kaylon Rtltait
OLD BRIDGE (PFS) - Only
five homes remain to complete
the sellout at the 194-house
Middlewood-at-Old Bridge com-
munity on Bentley Are. off
RL 18 where homes hsve now
been delivered to a total at
173 buyers.
The developer, Hedy Heights
Construction Cos. of Clifton alee
plans to move two more
families Into the tract by the
end of the month. Sake at the
community are under the di-
rection of Value Realty. Inc.,
also of Qifloo.
The homes are offered oo
fully-landscaped plots 85 by 100
feet sod larger in an area
serviced by city sewers. The
tract offers Cape God, ranch,
split-level end bl-level homes
which are priced from SUJM
to 01,490.
Featured is e seven-room,
1 1/3 bath bi-level ranch model
priced at 818,490. The house
has a partial brick ntoto
and entry is through e double
door which opens Into a mas-
teniae foyer.
AMONG THE ATTRACTIONS - Popular Forest Lakes, Rte.
206, Andover, features wide sandy beaches like this one
pictured in early morning. Clean, sparkling water makes
swimming at Forest Lakes extra enjoyable.
Homes With View in Morris
A Cbtrtmon-Carroll Rtltasr
ROCKAWAY (PFS) - Sales
are being inaugurated this
weekend In Section 111 it the
Highlands of Morris County,
reports Jack Hendrick*, build-
er of tUs 80-home community
located on Sunny Hill Rd., off
RL 48.
The 80 homes in fids new
section win be built along the
top of e hill, 1,900 feet above
Me level, and will afford a
panoramic view at the New
York City skyline ss well as
the surrounding countryside,
Featured at the Highlands of
Morris County, where more
than 30 families have already
taken tiik to their homes, ere
contemporary mortals at ranch
and bi-level design with wood
roof overhangs ell around.
They are placed on minimum
12,500 sq. ft. wooded rites and
priced from $23,500 with terms
including down payments from
10% for aIL
The Duncan Ranch model,
priced from $23,500, offers a
true center hell design with an
•ntry foyer, formal living
worn, dining room, froot-tac-
log kitchen family room with
mahogany paneling, wood-
burning brick fireplace, and
floor-to-ceiling picture Win-
down, mahogany paneled res-
reatton room wMh separata
rear entry, three bedrooms,
and compsrtmented family
bath.
An homes are available with
customized Interiors and
iors including oann spot nat-
ural wood ridagles, stone,
dock or rx>ara and rotten,
as well as larger or additional
rooms.
July 18, IMS THEADVOCATE 15highland lakes
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LOCUST LAKE
VILLAGE
“Exclusive But Not Expensive"
Choose Any" Of Many Vacation Home Sites
• 1150 Acres • High In The Poconos • 10X Down
• Up to 5 Years to Pay • Cottages For Leisure
Now, Retirement Later.
tcHaat fnai N. 2. - N. T. Cl IrMga ar Tmuwb *• M. J. t>. 46 (t hM
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YIAR BOUND UVINO
IN THI MART Of
New Jersey's Vacation
Enjoy FISHING, SWIMMING,
MATING, PICNICKING...
every eetrfom plinaHi ... |ssl
eamde your jUor ... la New Jeteey
RANCH HOMES
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LAKE PANORAMA
NOW.
a distinctive new lake
_____
community in the Pocono Mountains
[Hemlock farms
soun 402 torn valut, m.
Viste HemlockFarma now... thisbeautiful
new development was previously a private
4.200 acre estate... now a private, profes-
sionally developed community for your
vacation hone.
Several lovely lakefront lots are available
for your inspection.
(Purchasers must inspect property prim* to sale.)
Mb*
LAKEVIEW BUILDING SITES, OVEt 1/S ACM, PROM $l5O DOWN
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When you buy or sell in . . .
WEST ORANGE • SOUTH ORANGE • LIVINGSTON
MAPLEWOOD • MILLBURN • SHORT HILLS
• ORANGE • EAST ORANGE
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Unspoiled Natural Beauty
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Reasonably priced at ooly $1,230
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ROUTE 20*. ANDOVER, NJ.
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TIMBERLANE at COLONIA
in YVoodbridge Township
presents the "LIGHT FOR LIVING HOME”
-THE COLONIAL*
The "Light Cor Living" notarial modd a cm open fames i
rttdnwit by Public Service Etactric k Gee Company. Cnetf— faring
the beauty of furnishings, adds a dramatic flair to] increases a bocac"s value.
PUBUC SERVICE aaOMCANDOASCOMPANY
taeataamfrisCMM
@
4 BEDROOM SHOWPLACE $26,750
The classic tarty American architectural tradition is exemplified in this stately
residence. Attractive foyer. Royal sited living room. Formal dining room. Com-
pletely equipped kitchen with oven, gas range and breakfast dining area. All
purpose family room with sliding glass doors leading to terrace. Dressing room
in master bedroom, 2V* baths. Full basement, 2-car garage.
Select from additional striking designs from
.$22,990
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BIRCH
HILL
Morshofl Hill Rood
West Milford, N. J.
*
Lorg* LMng Room Fufl Dining Room, 7,040 sq. ft. Bose merit
Color Co-ordinated Kitchen Built-Ins Gos or Electric
Large Tree Shoded Loodscoped Homesites Poved Driveways
3 BEDROOMS
15,990
Roncfi or Cope
Prkm from SI4J9Q
«ARLY OCCUPANCY GUARANTIED
MOVE IN THIS SUMMER!
• CRy Sewers (He Septict)
• City veter & get (no bottle gee)
• Petted streets, stem sewers.
tw home within two month*. You do not hove
So wo* lor We bwtoßotlon of utilities or ony-
thino site. Thete beautiful home sHoS ate reody
■wr. We em equipped to tender euper-ioet
eeortsooo flnendne. Along w*t. eR Wit, your
home wIR be customised to your IndMduol
taste In
B MODELS OPEN DAILY
Bm
NOW OPEN
DELUXE MODEL $17,900
• 4 Bedrooms np to IT x 20*
• 2 Ceramic Tiled Ml Bettis
• Completely finished Incledhir
wall to sell carpeting
TOTAL PRICE. No Exttwi
$17,900
ALL TYMS Of FINANCING AYAILABU
10% DOWN and NO CLOSINO PUS
TO QUALINID lUYRS.
PA 8-9172 or OX 4-2444
DIRICTIOHSi Rt. 21 north past Sutler, right at
Echo Lake Rd. or North on Rt. Sll IRinewood
Ava.) to MorahoH Hill Rd. Follow Uena is
•nodal I next to Menhall Hill Uoatentofy School).
Oklahoma Court
Bans Bus Rides
OKLAHOMA CITY (RNS)—
Oklahoma’* State Supremo
Court ruled unanimously that
tt is unconstitutional for a
public school to transport
parochial school students.
The court upheld a decision
rendered in district court In
• test suit brought by John
L. Antons and other taxpayer!
of Midwest City, OUs. The
suit sought to enjoin the Mid-
west City School District from
transporting 175 pupils of SL
Phillip Neri Catholic School.
DEFENDANTS had icon-
tended the practice did not
violate the state cooatitution
when routes taken by the
buses were not enlarged or
altered to assist those pupils,
thus incurring no additional
expense for the public school
system.
The court ruled that funds
for school buses and their
maintenance and operation
are to be devoted exclusively
to public schools. The court
said:
“• - - U tho coat of school
buses and the maintenance
and operation is in aid of the
public schools, then it would
seem to necessarily follow
that when pupils of parochial
schools are transported by
them such service is In aid of
that school. Any such aid di-
rectly or indirectly is express-
ly prohibited by ... the coo*
stitotioo. H
- t ••• . m v-
Fr. Lynch
Named Dean
SOUTH ORANGE
- Rev.
Stephen P, Lynch has been
named dean o t men at Scton
Hall University by Bishop
John J. Dougherty, president.
He will also serve on the fa-
culty of the department of
history and political science.
Chairman of the social
studies department at Setoo
Hafl Prep the past ban years.
Father Lynch succeeds Rev.
Thomas G. Fahy, recently
named vice preatdeot in
charge of instruction.
Father Lynch, a native of
Jersey City, served as a com-
bat infantryman in World War
H. He was ordained in 1953
and is a candidate lor a
masters’ degree at Setoo Hall.
Ha had served five years at
Our Lady of Sorrows, South
Orange, before being assigned
to Setoo Hall Prep hi 1968. He
is also director of the sodality
at Oak KnoQ School, Summit,
moderator of the Seton Hall
Alumni Federation and a
weekend assistant at St. Vin-
ceat'a Bayonne.
FATHER LYNCH
Medical School
Names Surgeon
JERSEY CITY Dr. Harry
A. Kaplan has been appointed
professor of surgery at Seton
Han College of Medicine.
A graduate of the University
of Minnesota medical school.
Dr. Kaplan interned at the
Jersey City Medical Center
and has also served at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn.
Dr. Kaplan will direct the
neuro-surgery teaching pro-
gram at Seton HaU and will
also conduct research into head
trauma, the injury char-
acterized by damage V) the
blood vessels of the brain
which often results from auto-
mobile accidents.
Students Receive
Poetry Awards
NEW YORK J. Edward
Dumie of St Peter's College
and Joseph GianeOi of Seton
HaU University,, Paterson, re-
ceived medals for poetic
achievement from The Catho
lie Poetry Society of America.
Contests were held on Cath-
olic campuses throughout the
country, with the method of
selecting s winner left to the
officials on each campus.
School Rental
To Continue
BURLINGTON, Mass. (NC)
This town’s selectmen and
members of the school com-
mittee rejected a protest by
the Civil Liberties Union of
Massachusetts and voted to
continue the practice of renting
public school facilities to rail-
gtous denominations for sarv-
lest.
Charles F. Sima, selectmen
chairman, said the rapid
growth of the town’s popula-
tion caused a shortage of fa-
cilities for the religious groups.
The board will continue to
rent schools to Catholics, Pres-
byterians and Fellowship Bap-
tiste for services.
Shea said the selectman and
school committee are prepared
to defend their action in the
courts, U necessary.
Fill New Post
At Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE Dr.
Richard E. Acclavatti of Flor-
hsm Part, associate professor
of education at Setoo Hall Uni-
versity, has been promoted to
the iKwly crested post of
coordinator of rehabilitation
counseling.
Setoo Hall has conducted a
graduate major In rehabilita-
tion counseling In Its depart-
ment of special education far
three years. It trains profes-
sional workers skilled In as-
sisting physically, mentally
and emotionally disturbed per-
sona.
Dr. Acclavatti is a native of
ML Carmel, Pa., and received
all of his degrees from Pena
State.
To Continue
Prayers
In Mahwah
AmAJvocste Newt Summery
Three attempts to get
around the Supreme Court's
ruling on school prayer warn
Initiated in New Jersey this
week.
In Mahwah, the Board of
Education voted. 54, to con-
tinue the practice of reciting
the Our Father and a portion
of the Old Testament at the
loginning of each school day.
In Saddle Brook, the Board
of Education, by an U vote,
approved a period of silent
prayer at the start of school.
In East Orange, the City
Council unanimously voted to
Potion Congress to amend
the Constitution to enable the
daily recitation of a non-sec-
tarian prayer.
NEW JERSEY law had ra-
uired Bible reading and per-
mitted the recitation of the
Our Father at the discretion of
local boards. A tty. Gen. Ar-
thur J. Sills, in the wake of
last month’s Supreme Court
decision, ruled that both prac-
tices were illegal.
Commenting on the action
taken in Mahwah. he said ha
will confer with State Educa-
tion Commissioner Frederick
Haubinger as to possible ac-
tion. He deplored defiance sf
the Supreme Court decision
and pointed out that Rauhing-
er could withhold state school
aid from the Mahwah district.
Sills has not given any opin-
ion on the legality of silent
pnfyer periods.
Seton Hall Gets
Science Grants
SOUTH ORANGE - Setoo
Hall University has received
National Science Founda-
tion grants totaling SM.OOO for
instruction and research.
A grant of JISJOa. which
must bo matched by the uni-
versity Horn non federal
sources, goes to the chemis-
try department for new In-
structional equipment.
Another grant of SIMM Is
restricted to the support of re-
search and is based on the
amount of research now being
conducted by the department
Lay Teachers
Get Contracts
BALTIMORE <NC) - Lay
teacbcn in Baltimore archdio-
c«*n schools will wort under
written contracts start in* in
September, the arehdiocesan
Board of Education said.
The board has also ap-
proved a refinement of the
lay teacher salary seal# that
went Mo effect last Septem-
ber. A trade school teacher
with • college degree receives
a minimum of tt.eoo in the
first year of teaching and re-
cti*** yearly raises until, alt-
ar eight yearn, the salary
trachea IMaQ.
Advance FundsVoted
For School Project
NEWARK
- The Urban Re-
newal Administration in Wash-
ington has awarded OMM lor
survey and planning on the St.
Benedict's Prep urban renewal
project
The grant gives the go-ahead
for work which mutt be done
before the land can be ac-
quired under the Title 1 pro-
gram.
The property involved cov-
ers about four seres to the
east of the present school and
St. Mary’s Friary.
Exponxkm plan* include
residential facilities, additional
classrooms, administrative of-
fices and an underground gym-
nasium designed in accord-
ance srith federal fallout
shelter specifications.
The cost of the project,
to be accomplished to three
stages over 12 years, is es-
timated at tXM million.
LOUVAIN ALUMNI - Archbishop Boland was an invited guest at the annual reunion of
the Louvain Alumni Association July 10 at Loyola Retreat House, Morristown, left to right
are Rev. Samuel Bove, pastor of St. Joseph's, East Orange, Bishop Russell J. McVinney of
Providence, R.I., Archbishop Boland, Bishop James A. McNulty of Buffalo and Rev.
John J. Killiher of Worcester, Mass., secretary-treasurer of the alumni group.
Prayer ‘Replaced’
By School Board
MANCHESTER. NJI. (RNS)
The Manchester School
Board has adopted recommen-
dations which, it said, will
comply with the Supreme
Court ruling on prayers and
■till "keep God’s name in the
minds of the school children,"
to the district.
John T. McDonald, superin-
tendent of School*, said (hat
the aim could be reached
through daily recitation of tho
Fledge of Allegiance and the
first and third atanzas of the
National Anthem. Both refer
to God.
Dahomey Ambassador
To Address Institute
SOUTH ORANGE Ambas-
sador M. Louis Ignacio-Pinto
of Dahomey will discuss the
development of hia country at
tho July 26 "open end" session
of the Institute for Internation-
al Service at Seton Hall Uni-
versity.
Ambassador Ignacio-Pinto
represents hia nation both to
Washington and at the United
Nations. Hi* talk is one of a
series of evening public lec-
ture*.
The institute is spon-
sored by Seton HaU and con-
ducted by the Association for
International Development.
At tho July 19 "open-end"
session, James O’Gara, man-
aging editor of Commonweal,
wiU speak on overpopulation.
The July 22 session will hear
Richard Walsh of the Radio-TV
department of the National
Council of Catholic Men on
"Modern Communication*:
Power and Responsibility."
Gerald F. Miache, co-founder
of AID, will lead a panel dis-
cussion of “Marxism to Africa
and Latto-Amcrica” on July
24, with people from Africa
and Latin America on the
panel.
The sessions are being held
in the amphitheater of McNul-
ty HaU. starting at 8 P.M. Ad-
mission is SI.
A CLOSER study of Marx-
ism was urged by Rev. Quen-
tin Lsuer, S.J
,
of Fordham
University at his June 10 lec-
ture.
He said that Christians
"must know Marxism —but
not just to fight it. We have
an obligation to understand
wnat half the world believes,
if we are to keep abreast, aa
we must, of our changing
world.”
Father Lauer said that
there are aspects of Karl
Marx's theories which can and
others which cannot be ac-
cepted by Christiana. As un-
acceptable, he listed: denial
of God, the, explanation of
history as a claw struggle
and a refusal to accept re-
form aa a means of advance-
ment.
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Don t Be Switched! Insist on Redwood Home Modernizers
LIFETIME ALUMINUM SIDING
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT ATSHOP-RITE!
COFFEE SALE V Hl-C DRINKS
Choir im Sanborn 4< Oil l
Ehler \ Holland Houir
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Orange-Pineapple
or Fruit Punch
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